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Preface

This thesis has been a joint project between Universidad Carlos III de Madrid and
Telefónica Research (Spain). Specifically, the research has been conducted at the GISC
(Grupo Interdisciplinar de Sistemas Complejos), group of Universidad Carlos III and
at the analytics and data mining and user modelling research teams of Telefónica Re-
search.

The main interest of this research has been in understanding and characterizing large
networks of human interactions as continuously changing objects, which members ap-
pear and disappear over time and which interactions are characterized by temporal cor-
relations and inhomogeneities. This constitutes a very challenging and novel topic. In
fact, although many real social networks are temporal or dynamical networks, which el-
ements and properties continuously change over time, traditional approaches to social
network analysis are essentially static: ties (and tie weights) are given by the aggre-
gated activity observed in a given time period, nodes and ties are considered persistent
over time, temporal inhomogeneities and correlations between interaction events are
neglected, etc. Within this frame, therefore, the time dimension of human behavior has
typically been projected out.

Although much effort has been devoted in the last years to characterize the temporal
patterns of human interaction, a general understanding of how dynamically model real
social networks is still missing. In this thesis we contribute to advancing the state of the
art in this area by investigating the instantaneous, instead than the aggregated, contact
network and by analyzing the role of temporal activity patterns of human interaction
in the description and modeling of real social networks. Specifically, we investigated
the role that topological and, in particular, temporal patterns of human interaction play
in three main topics of social network analysis and data mining: the characterization
of time (or attention) allocation in social networks, the prediction of link decay and/or
persistence and the analysis and modeling of information spreading phenomena.

To this end, we have analyzed large anonymized data sets of phone call communication
traces (Call Detail Records or CDR) over long periods of time. Access to these obser-
vations was granted by Telefónica Research. The availability of empirical data about
such massive networks allowed us to analyze and measure global features of human
behavior and interaction and to characterize phenomena and tendencies that might be
invisible at small scale. At the same time, the fine-grained resolution of the datasets we
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had access to and the fact that they cover a large sample of the population, ensure the
significance and universality of our findings.

The findings that emerge from our research indicate that the observed inhomogeneities
and correlations of human temporal patterns of interactions significantly affect the cur-
rent view of social networks, shifting from a very steady to a highly complex entity.
Temporal patterns of communication are essential not only for a better characterization
of the inherent properties of human behavior, but also, and more importantly, for the
understanding and modeling of all those phenomena which are triggered by the way in
which people communicate and behave. Examples are diffusion of epidemics, infor-
mation spreading, opinion and influence phenomena and group formation. Our results
indicate the necessity to incorporate temporal patterns of communication in the anal-
ysis of social networks: since structure and dynamics are tightly coupled, the analysis
and modeling of human behavior has to factor in both.

The work of this thesis combines data mining, the analysis of large datasets, theoretical
modeling, simulations and experiments on empirical data. In addition, this also has
a wide range of applications in many business sectors. In particular, at Telefónica
Research, part of our techniques and findings have been successfully applied to areas
such as social networks analysis, modeling human influence, customer segmentation
and targeting in viral marketing campaigns.

We believe this work has made a contribution to understanding and modeling real social
networks and and we are confident that it will encourages further research in this field.



Resumen

Entender la dinámica de comunicación entre personas en una red social es uno de
los problemas clave de la ciencia contemporánea y juega un papel fundamental en
situaciones tales como detección temprana de epidemias, pero también en procesos
como la difusión de información comercial, marketing viral, propagación de noticias,
opiniones o rumores. De hecho, todos esos procesos están estrictamente relacionados
con la forma en que las personas están conectadas e interactúan y con los mecanismos
que regulan la dinámica de esas interacciones. Tradicionalmente, el estudio de las redes
sociales y de la dinámica de comunicación entre personas se ha basado principalmente
en el análisis de cuestionarios y estudios dirigidos a pequeños grupos de individuos,
limitando la generalización a gran escala de los resultados y por tanto una comprensión
completa del comportamiento humano y de muchos procesos reales basados en ello. En
los últimos años, la existencia de grandes bases de datos electrónicos sobre interacción
entre personas, como e-mail, llamadas de teléfono o mensajes en redes sociales online
como Facebook o Twitter, ha facilitado el estudio sobre el comportamiento humano y
cambiado radicalmente la forma de entender y modelizar las redes sociales, tanto que
se habla ya de un nuevo tipo de ciencia emergente: la ciencia de las redes sociales
o ciencia social computacional. De hecho, el estudio del comportamiento humano
basado en bases de datos electrónicos a gran escala y durante periodos largos de tiempo
ofrece una oportunidad de estudiar y modelar los fenómenos sociales que no tiene
precedentes en ciencias sociales, económicas o de sistemas complejos.

La mayorı́a de estudios de redes sociales en las últimas décadas se han enfocado en
caracterizar la estructura topológica de la red (con quién se relaciona cada individuo)
y entender las propiedades de esa estructura durante un periodo de observación dado.
Se ha observado, por ejemplo, que en las redes sociales la distancia topológica desde
cualquier nodo de la red a otro es mucho más pequeña que el tamaño (número total
de nodos) de la red (efecto de ”pequeño mundo”) o que en estas redes hay un número
inusual de grandes conectores (hubs), que poseen la mayor parte de las conexiones so-
ciales. Sin embargo, en estos estudios normalmente no se incluyen las propiedades
temporales de la actividad humana y se asume que las redes sociales son objetos
estáticos cuyas propiedades se obtienen agregando en el tiempo la actividad de los
individuos: tantos los nodos de la red cuanto las conexiones sociales se consideran
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permanentemente activas y el peso o importancia de cada relación solo depende del
volumen total de interacción entre las dos personas involucradas. Además, se asume
que los eventos no están relacionados entre si y que la interacción entre dos personas
ocurre de forma homogénea en el tiempo, o sea que puede ocurrir de forma aleatoria
en cualquier instante.

Sin embargo, estudios recientes de la actividad humana han demostrado que los pa-
trones temporales de esta actividad son altamente heterogéneos. De hecho, las conex-
iones sociales se forman y se destruyen en el tiempo y la actividad humana, por ejemplo
el número de email mandados por un mismo usuario al dı́a o la interacción entre dos
personas, se produce a ráfagas, es decir periodos muy intensos de conversaciones se
alternan con largos periodos de inactividad. Además, se ha observado que la comu-
nicación humana sucede en conversaciones en grupo, es decir, aunque se produce a
ráfagas, éstas ocurren a la vez entre los miembros de un grupo social. Esa heterogenei-
dad de los patrones temporales de la actividad humana afecta la forma de comprender
y modelar las redes de interacción humana, las propiedades topológicas de las mismas,
ası́ como la dinámica de muchos procesos reales. Sin embargo, a pesar de su impor-
tancia, todavı́a se sabe muy poco de como incorporar las propiedades temporales en la
descripción y modelización de las redes sociales.

Nuestro principal objetivo ha sido avanzar en este problema y con dos propósitos
principales. Por un lado, entender y cuantificar no solo las propiedades estructurales,
sino también los patrones temporales de comunicación entre personas y comprender
como afectan a la actual descripción de las redes sociales. Frente a la visión estática
de una red social (como están conectados los individuos dentro de una red), nuestro
estudio ha buscado entender también cuándo y cómo se producen esas relaciones so-
ciales en el tiempo. Por otro lado, nos hemos interesado en entender como esos rit-
mos de interacción afectan procesos dinámicos globales con un particular interés en
fenómenos de la difusión de informaciones en redes sociales. Como consecuencia,
nuestro propósito más general ha sido proporcionar una mejor caracterización de las
redes sociales como entidad dinámicas en lugar de estáticas, incluyendo no solo las
propiedades topológicas de la red sino también los patrones temporales.

Este proyecto de tesis ha sido una colaboración entre la Universidad Carlos III
de Madrid y Telefónica I+D, a través de la beca Becas de Formación de Doctores
Telefónica I+D y Universidad Carlos III de Madrid y sucesivas colaboraciones. En
particular, Telefónica I+D nos ha proporcionado el acceso a bases de datos totalmente
anonimizadas de llamadas telefónicas (Call Detail Record o CDR), cuya análisis nos
ha permitido de investigar las propiedades estructurales y dinámicas de masivas redes
sociales durante largos periodos de tiempo (aproximadamente 9.000 millones de lla-
madas entre 20 millones de usuarios durante periodos de 11-19 meses) construidas a
partir de esos datos. Este gran volumen de datos y su extensión en tiempo garantiza
la representatividad y universalidad de nuestros resultados. Nuestra metodologı́a se
ha basado entonces en el estudio de grandes redes sociales de llamadas telefónicas,
en simulaciones sobre esas redes y la posteriór análisis y modelización. Para alcanzar
nuestros objetivos, en primer lugar hemos analizado y caracterizado las propiedades
temporales de estas redes. De acuerdo con otros estudios, hemos observado que, den-
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tro de la misma red egocéntrica de una persona, no todas las conexiones sociales tienen
la misma importancia y que tanto los individuos como los enlaces entre ellos son al-
tamente volátiles. Se ha observado además que la comunicación entre individuos no
sucede de manera homogénea en el tiempo, sino que se produce a ráfagas y está orga-
nizadas en grupos de conversaciones. En segundo lugar hemos analizado el papel que
todos estos aspectos temporales de la comunicación humana juegan en: (i) los procesos
de organización y distribución de tiempo y atención de una persona dentro de su red
de contactos, (ii) la caracterización de una relación social a partir de la observación
de actividad entre dos personas y del rol que esa actividad tiene en la predicción de la
persistencia o decaimiento de la misma relación en el futuro y (iii) procesos de difusión
de información en redes sociales.

Uno de los motivos por los cuales las redes sociales no han sido estudiadas de
forma dinámica es el hecho que los procesos de creación y destrucción de los enlaces
sociales están enmascarados por la actividad a ráfagas de las interacciones humanas.
La dificultad en el separar esos dos procesos, junta a la convicción que la escala de
tiempo que regula la creación y destrucción de los enlaces sociales es mucho mas lenta
de la de interacción, han favorecido hasta ahora una descripción agregada y estática
de las redes sociales, frente al estudio de la red instantánea. Sin embargo, nosotros
hemos propuesto un método que nos permite separar las dos escalas de tiempo de esos
dos procesos y analizar, con mucha precisión, la red instantánea de cada usuario. Este
análisis nos ha permitido investigar como cantidades esenciales en el análisis de redes
sociales, como la conectividad social de un individuo, están afectados por la continua
formación (destrucción) de nuevos (antiguos) enlaces. Contrariamente a la infinita (o
muy grande) capacidad social predicha por algunos modelos estáticos, nosotros hemos
observado que existe un limite a dicha capacidad y que, a pesar que las conexiones
sociales se forman y destruyen en el tiempo, cada individuo mantiene un número lim-
itado y constante de contactos a lo largo del tiempo. Mientras el número de contactos
que cada usuario mantiene en el tiempo nos da informaciones sobre su capacidad so-
cial, el número de conexiones creadas o destruidas en una dada ventana temporal mide
su actividad social. La identificación y el análisis de estas dos medidas, que normal-
mente se consideran como una única cantidad (la conectividad social), nos han llevado
al descubrimiento y caracterización de distintos tipos de estrategias de comunicación.
Mientras algunos individuos mantienen en el tiempo siempre el mismo conjunto de
contactos (estrategia estable), otros prefieren explorar varias partes de la red (estrate-
gia exploradora) y están caracterizados por un circulo social muy volátil y muy poco
conectado entre si. Además hemos visto que la estrategia de comunicación de un indi-
viduo también caracteriza la estrategia de sus contactos, siendo estas dinámicas asorta-
tivas en la red. Es decir, la red está formada por grupos de individuos muy conectados y
persistentes separados por grupos muy volátiles y desconectados. Este comportamiento
afecta no sólo las dinámicas de cómo la gente distribuye su tiempo y atención entre su
circulo social sino también, y más importante, procesos globales como la transmisión
de información. En concreto nuestro estudio demuestra que, contrariamente al sentido
común, las estrategias estables son más eficientes que las exploradoras para conocer
antes información.
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El estudio de las propiedades dinamicas de la comunicación humana también nos
ha llevado a demostrar que la forma en la que dos individuos interactúan en el tiempo
permite caracterizar mucho más que el número total de comunicaciones: nos da in-
formación sobre el tipo de relación social que existe entre ellos. Por ello, hemos in-
troducido simple cantidades para medir la duración total o el nivel de heterogeneidad
temporal en una relación social. Esas cantidades, no solo permiten distinguir entre
distintos tipos de enlaces sociales, cosa imposible considerando solo el número de
llamadas, sino también nos dan información sobre el estado de la red social en una
ventana futura. De hecho, aplicando un modelo sencillo de clasificación, hemos de-
mostrado que tanto como las propiedades topológicas de los enlaces sociales, sus pa-
trones temporales nos permiten predecir si un enlace, observado en un dado periodo
temporal, es mas o menos probable que decaiga o persista en el tiempo. Este estudio
tiene importantes aplicaciones no solo en la caracterización de un enlace social, sino
en la predicción y gestión de la actividad en redes sociales.

Finalmente, hemos analizado el impacto que los patrones temporales de comuni-
cación tienen en el proceso de propagación de información. Para abordar este tema
hemos utilizados simulaciones de uno de los modelos estándar en la propagación de
epidemias e infecciones, el modelo SIR (Susceptible-Infectado-Recuperado), sobre las
secuencias reales de llamadas entre personas. De esta forma, hemos podido tener en
cuenta todos los aspectos de la comunicación real y analizar desde un punto de vista
no sólo cualitativo, sino también cuantitativo, los efectos que esos aspectos tienen en
el número de gente a la que puede llegar la información y en la velocidad de dicho
proceso. La principal conclusión del estudio es que el hecho que las interacciones
humanas suceden en ráfagas ralentiza la difusión de información, ya que los grandes
perı́odos de inactividad en la comunicación entre dos personas hacen menos probable
el traspaso de una información de una a otra. Por otro lado, las conversaciones entre
grupos de personas aceleran la difusión de información dentro de esos grupos. Esos
dos efectos compiten y son los ingredientes fundamentales en el proceso de difusión
en redes sociales y, en general, en todos los procesos donde el tiempo entre eventos
de actividad humana es decisivo. Por último, hemos propuesto una simple forma para
representar las redes sociales dentro del esquema tradicional estático, pero teniendo
en cuenta también las propiedades temporales de la interacción humana a través de lo
que hemos definido fuerza dinámica de un enlace, contrariamente a la fuerza estática
dada por el volumen de comunicación entre dos personas. Nuestro estudio permite por
primera vez una descripción básica de las redes sociales en dónde la fuerza de los en-
laces incluye algunos aspectos de la dinámica de las interacciones y abre la puerta a su
utilización para modelizar, entender y analizar redes sociales dinámicas.

El proyecto constituye una combinación de simulación, modelización teórica, ex-
perimentación en redes sociales empı́ricas y aplicación al entorno empresarial. En este
aspecto, por ejemplo, Telefónica I+D ha mostrado amplio interés por los resultados de
nuestra investigación y, de hecho, parte de los resultados y del trabajo realizado se han
aplicado con éxito al análisis de redes sociales y a campañas de marketing viral.
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1
Introduction and Motivations

Science advances whenever we can take something that was once invisible and make
it visible; and this is now taking place with regard to social networks and social

processes.

— Jon Kleinberg 1

(Miritello et al. 2012b) Uncovering the patterns that characterize human behavior
is not only one of the main challenges of contemporary science, but also of outstand-
ing importance for the understanding and modeling of many real phenomena as public
health (Colizza et al. 2007; Eubank et al. 2004; Vespignani 2009), information security
management (Gross and Acquisti 2005) and the spread of ideas, opinions or innova-
tions (Adamic and Glance 2005; Aral and Van Alsyne 2007; Dı́az-Guilera et al. 2009;
Domingos and Richardson 2001; Iribarren and Moro 2009). Since all these phenomena
are driven by people, their dynamics is strictly related to the way in which individuals
are connected and interact and to the mechanisms that govern the dynamics of such in-
teractions. Every kind of social aggregation and interaction can be represented in terms
of units composing this aggregation and relations between these units. One refers to
this type of representation of a social structure with the term social network (Scott
2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994; Watts and Strogatz 1998), where sets of nodes are
joined together in pairs by links or ties (Barabási 2003; M. 2002; Strogatz 2001). In a
social network every node represents a person, a group or organization, while relations
between nodes are represented as a linkage between these units. Depending on the

1”The Convergence of Social and Technological Networks” (Kleinberg 2008)
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network and the context, the term relation may refer to acquaintance, kinship, group
membership, scientific co-authorship or other. The advantage of such a representation
is that it permits the analysis of social processes as a product of the nature and the
relationships among social entities. In this context, the objects under observation are
not only individuals and their attributes, but the relationships between individuals, their
global structure, collective behavior and dynamics.

A quantitative analysis of the global properties of social networks started to develop
in the early 1920s, focusing on characterizing the relationships among social entities
as communication between members of a group, trades among nations, or economic
transactions between corporations (Freeman 1996). Since then, an extensive research
has been carried out to understand, measure and model the structure of many human-
driven real world networks (Newman and Park 2003; Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust
1994). The main outcome of this activity has been to reveal that real networks signifi-
cantly deviate from random networks and that, despite their inherent differences, they
are characterized by very similar topological properties (Albert et al. 1999; Newman
2003b; Strogatz 2001; Watts and Strogatz 1998). For instance, many real social net-
works have small characteristic path lengths, high clustering coefficients, are organized
into groups or communities and are strongly heterogeneous: some individuals are more
connected than others, the flux of information that pass through each social tie is un-
evenly distributed (Boccaletti et al. 2006; Dı́az-Guilera 2007; Newman and Park 2003).
However, it was only in the last few years that the interest in social network science has
grown so much as to radically change the scientific approach to model human behavior
and society (Lazer et al. 2009). This interest has certainly been triggered by two main
factors: the increasing availability of data with detailed information of human inter-
actions on a large scale on one side and the optimized rating of computing facilities
and optimization procedures on the other. Internet, mobile phones and online social
networks have radically reshaped our way of communicating and interacting, giving us
the possibility of being connected to everyone and everything all the time. By their na-
ture, all these types of social interaction leave extensive digital traces of human habits.
Mobile phone, e-mail and online instant messaging records document our social inter-
actions, frequency and volume of communication; travel records and GPS navigation
systems capture our physical locations and travel patterns; credit-card companies col-
lect records of our buying habits, etc. Because of the incredible amount of sensitive
information that such data contains, one of the most delicate challenges on data use
is related to the privacy of users (Gross and Acquisti 2005). If properly anonymized,
however, these data sets represent a huge scientific opportunity to precisely map human
actions and develop models of social phenomena, allowing to unveil and explore, for
the first time, the large scale characteristics of human behavior. Historically, collect-
ing social-network data has been in fact an hard work and the scientific understanding
of human society has been limited to relatively sparse observations of individuals or
small groups and based on questionnaires reaching typically a few dozen individuals
and relying on the individuals opinion to reveal the nature of human behavior. In con-
trast, a data-based analysis of human actions gives the opportunity to easily collect data
on a very large scale and over extended periods of time. Obviously, with advantages
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come challenges. Connections that can seem trivial to analyze when only few indi-
viduals are involved can in fact become really hard and complex in larger networks.
While small sets of data can be easily stored and processed, large scale data includes
data sets with sizes (ranging from a few dozen terabytes to many petabytes in a single
data set) beyond the ability of commonly-used software tools to capture, manage, and
process. With this difficulty, new platforms of ”big data” storage, statistics softwares
and visualization packages have arisen in the few last years, changing the traditional
database management tools. The huge data capability, combined with the tools of net-
work theory and statistics, has produced a dramatic advance in the understanding and
modeling of many human-driven phenomena. Digital records can in fact be collected
together into a general picture of individual and group behavior with the potential to
transform the current understanding and modeling of humans and society. Dynamics
and performance of groups and organizations can be analyzed through phone-call or
e-mail data (Aral and Van Alsyne 2007; Eckmann et al. 2004; Guimerá et al. 2006;
Wuchty and Uzzi 2011) and the analysis of the dynamics of such interactions can pro-
vide useful insights on how epidemic diseases or computer viruses spread through the
population (Colizza et al. 2007; Lazer et al. 2009; Lloyd and May 2001). Traces of
online communication such as Facebook or Twitter messaging offer another important
source of data to understand peoples’ interests, political and social opinions and shar-
ing dynamics (Adamic and Glance 2005; Grabowicz et al. 2012; Watts 2007) offering
new opportunities for research that would have been impossible otherwise.
Within this scenario, the approach to social science has been radically transformed to
such an extent that the scientific community refers to the analysis of social networks as
a new emerging type of science: the network science or computational social science
(Barabási 2003; Giles 2012; Lazer et al. 2009; Watts 2004). At the same time, social
science and social network analysis have become central tools for many organizational
consultants and companies seeking to understand and model the connections between
patterns of interactions and business outcomes such as job performance or satisfaction,
adoption of new practices and technologies, information sharing, creation and propaga-
tion of new ideas/products/services. In addition, a quantitative understanding of infor-
mation spreading, social influence processes or behavior change may certainly benefit
many other areas, such as disease outbreak control, diffusion of ideas and innovations,
public transport design, traffic engineering, and disaster management (Gonzales and
Barabási 2007). This is the reason why the interest in analyzing social networks goes
beyond the scientific interest.

All the social phenomena mentioned above are shaped by both the topological
structure of the underlying network and the temporal activity patterns of human dy-
namics, since they depend not only on the way in which individuals are connected to
each other and on the position they occupy within the network, but also on when and
how they interact. Since both aspects are strictly correlated to one another, they can
not be disentangled in the analysis of social networks. However, most of the current
studies have focused on characterizing the topology and the formation processes of
many social networks such as the web (Albert et al. 1999; Barabási et al. 2000; Falout-
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sos et al. 1999), transportation networks (Barrat et al. 2004; Vragović et al. 2005),
scientific collaboration graphs (Barabási et al. 2002; Newman 2001b) or person-to-
person communication networks (Ebel et al. 2002; Kossinets and Watts 2006; Kwak
et al. 2010; Nanavati et al. 2008; Onnela et al. 2007), while the temporal dimen-
sion has been usually neglected. Traditional network models are therefore essentially
static: once a snapshot of the contact network, i.e. who interacts with whom, is deter-
mined (by aggregating over time all the observed interaction events), it is assumed to
be steady over time and any structural relationship between consecutive snapshots is
ignored. However, real social networks are temporal networks (Holme and Saramäki
2012): they continuously change over time since agents appear and disappear (Palla
et al. 2007; Tantipathananand et al. 2007), connections form, weaken, strengthen or
decay in time (Burt 2000; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts
2006), interaction events are time-ordered and governed by nontrivial dynamics and
correlations (Onnela et al. 2003; Rybski et al. 2010; Saramäki et al. 2005; Zhao and
Oliver 2010). Another assumption of static models is to suppose that interaction events
happen randomly in time and are not correlated to each other. As a consequence, human
interaction can be approximated by homogeneous Poisson-like processes, which have
been largely used to quantify many phenomena driven by humans (Haight 1967). One
of the consequences of this assumption is that individual actions happen at relatively
regular time intervals. In contrast, several empirical observations on humans-driven ac-
tions show that the human dynamics is instead high heterogeneous and bursty (Barabási
2010) and long periods of inactivities are followed by periods of intense bursts of activ-
ity (Barabási 2005; Karsai et al. 2011; Miritello et al. 2011; Vázquez et al. 2007). All
these temporal inhomogeneities make human interactions significantly different from
the Poissonian predictions (Iribarren and Moro 2009; Vázquez et al. 2007). Therefore,
although the topology of a networks is indispensable to capture the underlying skele-
ton on which dynamical processes happen, it does not fully account for the complex
temporal behavior of real processes.

Although in the very last years much effort has been devoted to characterize the
bursty rhythms of human behavior, understand their origin and the way in which they
affects real phenomena (Barabási 2005; Iribarren and Moro 2009; Malmgren et al.
2008; Vázquez et al. 2007), a general understanding of how to incorporate the complex
temporal patterns of contact dynamics into the current description of dynamical social
networks is still lacking.

Within this challenging scenario lies the main motivation of this thesis: the ex-
pectancy that the understanding of the interplay between structure and dynamics would
lead to a much better description and modeling of real social networks and their evolu-
tionary mechanisms, as well as many real phenomena happening through the network.
To address this, we treat and analyze different topics related to human behavior and
social networks analysis, focusing on both the structure and the dynamics of large
evolving communication networks. All the results and conclusions are supported by
empirical observations and measurements of human interaction behavior conducted by
analyzing massive longitudinal and cross-sectional (roughly 20 million people over a
period of almost 2 years) anonymized databases of mobile phone calls traces. Because
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of the pervasive use of mobile phones, records of mobile communications collected
by telecommunication companies represent a detailed and extended proxy of human
interactions since they capture every phone call between any two parties of a large
fraction of the population in a country, the initiation time and the duration of the call
and localization in space of the parties.

The main goal of our analysis is twofold: provide a better understanding and char-
acterization of human behavior and improve the current description and modeling of
social networks as continuously changing entities, in contrast to the aggregated and
static picture of the social structure. Our contribution is organized as follows. Chapter
2 contains a general overview of the common properties of topological and temporal
patterns of real networks and how they are measured, with a special attention on the
results present in the literature for social and communication networks. The objective
of this chapter is to present basic concepts and preliminaries, introduce the notation and
briefly survey the related work. We also discuss the general ideas of how social net-
works have been traditionally modeled, their main limitations and potential improve-
ments. In Chapter 3 we address the problem of how people allocate time among their
social connections. Since time and attention are inelastic resources, people only have a
limited amount of time to dedicate to social interaction, thus they have to adopt a com-
munication strategy to maintain their social circle. Some of the questions we address
here are: do people actually follow any strategy of communication? How does such
individual strategy relate to the individual and neighborhood properties? What are the
global implications of the way in which people allocate their time and attention across
their local network? Among others results, we show that the individual unbalance be-
tween the ability to establish new social connections and their capacity to maintain old
ones gives rise to different strategies of social communication: while some people like
to explore new part of the network, others instead keep very stable social circle. These
communication strategies only emerge when taking into account not only the topolog-
ical, but also the temporal patterns of human behavior and have important implications
in global phenomena as network volatility and information diffusion. In Chapter 4 we
analyze a fundamental and challenging topic in many social network and data mining
tasks: the problem of predicting tie formation and decay. In social network analysis,
this problem is strictly connected to the task of determining when an observed inter-
action between two individuals actually represents a social relationship. We first show
how the current definition of a social tie can be largely improved by taking into account
simple quantities that encompass the rhythm of tie communication, as the lifetime of
the relation or the burstiness of the interaction events sequence between two individ-
uals. Then, we propose a simple method which allows us to infer with high precision
whether a tie is a newly-formed or a decayed social connection by only looking at its
communication activity. The performance of our method is compared with the one of
more standard models mainly based on topological aspects of the interaction network.
Chapter 5 is devoted to understand how temporal patterns of communication affect dy-
namical phenomena and, in particular, spreading phenomena. Our main contribution to
this issue is to give a quantitative analysis of how temporal aspects of human behavior,
such as the bursty nature of interaction, the existence of group conversations or the tie
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creation/removal dynamics, affect the information spreading in social networks. We
show that the interplay of these effects is crucial for both the reach and the speed of
information in real networks, a result that have implications not only on the propaga-
tion of information between individuals, but also on many other spreading phenomena
such as diffusion of innovations, social and political opinions and influence. We close
the chapter by proposing a simple way to incorporate temporal patterns of human in-
teractions into a static description of the network by means of what we have called the
dynamical strength of social ties. The last chapter presents a summary and discussion
of the main results of our work and its main implications in real phenomena. It also
includes open questions and visions for future research.
An important part of the work of this thesis required the analysis of very large data
sets of phone call communication. All the details about preparing, filtering and sam-
pling the data are provided in Appendix A, together with further information about
procedures and reference models used in the analysis.



2
Social and Communication Networks

For all practical purposes, our behavior is random. Unpredictable. Episodic.
Indeterminable. Unforeseeable. Irregular. There’s only one problem with this

assumption. It’s simply wrong.

— Albert-Lázló Barabási 1.

As any progress in science, also the current description of social networks has been
accomplished one step at a time. Traditionally, the study of social and complex net-
works has been the territory of graph theory, which allows to define a network for any
system by means of the simple representation of a graph. Since the 1950’s real net-
works have been described as completely random graphs (Bollobás 1985), proposed as
the simplest description of connections between entities and which mathematical for-
mulation inheres in the work of Paul Erdös and Alfréd Rény (Erdös and Rényi 1959;
Erdös and Rényi 1960). According to this formulation, any member of the network
has the same probability to be connected to any one else, thus all members have ap-
proximately the same number of connections. This vision radically changed in the late
’90’s with the empirical evidence that actually the structure of real complex systems
is far from random (Barabási and Albert 1999; Watts and Strogatz 1998). In fact, in
many real social networks, individuals exhibit preferential connectivity (higher prob-
ability that one of them will be linked to another one that already has a large number
of connections), some connections are much more strong (or important) than others,

1”Bursts: The Hidden Pattern Behind Everything We Do” (Barabási 2010)
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social interactions are organized in tight groups or communities (Barabási and Albert
1999; Granovetter 1973; Watts and Strogatz 1998). Due to the increasing evidences
of these structural heterogeneities, a big effort has been done from the scientific com-
munity to measure the topological properties and to understand, model and predict the
mechanisms which regulate the formation of such structure and their impact on real
phenomena. The standard way to address this has been focused on determining the
contact network (who interacts with whom) in given time window, then characterize its
elements by the aggregated properties measured in that time window and try to model
the network dynamics to explain the observed structure. According to this frame, a
time-aggregated and static picture of the network is given, where any inherent dynam-
ics characterizing human behavior is neglected: the aggregated volume of interaction
or the flux passing through a given link is the main quantity to assess the importance
of that connection thus it fully determines its strength (or importance), interactions can
happen at any time, there is no causality between events, communication is homoge-
neous in time, etc. This traditional approach, to which we will refer as static approach,
was motivated by the expectancy that the characterization of the network structure
would lead to a better knowledge of its dynamical and functional behavior. However,
real social networks are dynamical objects, whose interactions between their members
happen at a given time, may have a given duration and a causal relation. In this re-
spect, the assumption of projecting out the temporal dimension may discard important
information about the dynamical properties of real networks, their correlations with
the topological ones and the dynamics of real phenomena. Only in the very last years,
the large availability of massive databases of human behavior and interaction patterns
such as e-mail, phone calls or online interactions databases led to the observation of
non-trivial temporal properties of real social networks, with important implications on
the way in which social networks and real phenomena have been traditionally under-
stood and modeled. It has been observed, for example, that contrary to the predictions
of statics approaches, individual actions do not happen at any time nor with the same
probability to any other member of the network, that social interactions are not ever-
lasting but, in contrast, they appear to be very unstable and volatile (Barabási 2005;
Eckmann et al. 2004; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts 2006;
Vázquez et al. 2006). These results indicate that, as well as the (static) connections
between members of a network, not even the temporal patterns of human actions and
interactions can be modeled as random. Once again, therefore, the vision of how to
model real networks is experiencing a radical change.

Without claiming to be complete, this chapter is intended to serve as a brief intro-
duction of what social networks are, how they can be characterized and what are their
main properties and features known in the literature. The first part of the chapter is ded-
icated to those topological properties of social networks that will be referenced in the
rest of the thesis, what they represent and how they have been traditionally measured.
Then we get more into the particular case of social networks that constitutes the main
subject of this thesis: communication networks. We concentrate mainly on those as-
pects of communication networks that make them different from other social networks.
After presenting the basic guideline of how the topology of social networks have been
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historically modeled, we discuss the main limitation of such traditional approaches on
the basis of those temporal aspects of social networks that have been observed and
measured only in the very last years. The latter part offers a first overview of the cru-
cial role played by temporal aspects of human interaction into the characterization of
social networks. At the same time it constitutes the starting point of all the work done
in this thesis, presented in the following chapters.

2.1 Topological properties of social networks

Quantifying the topology is the first step towards detecting patterns in the network. The
understanding of how a graph is wired, whether its member are equally connected or
not or if every zone of the graph is reachable from any other one, gives very important
insights on the network and the dynamical system it represents. For example, the way
in which a disease or a piece of information would spread across society or how opin-
ions form depends, above all, on the topology of the underlying graph. Nevertheless in
many cases what we observe of a network is not the structure itself, but several instan-
taneous interactions between agents. Recover the very structure of how individuals are
wired can be, therefore, a hard task. In most network studies the solution has been to
aggregate all the interactions observed in the whole observation time window between
any two members into a static edge between them, and possibly use the total number
of interactions to asses the intensity or importance of the connection. Although, as we
will see in the rest of this thesis, it represents only the first approximation of a net-
work, this approach allowed to define an abundance of useful quantities to measure the
main properties of real networks (Costa et al. 2007) and led to the discovery of several
features which make them peculiar with respect to other types of networks, such as
technological and biological networks (Newman and Park 2003).

2.1.1 Definition and notations

A network is a set of items, called vertices (or nodes), with connections between them,
called edges (or links or ties) (Fig. 2.1). In mathematical terms a network is represented
by a graph (West 1995). A undirected (directed) graph is a pair of sets G = {P, E},
where P is a set of N nodes (or vertices) p1, p2, ..pN and E is a set of M edges (or
links) that connect two elements of P . A vertex typically represents an object (or
an individual), while an edge represents a relation between two objects (or the same
object). In a undirected graph, as the one depicted in Fig. 2.1(a), each of the links
is defined by a couple of nodes i and j, and is denoted as (i, j), eij or simply ij. In
a directed graph, the order of the two nodes is important: eij stands for a link from
i to j, and eij 6= eji. The property that two nodes in a directed network point to
each other is called reciprocity. For a graph G with N nodes, the number of edges
M is at least 0 and at most N(N − 1)/2 (when all the nodes are pairwise adjacent).
Graphs are usually represented as a set of dots, corresponding to the nodes, which
are joined together by a segment if the corresponding nodes are connected by a link
(see Fig. 2.1). Usually, it may be useful to consider a matricial representation of a
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Chapter 6 summarizes some applications to real networks such as the Internet and the World Wide Web, social
networks, networks describing the interaction between cell components, and neural networks. The chapter contains
issues concerning both the structure and the dynamics of such networks.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we consider three topics that have recently attracted a large interest in the scientific community.
We first discuss algorithms for partitioning large networks into community structures. We then review the recent
advancements in finding reliable and fast ways for navigation and searching in a complex network. The chapter ends
with a discussion of adaptive and dynamical wirings.

2. The structure of complex networks

The material in this chapter is intended to serve as a brief account of the recent developments in the characterization
and modelling of the structural properties of a network. We shall first introduce definitions and notations, and discuss
the basic quantities used to describe the topology of a network. Then, we shall move to the analysis of the properties
observed in real networks, and provide the reader with a brief review of the models motivated by the empirical
observations. The chapter ends with a survey on the recent achievements in the study of weighted networks and
spatial networks.

2.1. Definitions and notations

Graph theory [14–17] is the natural framework for the exact mathematical treatment of complex networks and,
formally, a complex network can be represented as a graph. A undirected (directed) graph G = (N,L) consists of
two sets N and L, such that N != " and L is a set of unordered (ordered) pairs of elements of N. The elements of
N # {n1, n2, . . . , nN } are the nodes (or vertices, or points) of the graph G, while the elements of L # {l1, l2, . . . , lK}
are its links (or edges, or lines). The number of elements in N and L are denoted by N and K , respectively. In the
following of the report we will indicate a graph as G(N, K) = (N,L), or simply G(N, K) or GN,K , whenever it is
necessary to emphasize the number of nodes (the size of the graph) and links in the graph.

A node is usually referred to by its order i in the set N. In a undirected graph, each of the links is defined by a
couple of nodes i and j , and is denoted as (i, j) or lij . The link is said to be incident in nodes i and j , or to join the
two nodes; the two nodes i and j are referred to as the end-nodes of link (i, j). Two nodes joined by a link are referred
to as adjacent or neighboring. In a directed graph, the order of the two nodes is important: lij stands for a link from i

to j , and lij != lj i . The usual way to picture a graph is by drawing a dot for each node and joining two dots by a line
if the two corresponding nodes are connected by a link. How these dots and lines are drawn is irrelevant, and the only
thing that matters is which pairs of nodes form a link and which ones do not. Examples of a undirected graph and of a
directed graph, both with N = 7 and K = 14, are shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and (b), respectively. Note that the picture does
not contain loops, i.e. links from a node to itself, nor multiple edges, i.e. couples of nodes connected by more than one
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Fig. 2.1. Graphical representation of a undirected (a), a directed (b), and a weighted undirected (c) graph with N = 7 nodes and K = 14 links. In
the directed graph, adjacent nodes are connected by arrows, indicating the direction of each link. In the weighted graph, the values wi,j reported on
each link indicate the weights of the links, and are graphically represented by the link thicknesses.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) a undirected, (b) a directed and (c) a weighted
(and undirected) graph with N=7 nodes and M=14 edges. Adapted from ”Complex networks:
Structure and dynamics”, Boccaletti et al. (2006).

graph. Given a graph G = {P, E}, it can be in fact completely described by giving
the adjacency matrix A, which is a N ×N matrix whose element aij (i, j = 1, ..., n)
is equal to 1 if an edge eij exists and 0 otherwise. For undirected graphs A is thus a
symmetric matrix. A subgraph G′ = {P ′, E ′} of the graph G = {P, E} is a graph with
P ′ ⊆ P and E′ ⊆ E.
Although two nodes are not adjacent, they may however be reachable from one to the
other. An important concept in graph theory is in fact the concept of walk or path from
node i to node j, defined as a sequence of nodes and edges that begins with i and ends
with j. The length of the walk is defined as the number of edges in the sequence.

In the case of social networks nodes represent a set of individuals or social enti-
ties linked through some kind of social interactions among them such as friendship,
kinship, status, sexual, business or political, which define the links among them (Scott
2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994). Due to the recent development of communication
systems, such as Internet or mobile phones, many other examples of social networks
can be actually defined (Wellman et al. 1996; Wellman 2001), such as networks of
human interaction through e-mail, Web forms, mobile phone or online social networks
and services as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter. We refer to the latter as communication
or interaction networks.

Node degree and assortative mixing

The degree or connectivity ki of a node i is the number of edges it has to other nodes
and can be defined in terms of the adjacency matrix A as:

ki =
∑
j∈N

aij . (2.1)

In the case of a directed graph, the degree of a node is defined as the sum of the out-
degree kouti =

∑
j aij and the in-degree kini =

∑
j aji, which measure respectively

the number of outgoing and ingoing edges. Connectivity is a fundamental concept
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for networks. In real networks, not all nodes have the same number of edges and a
first characterization of the network can be indeed obtained by dividing it in groups of
nodes according to their connectivity. Especially for large networks, a more convenient
characterization is obtained in terms of a distribution function (degree distribution)
P (k), which gives the probability that a randomly selected node has k edges. For
directed networks, both P (kin) and P (kout) are defined. The n-moment of P (k) is
given by:

〈kn〉 =
∑
k

knP (k). (2.2)

The first moment 〈k〉 defines the mean degree of the graph G and the second moment
〈k2〉measures the fluctuations of the degree distribution. As mentioned above, until the
late ’90’s many real networks have been modeled as random graphs (Erdös and Rényi
1959). A key prediction of random network theory is that most nodes have approxi-
mately the same degree, close to the average 〈k〉 of the network. In this case the degree
distribution is a bell-shaped Poisson distribution with a peak at P (〈k〉), as the one de-
picted in Fig. 2.2 (a). Finding nodes that have a significantly greater or smaller number
of links than a randomly chosen node is therefore rare. One also refers to random net-
works as exponential networks since the probability that a node is connected to other k
nodes decreases exponentially (Haight 1967). For many real networks however, it has
been found that P (k) displays a power law shaped degree distribution P (k) ∼ k−γ

(see Fig. 2.2(b)), with exponent varying in the range 2 < γ < 3 (Albert et al. 1999;
Faloutsos et al. 1999; Jeong et al. 2000). In these networks, the average degree 〈k〉
is therefore well defined and bounded, while the variance σ2 = 〈k2〉 − 〈k〉2 is domi-
nated by the second moment of the distribution, which is highly fluctuating. Contrary
to random networks, the average degree is not anymore a meaningful characterization
of the network properties. Due to the property of power-laws of having the same func-
tional form at all scales, such networks are referred as scale-free networks (Barabási
and Albert 1999) and have been the focus of a great deal of attention in the literature
(Albert and Barabási 2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2002; Strogatz 2001). For many
real networks, actually, P (k) displays an exponential cutoff. However, its functional
form still deviates significantly from the Poisson distribution expected for a random
graph. Indeed, contrary to random networks, scale-free networks have a highly hetero-
geneous degree distribution, which results in the simultaneous presence of a few nodes
(also called hubs) linked to many other nodes, and a large number of poorly connected
elements.

The most known model to explain the origin of this scale invariance is the Albert-
Barabási model (Barabási and Albert 1999) which is based on two basic ingredients:
growth and preferential attachment, two key features of real networks. According to
this model, a node with more links increases its connectivity faster than nodes with
fewer links, since incoming nodes tend to connect to it with higher probability, a mech-
anisms that actually leads to the appearance of an hub hierarchy that exemplifies the
scale-free structure (Bollobás et al. 2001; Dorogovtsev et al. 2000).
The Albert-Barabási model has attracted an exceptional amount of attention in the lit-
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by a small number of nodes that are highly connected to
other nodes. These important nodes, called hubs, greatly
affect a network’s overall behavior. As described in this arti-
cle, hubs make the network robust against accidental fail-
ures but vulnerable to coordinated attacks. 

The purpose of this article is to illustrate, through the
example of human dynamics, that a thorough understanding
of complex systems requires an understanding of network
dynamics as well as network topology and architecture.
After an overview of the topology of complex networks,
such as the Internet and the WWW, data-driven models for
human dynamics are given. These models motivate the
study of network dynamics and suggest that complexity the-
ory must incorporate the interactions between dynamics and
structure. The article also advances the notion that an under-
standing of network dynamics is facilitated by the availabili-
ty of large data sets and analysis tools gained from the study
of network structure.

THE RANDOM NETWORK PARADIGM
Complex networks were originally thought of as being com-
pletely random. This paradigm has its roots in the work of
Paul Erdo’’s and Alfréd Rényi who, aiming to describe net-
works in communications and life sciences, suggested in
1959 that networks be modeled as random graphs [7], [8].
Their approach takes N nodes and connects them by L ran-
domly placed links. The simplicity of the model and the ele-
gance of the theory led to the emergence of random
networks as a mathematical field of study [7]–[9].

A key prediction of random network theory is that,
despite the random placement of links, most nodes are
assigned approximately the same number of links.
Indeed, in a random network the nodes follow a bell-
shaped Poisson distribution. Finding nodes that have a
significantly greater or smaller number of links than a
randomly chosen node is therefore rare. Random net-
works are also called exponential networks because the

FIGURE 1 Random and scale-free networks. The degree distribution of a random network follows a Poisson distribution close in shape to the
bell curve, telling us that most nodes have the same number of links, and that nodes with a large number of links don’t exist (a). Thus, a ran-
dom network is similar to a national highway network in which the nodes are the cities and the links are the major highways connecting
them. Indeed, most cities are served by roughly the same number of highways (c). In contrast, the power-law degree distribution of a scale-
free network predicts that most nodes have only a few links held together by a few highly connected hubs (b). Such a network is similar to
the air traffic system, in which a large number of small airports are connected to each other by means of a few major hubs (d). After [1].
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Figure 2.2: Degree distribution P (k) for a (a) random and (b) scale-free network. For ran-
dom networks P (k) follows a bell-shaped Poisson distribution where most nodes have the same
number of connections. In contrast, in scale free-networks the degree distribution is power-law
shaped and indicates that most nodes have only a few connections, while a few nodes are very
highly connected (hubs). Adapted from ”The architecture of complexity”, Barabási (2007).

erature. In addition to analytic and numerical studies of the model itself, many authors
have proposed modifications and generalizations to make the model a more realistic
representation of real networks such as models with nonlinear preferential attachment,
dynamic edge rewiring, fitness models and hierarchically and deterministically grow-
ing models (Albert and Barabási 2002; Dorogovtesev and Mendes 2001; Huberman
and Adamic 1999; Goh et al. 2002; Gómez-Gardeñes and Moreno 2004).

Another class of models is based on three mechanisms: duplication (a randomly
selected node and all its connections are duplicated); divergence (connections of a
duplicated node are re-moved with a give probability) and mutation (connections are
added from the duplicated node to a fraction of nodes which are not neighbors of the
original node). The latter model also produces power-law degree distribution, although
it fails to predict other properties of real networks that we will introduce in the rest
of the chapter, such as degree correlations and the clustering coefficient (Solé et al.
2002). A better prediction for clustering coefficient is instead given by models that
only includes duplication and divergence (Vázquez et al. 2003).

The fat tail of the degree distribution and the divergence of the second moment can
affect the properties of a network, such as the clustering coefficient (Newman and Park
2003), which in many real social networks is much higher than the one expected for
the corresponding random model (Amaral et al. 2000; Newman et al. 2002; Watts
and Strogatz 1998). The heterogeneity of scale-free connectivity patterns also affects
the behavior of dynamical processes that take place over the graph such as spreading
processes. It has been shown, for example, that the presence of large degrees nodes
favors epidemic spreading not only by suppressing the epidemic threshold, but also by
accelerating the virus propagation in the population (Barthélemy et al. 2004; Moreno
et al. 2002; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001b), a topic that will be analyzed in
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Chapter 5. The implications of this result can be very important in the set-up of dy-
namic control strategies, such as targeted immunization strategies, in populations with
heterogeneous connectivity patterns (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2002).

The degree distribution P (k) describes all the statistical properties of uncorrelated
networks. However, in many real networks the probability that a node with degree k
is connected to a node with degree k′, depends on k (correlated networks). In these
cases, it is convenient to define the conditional probability P (k′|k) which represents
the probability that a node with degree k is connected to a node with degree k′. Another
measure of degree-degree correlation is the average nearest neighbors degree of a node
i:

knn,i =
1

ki

∑
j∈Ni

kj =
1

ki

N∑
j=1

aijkj , (2.3)

whereNi is the set of neighbors of node i. By means of this definition one can calculate
the average degree of the nearest neighbors of nodes with degree k. The latter quantity,
denoted as knn(k), is related to the conditional probability as knn(k) =

∑
k′ k
′P (k′|k)

and implicitly incorporates the dependence on k. In absence of degree correlations one
gets knn = 〈k2〉/〈k〉, which shows the independence of knn on k. For correlated
graphs, instead, knn depends on k. Depending on whether knn is an increasing or
decreasing function of k, this properties is known as assortative or disassortative mix-
ing (Newman 2002a). While in assortative networks nodes tend to connect with nodes
with similar degree, in disassortative networks nodes with high degree are more likely
connected with lowly connected ones.

Degree correlations and assortative mixing are very important properties in social
networks since they have implications for questions as diffusion of information, net-
work resilience or vaccination strategies (Callaway et al. 2000; Pastor-Satorras and
Vespignani 2002). In disassortative networks, for example, a path between pairs of
vertices can be destroyed by the removal of just a few of the highest degree nodes.
Attacks on the highest degree vertices are therefore much more effective since the re-
moval of few of them leads to a fast collapse of the whole network. On the contrary,
in assortative networks, the removal of high-degree nodes is a relatively inefficient
strategy for destroying network connectivity, since these vertices tend to be clustered
together, thus their removal would result to be ineffective (Newman 2002a).
In Section 2.2.1 we will see that in many social networks assortativity emerges as a
natural phenomenon not only in the degree, but also with respect to a variety of psy-
chological, sociodemographic and behavioral attributes (Christakis and Fowler 2007;
Lewis et al. 2008; McPherson et al. 2001).

Shortest path length, diameter and betweenness

The shortest path dij between two nodes i and j measures the geodesic or optimal path
way that go from i to j. A measure of the typical separation between two nodes in a
graph G is given by the average shortest path length l, defined as the mean geodesic
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distance between nodes pairs (Watts 1999):

l =
1

N(N − 1)
∑
i,j∈N,i6=j

dij . (2.4)

The maximum value of dij is called the diameter of the graph. In networks with more
than one component (maximally connected induced subgraph), the definition in (2.4)
can be problematic since there exist nodes pairs that have no connecting path. One
can assign infinite geodesic distance to such pairs, but then the value of l also be-
comes infinite. For this reason, on such networks one usually defines l as the mean
geodesic distance between all pairs of nodes belonging to the largest connected com-
ponent (Latora and Marchiori 2001). Despite their large size, most of the real networks
usually show a relatively short path between any two nodes. This feature is known as
the small-world effect and is mathematically characterized by l, that depends at most
logarithmically on the network size N (Watts and Strogatz 1998; Watts 1999).

In the social context, the small-world effect was first investigated by Milgram in
the 1960s, in a series of experiments to estimate the actual number of steps in a chain
of acquaintances (Milgram 1967). In its first experiment, Milgram asked randomly
selected people in Nebraska to send letters to a distant target individual in Boston,
identified only by his name, occupation and rough location. The letters could only be
sent to someone whom the current holder knew by first name, and who was presumably
closer to the final recipient. Milgram kept track of the paths followed by the letters and
of the demographic characteristics of their handlers. Although the common guess was
that it might take hundreds of these steps for the letters to reach their final destination,
for those letters which arrived at destination, Milgram found that it had only taken an
average of six steps for a letter to get from Nebraska to Boston. He labeled this situation
”six degrees of separation” (Guare 1990), a phrase which since then has passed into
popular folklore. Although the experiment certainly contained many possible sources
of error, the general result that two randomly chosen persons can be connected by a
short chain of intermediate acquaintances has been subsequently verified, and it is now
widely accepted (Dodds et al. 2003; Korte and Milgram 1970).

Two nodes i and k that are not directly connected by an edge in a graph, can be
linked through the nodes belonging to all the paths connecting i and k. In this regard, a
measure of the relevance of a given node is given by its betweenness bi which measures
the number of geodesics going through it and is defined as:

bi =
∑

j,k∈N,j 6=k

nij(i)

njk
, (2.5)

where njk is the number of shortest paths connecting j and k, while njk(i) is the
number of shortest paths connecting j and k passing through i. Together with the
degree, the betweenness of a node is one of the standard measures of the centrality
of a node in a network (Scott 2000). Betweenness centrality can also be viewed as a
measure of network resilience, indicating how much effect on path length the removal
of a vertex will have (Holme et al. 2002; Newman 2003b).
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Clustering or Transitivity

In many networks it is found that if node i is connected to node j and node j to node
k, then there is a high probability that node i will also be connected to node k. In the
language of social relationships, this translate in: the friend of your friend is likely also
to be your friend (Wasserman and Faust 1994). In the study of networks, this property
is known as transitivity or clustering and, in terms of a generic graph G it means the
presence of a high number of triangles (sets of three vertices each of which is connected
to each of the others). This can be quantified by defining the clustering coefficient C
thus:

C =
3× number of triangles in the graph

number of connected triples of vertices in the graph
, (2.6)

where a triple consists of three nodes connected by two (open triple) or three (close
triple) and the factor 3 in the numerator accounts for the fact that each triangle con-
tributes to three triples and ensures that C lies in the range 0 ≤ C ≤ ∞. An alternative
definition of the clustering coefficient has been given by Watts and Strogatz (Watts and
Strogatz 1998). It is obtained by defining a local clustering coefficient of a node i as

Ci =
number of triangles connected to node i

number of connected triples centered on node i
. (2.7)

One assumes Ci = 0 for nodes with degree 0 or 1, for which both numerator and
denominator are zero. The clustering coefficient for the whole network is given by the
average

C =
1

N

∑
i

Ci, (2.8)

and, by definition, 0 ≤ C ≤ 1. In sociologic literature, the local clustering coefficient
Ci has been widely used as a measure of the ”network density” (Scott 2000). In general
for social networks, regardless of which definition of the clustering coefficient is used,
the values of C tend to be considerably higher than for a random graph with a similar
number of vertices and edges. This indicates that nodes tend to create tightly connected
groups characterized by a relatively high density of ties (Watts and Strogatz 1998).
According to Newman and Park, together with the degree correlations, this property is
what makes social networks different from other networks (Newman and Park 2003).

Communities

Given a graph G, a community is a cohesive subgraph G′ whose nodes are tightly con-
nected. Since the structural cohesion of the nodes of a graph can be quantified in sev-
eral different ways, there are many formal definitions of community structures (Ahuja
et al. 1993; Everitt 1974; Girvan and Newman 2002; Guimerá et al. 2003; Holme
2002; Newman and Girvan 2004; Wilkinson and Huberman 2004). The most known
definition is based on the concept of a clique and requires that all pairs of community
members have relationships with each other. A clique is a maximal complete subgraph
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of three or more node, that is a subset of nodes all of which are adjacent to each other,
and such that no other nodes exist adjacent to all of them. By extending this definition,
a n-clique is a maximal subgraph in which the largest geodesic distance between any
two nodes is no greater than n. Community structures are a typical feature of social net-
works; it is a matter of common experience that people divide into groups along lines
of interest, occupation, location, age or family ties (Newman and Girvan 2004). The
different way in which an individual is embedded in the structure within the network is
also related to the behavior or function he is likely to practice. Individuals belonging
to tightly connected group may be crucial in providing emotional and material support
to each other (Granovetter 1973; Wellman 2007), while individuals who act as bridges
between groups may provide access to a greater variety of information (Eagle et al.
2010; Onnela et al. 2007).

Social analysts were the first to formalize the idea of communities and develop
mathematical measures and methods to define the cohesion of communities and iden-
tify subgroups (Wasserman and Faust 1994; Scott 2000). In the last few years there has
been an increasing interest and research in this area, which has become one of the most
prominent areas of network science (Arenas et al. 2010; Blondel et al. 2008; Danon
et al. 2008; Kumpula et al. 2009; Lancichinetti et al. 2010; Lancichinetti et al. 2010;
McDaid and N. 2010; Newman and Girvan 2004; Raghavan et al. 2007; Rosvall and
Bergstrom 2008; Toivonen et al. 2006; Toivonen et al. 2007). Finding the communities
within a network is in fact a powerful tool for understanding not only the structure and
the growth mechanisms of a network, but also its functioning: a community in a social
network might indicate a circle of friends, a community in the World Wide Web might
indicate a group of pages on closely related topics, and a community in a cellular or
genetic network might be related to a functional module.

Motifs

A motif M in a network is a pattern of interconnections occurring in a graph G at a
number significantly higher than in randomized versions of the graph, i.e. in graphs
with the same number of nodes, links and degree distribution as the original one, but
where the links are distributed at random. M can be considered as a sub-graph of
G. The concept of motif was first studied for biological networks (Milo et al. 2002;
Mangan and U. Alon 2003) and then extended to other networks from neurobiology and
ecology to social networks (Zhao and Oliver 2010). The reasons of the high frequency
of different subgraphs in a specific network are not totally understood. There are at least
two possible explanations. On the one hand, it is possible that certain constraints on the
growth mechanism of a network as a whole determine which motifs become abundant.
On the other hand, it is well known that the structure has important consequences on the
network dynamics and functional robustness (Valverde and Solé 2005; Vázquez et al.
2004). So that a particular sub-graph can become overrepresented because, due to its
structure, it possesses some relevant functional properties (Milo et al. 2002). As we
will see in Section 2.4.3 the presence of motifs can also reveal important correlations
between the agents, which may have a causal explanation.
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2.1.2 Weighted networks

Up to now, we have focused on networks in which edges between nodes have a binary
nature, in the sense that they are either present or not. This networks are known as
unweighted networks and each connection is assumed to be equivalent to any other.
Nevertheless, in many real networks not all edges have the same importance of role
and display instead a large heterogeneity in the capacity and the intensity of the con-
nections. For example, social relationships with family members are usually different
from friends or acquaintances (Granovetter 1973; Roberts 2010; Wellman and Wortley
1990). In all these cases it may be useful to assign to edges attributes that somehow
should allow to distinguish connections of different type. These systems are better
described in terms of weighted networks, i.e. networks in which each link carries a nu-
merical value wij measuring the strength or weight of the connection (see Fig. 2.1(c)).
Depending on their weight, ties can be distinguished between ”strong” (large weight)
and ”weak” ties (small weight). Examples of strong and weak ties are found in social
networks (Barabási et al. 2002; Granovetter 1973; Latora and Marchiori 2001; New-
man 2001a) as well as other types of networks such as neural networks (Latora and
Marchiori 2001; Latora and Marchiori 2003; Sporns 2003), airline networks (Barrat
et al. 2004; Guimerá et al. 2005), network of pages on the Internet (Pastor-Satorras
and Vespignani 2004), biological systems (Csermely 2004). In most of these networks,
tie strength quantifies the attention or the flow of information through that connection.
As we will see in the next section, in the case of social networks such as mobile phone,
e-mail or online social networks, the weight of a tie is usually assigned depending on
the volume of interaction between the two involved individuals in a given time window,
which has been found to correlate with the intensity of the social relationship (Baym
et al. 2004; Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2003). Exploring the strength of the ties in
social networks helps in the understanding of the structure of the network and also of
the dynamics of many phenomena that involve human behavior, such as communities
formation, information spreading and social influence (Grabowicz et al. 2012; Onnela
et al. 2007; Toivonen et al. 2007; Watts 2004). To measure the level of edge reciprocity
in weighted (directed) networks, one can also define the bias bij = wij/(wij + wji)
(which takes values from 0 to 1), where wij and wji are respectively the number of
calls from i to j and from j to i. Several generalizations of the quantities defined in
the previous section for unweighted networks (average nearest neighbors degree, the
shortest path length, the clustering coefficient or motifs) have been proposed to charac-
terize the complex statistical properties and heterogeneity of weighted social networks
(Barrat et al. 2004; Boccaletti et al. 2006; Onnela et al. 2005; Saramäki et al. 2007).

Node strength and strength distributions

In a weighted graph each edge has a weight wij , which is equal to 0 if the nodes i and
j are not connected. It has been found that the weights characterizing the various con-
nections exhibit generally complex statistical features with highly varying distributions
and power-law behaviors (Almaas et al. 2004; Colizza et al. 2006; Goh et al. 2001;
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Onnela et al. 2007). For a node i, the sum of wij over all his connections defines the
node strength si:

si =
∑
j

wij , (2.9)

which is a measure of node strength in terms of the total weight of its connections
(Barrat et al. 2004; Yook et al. 2001; Onnela et al. 2003). When the weights are
independent on the topology, the strength of nodes of degree k is s(k) ∼ 〈w〉 k, where
〈w〉 is the average tie weight across the whole network. In the presence of correlations,
instead, one has s(k) ' A kβ with β 6= 1 and A 6= 〈w〉 (Barrat et al. 2004; Miritello
et al. 2012). Together with the degree distribution P (k), the strength distribution P (s),
which measures the probability that a node have strength s, gives useful information
about the network. In many real network the node strength is related to the node degree,
thus P (s) is also heavy-tailed. The same is observed for the distribution of tie weights.
The local coupling between node and tie strength and network topology has important
consequences for the network’s global stability if ties are removed, as well as for the
spread of news and ideas within a network (Onnela et al. 2007).

Node disparity

For a node i with a given connectivity ki and a given strength si, there are different
combinations of wij . In the two limit cases, all weights can be of the same order si/ki
or, in contrast, only one or few weights can dominate over the others. To measure this
level of diversity, a quantity which is widely used in network literature is the disparity
Yi (Almaas et al. 2004; Barthélemy et al. 2003; Barthélemy et al. 2005; Boccaletti
et al. 2006; Miritello et al. 2012), given by:

Yi =

ki∑
j=1

(
wij
si

)2

. (2.10)

The disparity is a measure of local heterogeneity and it has an implicit dependence
on ki. In the homogeneous case, in which all edges have comparable weights, the
Yi(k) ∼ 1/k since wij = si/ki. In contrast, if the weight of a single edge dominates,
then Y (k) ' 1 and it is independent of k. Other measures to quantify the topological
diversity in a network have also been used, as the Shannon Entropy Hi or the Rényi
Disparity Di(γ), where γ is a tunable constant (Eagle et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2010).
These quantities however are strongly related to each other: in fact Hi behaves like
1/Yi and Di reduces to 1/Yi in the case γ = 2, while for γ = 1 it reduces to the
Shannon disparity, which is the exponential of the Shannon entropy.
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2.2 Communication networks

Communication (or interaction) networks, as the same word indicates, are a particu-
lar case of social networks where interactions between individuals refer to sequences
of communication events. Examples of communication networks include e-mail net-
works, text messages or phone-calls, communication via blogs, online friendship net-
works as Facebook or micro-blogging services as Twitter. The increasing understand-
ing and modeling of many real social networks can actually be attributed to the analysis
of communication networks derived from massive electronic data set generated by mil-
lions of people through all these communication channels (Lazer et al. 2009). These
records, which are routinely collected on websites, communication companies or elec-
tronic providers, represent a very rich laboratory to study how humans act and interact
and to understand phenomena such as computer viruses or disease spreading (Anderson
and May 1992; Newman 2002b; Newman et al. 2002), diffusion of information, inno-
vations and products (Aral and Van Alsyne 2007; Dodds and Watts 2003; Szabó and
Barabási 2006), opinion and influence dynamics (Friedkin and Johnsen 1990; Quat-
trocchi et al. 2010), teams formation (Guimerá et al. 2005) and so on.

In contrast to others social networks, edges in communication networks typically
arise from instant communication events and capture relationships as they happen. At
any given instant, in fact, the network consists of the collection of ties connecting the
people who are currently having a conversation. Together with the large dimension
of these databases, this is certainly one of the main advantages of the study of com-
munication networks. However, while in networks such as co-authorship networks a
relationship between two scientists can be easily inferred whenever they coauthored at
least one paper together (Newman 2001a), in many communication networks the prob-
lem of tie definition is usually not so trivial. For example, in mobile phone networks
not all the observed events necessarily correspond to a social relationship between the
individuals involved, since they may refer to calls to the operator or to wrong numbers.
At the same way, declared ”friends” in Facebook may not correspond to the real in-
dividual social circle, since users actually interact only with few of them (Baym et al.
2004; Feld 1991). In this respect, to infer unobserved social relationships from the
observed communication events is usually a hard task (De Choudhury et al. 2010;
Wuchty 2009). Another important thing to bear in mind when dealing with networks
of human communication is the different nature they may have. Although it is not al-
ways relevant, sometimes it can be important to distinguish between offline and online
networks, where offline usually refer to phone calls or short messages (SMS) networks,
to distinguish them from onlinecommunication such as blog interaction, Facebook,
LinkedIn or Twitter networks. Another possible classification is related to the number
of individuals involved at each interaction event. In this respect, while mobile phone or
text services networks typically represents one-to-one communication networks, in the
case of e-mail, Twitter or Facebook one may talk about one-to-many communication
networks, since interaction can involve many recipients. Finally, it is often important to
account for the directional/undirectional nature of the communication. While a phone
call allows a bidirectional communication and the party that initiates the call may be
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only partially relevant, when dealing with SMS, e-mails or direct messages, to distin-
guish between the sender and the receiver may be instead crucial to characterize the
underlying social relationship.

Each of these communication channels represents of course only one of the several
possible ways in which two individuals may be connected in the real life. However, the
use of electronic data as a proxy for social interactions has already proved successful in
several recent investigations. For example, in the case of mobile phone networks, it has
been observed that communication ties constitute an accurate representation of face-to-
face interaction and self-reported friendships as measured using traditional sociometric
methods (Eagle et al. 2009). This allow the quantification of previously rather elusive
quantities such as tie strength that serve as signatures of work, family or acquaintances
relationships (Onnela et al. 2007; Onnela et al. 2007), led to analyze how social
groups evolve and change over time (Palla et al. 2007; Palla et al. 2007). Other studies
of e-mail communication networks have also shown that the use of e-mail in local
social circles is strongly correlated with face-to-face and telephone interactions (Baym
et al. 2004; Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2003; Wuchty and Uzzi 2011) and that the
patterns of e-mail communication are related to the underlying social structure, shared
activities, and personal attributes (Kossinets and Watts 2006; Wuchty and Uzzi 2011).
Questions like how well electronic communication represent real social relationships
or until what extent social media can predict the intimacy of a social relationships have
been addressed also in online settings (Adamic and Adar 2003; Golder et al. 2007;
Kivran-Swaine et al. 2011; Ugander et al. 2011). For example, a comparison between
a network of Facebook interactions and self-reported data revealed that it is possible
to infer the existence and the importance of a offline social contact by looking at the
online network of the involved individuals and its properties such as the number of
exchanged messages, number of common friends, etc. (Gilbert and Karahalios 2009).
Furthermore, location-based networks such as Foursquare or GPS records of mobile
phone networks provide important information on the physical places that people visit
and how they move (Scellato et al. 2011; Volkovich et al. 2012), by providing more
interesting insights about human mobility patterns (Candia et al. 2008; González et al.
2008) or the relations between friendships and mobility (Cho et al. 2011; Cranshaw
et al. 2010).

However, despite the success of the use of electronic communication to represent
and study social relationships, in social network analysis the measurement and char-
acterization of what constitutes a social link remains still an unanswered issues. As
mentioned above, this is mainly due to the fact that networks of electronic communica-
tion significantly differ from the physical one in one substantial thing: by quoting Tang
et al. (2011) ”physical social networks are colorful (’family members’, ’colleagues’,
and ’classmates’)” while when looking at electronic networks they are usually ”black-
and-white”, in the sense that no information is given by the activity data on the type
of the underlying social tie. To give a representation of social ties close to the real
one, one usually keeps only ties that are reciprocated and assign them a weight that
should reflect its importance and nature in real life (see Section 2.1.2). Of course there
are several ways to assess tie reciprocity and as much in which tie weights can be de-
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fined and assigned. In line with aggregated and static approaches traditionally used to
model social networks, one usually assesses the reciprocal character of a tie between
two individuals depending on whether there has been at least one reciprocated pair of
communication events between them during the whole observation time window under
investigation. Within the same picture, communication tie weights are usually taken
as the total volume or intensity of communication between any pair of individuals in
the whole time period (e.g. number or duration of calls in mobile-phone networks or
number of directed messages in Twitter) (Huberman et al. 2009; Onnela et al. 2007).
Indeed, it has been shown that the volume of communication correlates with the impor-
tance of the face-to-face relationship (Eagle et al. 2009). As we will see in this section,
the interpretation of tie strength leads to observation and validation of many structural
properties that were already known from smaller and/or face-to-face networks (Baym
et al. 2004; Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2003). As a particular case of social net-
works, communication networks present many of the topological properties described
in Section 2.1: large heterogeneity in both the social connectivity and the strength of
nodes and ties; non-trivial clustering or network transitivity; positive correlations or
assortative mixing between the degrees of adjacent vertices; they are often divided into
groups or communities that, as it has recently been suggested by Newman (2003a),
may account for the observed clustering.

The aim of this section is to present some of the most outstanding results about
communication networks known in literature, with a particular focus on all those topo-
logical aspects which make them different from other social networks. All the results
presented have been obtained by considering a static snapshot of the network, resulting
from the aggregation of all communication events over a given time window. There are
however several limitations to this description, starting from the definition of tie weight
as the mere volume of communication, limitations that will be discussed in more details
in Section 2.3.

2.2.1 Topological properties

As discussed in Section 2.1, a basic network characteristic is the degree distribution.
We have seen that many social networks show in general a skewed degree distribution
which follows a power-law behavior P (k) ∼ k−γ with exponent γ between 2 and 3, in-
dicating the existence of hubs or people with a very large number of connections. In this
aspect, communication networks slightly differ from other social networks. For e-mail
communication networks, for example, it has been observed that the distribution of the
number k of a node’s next neighbors obeys an exponential behavior P (k) ∝ exp(−k)
(Guimerá et al. 2003). Accordingly to other studies (Amaral et al. 2000; Newman
et al. 2002), the truncation of the scale-free behavior in real world networks is due
to the physical costs of adding ties and the limited capacity of an individual (Bonney
1956). Other results indicate instead a heavily skewed degree distributions for e-mail
where a power-law P (k) ∼ kγ with an exponent γ ∼ −1.8 (Ebel et al. 2002; Ferrara
2012). Small deviations from a power-law behavior with γ ∈ [2, 3] have been observed
also for online social networks, where in general two different regimes are observed
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for P (k): a rapid decay (γ ∼ 4−5) for small k and a heavy tailed (γ ∼ 1−2) for large
values of k (Ahn et al. 2007; Ferrara 2012; Kwak et al. 2010; Mislove et al. 2007).
The range of large k for this type of networks is usually associated to atypical users, i.e.
those individuals with a large audience whose messages get broadcasted. A rapid de-
cay of P (k) has also been observed in mobile phone communication networks where,
although the tail of the degree distribution is better approximated by a power-law that
an exponential, the obtained exponent is significantly higher. Onnela et al. (2007) for
example, found an exponent γ = 8.4, in which cases the power-law distribution can be
easily confused with exponential (Clauset et al. 2009). Despite the differences, most
results for communication networks show however a decay in the degree distribution
which is faster than a power-law, indicating that the hubs are few. In phone com-
munication networks this decay is probably due to the fact that business numbers are
usually filtered out from the analysis and that each event usually represents a one-to-
one communication (Miritello et al. 2012; Onnela et al. 2007), in contrast with e-mail
or instant messaging networks, in which the recipients of the message can be many
and well-connected hubs are observed (Ebel et al. 2002). Other times the observed
differences may depend on the way in which interaction ties are defined. In networks
as Twitter, for example, the social graph resulting from the following/follower relations
can significantly change from the interaction one, where a tie between two persons is
considered only if there has been direct communication between them (Huberman et al.
2009).

Consistently with general results about social networks, also communication net-
works show a well organized structure typically characterized by the existence of com-
munities of individuals. Since the existence of communities between individuals is
intuitively clear in human society, it is not surprising to find communities also in all
those networks that represent interactions between individuals. Generally, the distribu-
tion of community sizes shows a slow decay, indicating that there is no characteristic
group size (Ferrara 2011; Grabowicz et al. 2012; Guimerá et al. 2003). In large on-
line social networks such as Facebook however, it has been found that there is a high
probability of finding a high number of communities that contain few individuals and
a lower probability of finding communities constituted by a large number of mem-
bers (Ferrara 2012; Leskovec et al. 2009). The latter result suggests that individuals
are more likely to aggregate in small communities, such as those representing family,
friends or colleagues, rather than in large communities. On the other hand, for some
networks such as e-mail or mobile phone networks, results show that it exists an impor-
tant number of communities with a large amount of individuals, constituting the heavy
long tail of the observed power law distribution (Blondel et al. 2008). As well as for
other social networks, also in communication networks the existence of a community
structure can be associated to the assortative mixing of some attribute of the vertices.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, social networks are assortative: people with many friends
are connected to others who also have many friends. This has been observed for online
communication networks (Kwak et al. 2010) as well as for mobile-phone networks
(Onnela et al. 2007). This human tendency to interact with individuals similar to them-
selves is also know as affinity or homophily and emerges not only in the degree, but
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also with respect to a variety of attributes from psychological states such as loneli-
ness or happiness (Bliss et al. 2012; McPherson et al. 2001) or health attributes and
habits (Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis and Fowler 2008), to tastes and interests
(Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; Lewis et al. 2008) and sociodemographic features such
age or race (Ibarra 2002; Mollica et al. 2003). As we will show in Chapter 3, the inher-
ent homophilous nature of humans not only emerges in topological or psychological
and exogenous factors, but also in dynamical processes of human interaction which
have not been thoroughly investigated so far (Miritello et al. 2012a).

Since the nodes of a network may have positions in space, in many cases, it is
reasonable to assume that geographical proximity plays a role in deciding how to
connect the nodes, something that has indeed been observed for many real networks
(Barthélemy et al. 2003; Boguña et al. 2004; Kleinberg 2000). For example, in mo-
bile phone and online social networks it has been observed that the probability for two
individuals to be connected decays with their geographical distance (Lambiotte et al.
2008; Onnela et al. 2011). On the other hand, most of these networks also appear
to be geographical dispersal (Barthélemy 2003; Lambiotte et al. 2008; Kwak et al.
2010). This result can be easily understood since, although the geographical proximity
is an essential condition for face-to-face interactions, this is not true for the majority
of communication networks which function is indeed to enable the interaction with
people who do not necessarily the same physical place. Despite their geographical
dispersion, however, communication networks are highly connected in terms of graph-
distance and they appear to be even smaller than other social networks. A very recent
study of Facebook interaction network show for example that the average number of
intermediate ties between two randomly chosen humans (shortest path length) is al-
most 4 (Backstrom et al. 2012). This value, which is significantly smaller than the
6-degrees found in the original experiment by Milgram (Milgram 1967), indicates that,
when considering another person in the world, ”a friend of your friend knows a friend
of their friend, on average” (Backstrom et al. 2012).

2.2.2 Correlation between topological structure and tie weights

Topological overlap and the strength of weak ties

As mentioned in the previous section, people tend to form groups with other peo-
ple similar to themselves. This suggests that in general ties within communities have
different properties than ties connecting the communities (bridges). One of the most
known result in this respect, hypothesized by the american sociologist Mark Granovet-
ter (Granovetter 1973), is that ties within communities tend to be stronger that the ones
between them (Onnela et al. 2007; Lewis et al. 2008). This hypothesis is known as the
weak ties hypothesis and implies the existence of important correlations between local
network structure at the level of communities, and interactions strengths.
One way to measure this correlation is by looking at the relation between the tie
strength wij between two nodes i and j in a network and the relative topological over-
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lap of their common neighbors, defined as:

Oij =
nij

(ki − 1) + (kj − 1)− nij
, (2.11)

where ki and kj are respectively the degrees of the two nodes and nij the number of
neighbors common to both of them (Onnela et al. 2007). If i and j have no common
acquaintances, then Oij = 0 and the tie between the two nodes represents a potential
bridge between two different communities. On the contrary, if i and j are part of
exactly the same circle of friends, then Oij = 1. A positive correlation between wij
and Oij has been observed, for example, in mobile communication networks (Onnela
et al. 2007). By defining wij as the total volume of communication between i and j
over a given time window, Onnela et al. found that the more is the time two individuals
spend talking together, the more their friends overlap or the other way around, which
is in line with the strength of weak ties hypothesis. As a consequence, the network
structure in the vicinity of a randomly selected individual is similar to the one depicted
in Fig. 2.3: consistent to the weak ties hypothesis, the majority of strong ties are
found within the clusters, while most links connecting different communities are much
weaker. An alternative measure of the topological overlap is given by the Adamic-
Adar index sAA which refines the simple counting of common neighbors by giving
the lower-connected neighbors more weights (Adamic and Adar 2003). It is defined
as sAAij =

∑
z∈N(i)∩N(j) 1/ log(k(z)), where N(i) and N(j) are, respectively, the

neighbors of i and j.
The structural configuration of a network can have global implications on its sta-

bility and functionality since links may have a different role or function in the system
depending on their strength and/or their location with respect to the groups. It has been
observed, for example, that weaker ties are crucial for maintaining the network’s struc-
tural integrity and that a removal of few of them from the whole network drives the
system into a rapid disintegration. On the contrary, given that strong ties are predom-
inantly within the communities, their removal only disintegrate a community but does
not affect the overall integrity of the network (Onnela et al. 2007).

This finding shows a significant difference between social networks and biological
or technological ones, where exactly the opposite is observed and immediate network’s
collapse is caused by the removal of strong links (Barthélemy et al. 2004). Weak ties
play an important role also in the dissemination of information within a network, since
they help to link together different parts of a system while strong ties significantly slow
information flow, trapping it in communities (Onnela et al. 2007). Recently it has
been proven that the weak ties hypothesis also applies to online networks (Grabow-
icz et al. 2012; Ferrara 2011). For example, by defining the strength of a tie ij as
the total number of personal messages exchanged between i and j over the period of
observation, Grabowicz et al. (2012) found that weak links are typically connections
between persons not sharing neighbors and also in this case they contribute to more ef-
ficient information flow. In fact, while personal messages tend to concentrate inside the
communities, retweets, which are associated to information propagation events, appear
with higher probability in links between groups.
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conversation typically represents a one-to-one communication.
The tie strength distribution is broad (Fig. 1B), however, decay-
ing with an exponent !w ! 1.9, so that although the majority of
ties correspond to a few minutes of airtime, a small fraction of
users spend hours chatting with each other. This finding is rather
unexpected, given that fat-tailed tie strength distributions have
been observed mainly in networks characterized by global trans-
port processes, such as the number of passengers carried by the
airline transportation network (11), the reaction fluxes in met-
abolic networks (12), or packet transfer on the Internet (13), in
which case the individual f luxes are determined by the global
network topology. An important feature of such global f low
processes is local conservation: All passengers arriving to an
airport need to be transported away, each molecule created by
a reaction needs to be consumed by some other reaction, or each
packet arriving to a router needs to be sent to other routers.
Although the main purpose of the phone is information transfer
between two individuals, such local conservation that constrains
or drives the tie strengths are largely absent, making any
relationship between the topology of the MCG and local tie
strengths less than obvious.

Complex networks often organize themselves according to a
global efficiency principle, meaning that the tie strengths are
optimized to maximize the overall f low in the network (13, 14).
In this case the weight of a link should correlate with its
betweenness centrality, which is proportional to the number of
shortest paths between all pairs of nodes passing through it (refs.
13, 15, and 16, and S. Valverde and R. V. Sole, unpublished
work). Another possibility is that the strength of a particular tie
depends only on the nature of the relationship between two

individuals and is thus independent of the network surrounding
the tie (dyadic hypothesis). Finally, the much studied strength of
weak ties hypothesis (17–19) states that the strength of a tie
between A and B increases with the overlap of their friendship
circles, resulting in the importance of weak ties in connecting
communities. The hypothesis leads to high betweenness central-
ity for weak links, which can be seen as the mirror image of the
global efficiency principle.

In Fig. 2A, we show the network in the vicinity of a randomly
selected individual, where the link color corresponds to the
strength of each tie. It appears from this figure that the network
consists of small local clusters, typically grouped around a
high-degree individual. Consistent with the strength of weak ties
hypothesis, the majority of the strong ties are found within the
clusters, indicating that users spend most of their on-air time
talking to members of their immediate circle of friends. In
contrast, most links connecting different communities are visibly
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Fig. 1. Characterizing the large-scale structure and the tie strengths of the
mobile call graph. (A and B) Vertex degree (A) and tie strength distribution (B).
Each distribution was fitted with P(x) ! a(x " x0)#x exp(#x/xc), shown as a blue
curve, where x corresponds to either k or w. The parameter values for the fits
are k0 ! 10.9, !k ! 8.4, kc ! $ (A, degree), and w0 ! 280, !w ! 1.9, wc ! 3.45 %
105 (B, weight). (C) Illustration of the overlap between two nodes, vi and vj, its
value being shown for four local network configurations. (D) In the real
network, the overlap &O'w (blue circles) increases as a function of cumulative
tie strength Pcum(w), representing the fraction of links with tie strength
smaller than w. The dyadic hypothesis is tested by randomly permuting the
weights, which removes the coupling between &O'w and w (red squares). The
overlap &O'b decreases as a function of cumulative link betweenness centrality
b (black diamonds).
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Fig. 2. The structure of the MCG around a randomly chosen individual. Each
link represents mutual calls between the two users, and all nodes are shown
that are at distance less than six from the selected user, marked by a circle in
the center. (A) The real tie strengths, observed in the call logs, defined as the
aggregate call duration in minutes (see color bar). (B) The dyadic hypothesis
suggests that the tie strength depends only on the relationship between the
two individuals. To illustrate the tie strength distribution in this case, we
randomly permuted tie strengths for the sample in A. (C) The weight of the
links assigned on the basis of their betweenness centrality bij values for
the sample in A as suggested by the global efficiency principle. In this case, the
links connecting communities have high bij values (red), whereas the links
within the communities have low bij values (green).
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Figure 2.3: Structure of a mobile phone network around a randomly selected individual (marked
by the black circle), where only nodes which are at distance less that six from the selected one
are shown. Each tie represents a reciprocated tie (mutual calls) between the involved users and
tie weight is defined as the aggregated call duration in minutes (see color bar). Adapted from
”Structure and tie strengths in mobile communication networks”, Onnela et al. (2007).

Dunbar’s Number

Despite the large size of many real-world communication networks and their small
diameter, their appear to organize in relatively small size communities of 50-200 indi-
viduals (Leskovec et al. 2009; Ferrara 2011). This observation agrees well with the
so-called Dunbar’s theory which predicts that the cognitive limit to the number of peo-
ple with whom each person can have a close relationship is roughly 150. This number
takes its name from the anthropologist Robin Dunbar who in 1992 measured the cor-
relation between neocortical volume and typically social group size in a wide range
of primates and human communities (Dunbar 1992). In real-world social interactions,
beside the biological constraints, also other physical limitation may play their role,
first of all the fact that time and attention are scarce resources and people have a finite
amount of it to dedicate to social relations. Recently, Dunbar’s theory has been tested
with regard to Twitter users, and it was found that the new mode of communication did
not have a significant impact on the human biological and cognitive limits to social in-
teractions, with Twitter users maintaining a maximum of 100-200 stable relationships
(Gonçalves et al. 2011). The Dunbar’s theory also asserts that numbers of social re-
lationships larger than 100-200 have generally a higher cost and require more effort
to maintain a stable connection. This is in line with what found in Grabowicz et al.
(2012) with regard to Twitter users: despite the existence of communities with size
significantly larger than Dunbar’s number, links with direct messages are much more
abundant within groups of size up to 150 users. A similar result has been observed in
Facebook communication where, despite the large number of declared friends, users
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only poke and message a small number of people (Golder et al. 2007).
As we will show in Chapter 3, we obtain similar results for mobile phone communi-
cation networks. We observe however a slightly smaller limit of the social capacity,
probably because beside the cognitive limit, also temporal and monetary constraints
play their role in phone communication (Miritello et al. 2012).

2.3 Traditional network modeling

Up to now we have seen how to characterize the structure of a network, focusing on
how the main properties of its elements have been traditionally defined and measured.
We have also seen that in some cases the simple modeling framework can be made
more powerful by including additional levels of details, as for example ties weights,
which correlations with the network topology give also important insights on how peo-
ple behave, interact and organize. In the last years, the understanding of the struc-
ture of many communication networks has received huge interest among the scientific
community and a lot of literature has been produced based on the analysis of phone
call networks (Akoglu and Dalvi 2010; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Nanavati
et al. 2008; Onnela et al. 2007), e-mail networks (Ebel et al. 2002; Eckmann et al.
2004; Guimerá et al. 2006; Kossinets and Watts 2006) and online social networks (Ahn
et al. 2007; Ferrara 2012; Mislove et al. 2007; Ugander et al. 2011; Kwak et al. 2010;
Huberman et al. 2009). The majority of studies on social networks structure have fo-
cused mainly on (i) the way real networks deviate from completely random networks,
(ii) how the observed structure can emerge from individual behavior and (iii) how the
observed network topology can be modeled. This type of analysis constitutes the first
step to characterize network topology, understand which nodes play a similar role in a
given system and the way in which they are connected to each other. Characterize net-
work topology not only helps in the understanding of how a part of the network differs
from others, but also in the description and modeling of dynamical processes such as
information spreading (Iribarren and Moro 2011a; Ugander et al. 2011) or influence
(Aral and Walker 2012). All these processes, in fact, are constrained by the way in
which whom and how each individual is connected and located within the network.
The fact that in social networks the flux of information that pass through each tie is un-
evenly distributed, some individuals are much more connected than others and social
relationships are organized in communities, must indeed reflect in the way in which
information, opinions or influence spread.

Paradoxically, the majority of these studies are based on aggregated statistics and
ignore one inherent property of real social networks: the fact that they tend to change
dynamically. Most social and communication networks are in fact temporal networks,
not only in the sense that they are subject to a continuous evolution over time, but
also because interactions between agents happen at a given time and may have a given
duration (Holme and Saramäki 2012). Traditional network models are instead essen-
tially static and all information about the time at which social interactions take place is
discarded. The contact network is in fact obtained by aggregating over time all the in-
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teraction events observed in a given time window. This representation results therefore
in a static snapshot of social interactions where the temporal dimension is completely
projected out. In this representation all nodes and ties are considered as appearing at
the same time and are assumed continuously active. In addition, the nature of social
relationships is reduces to a static strength which, although it incorporates the volume
of communication between two individuals, it does not include any information about
the way in which the involved individuals interact in time. The implications of these
assumptions are very strong since they imply that people can interact with the same
probability with any other individual in their social circle and that interaction can hap-
pen at any time and that there is no causal correlation between interaction events.

In contrast, everyday life experience suggests that none of these assumptions ac-
tually holds: people do not communicate everyday with any other people they know;
interaction with one of our friends or colleagues may trigger the short-term interaction
with other people; while some social relationship can last for years, others are very
short in time or more occasional. Therefore, although the volume of communication
may be an indicator of the importance or the role that a particular person has in our
life, it does not capture any information on the temporal duration of a social tie or the
way in which such a volume of interaction events is distributed within a given time
window. In Chapter 4 we will show that, actually, the same tie strength can correspond
to ties with very different temporal features and that static approaches thus radically
misrepresent the real patterns of interactions and miss important aspects and tenden-
cies of dynamical networks. As we will see in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, the ongoing
change of the networks may affect the instantaneous structure of the network, playing a
fundamental role in the evolution of communities (Palla et al. 2007; Tantipathananand
et al. 2007) and individual’s communication strategies (Miritello et al. 2012a) and
the way in which communication events are distributed in time is crucial in spreading
phenomena (Iribarren and Moro 2009; Karsai et al. 2011; Miritello et al. 2011; Rocha
et al. 2010; Vázquez et al. 2007).

One of the standard approaches to take into account temporal properties of inter-
action when modeling temporal networks has been to divide the time period under
consideration into smaller time windows, then aggregate the social network in each
window separately (Sarkar and Moore 2005; Snijders 2001). These approaches are,
however, still static since they do not account for the fact that social relationships are
mostly instantiated intermittently over time. An alternative method is given by the time-
respecting graph where a tie (i, j) is defined as a time-labelled tie (i, j, t), where paths
need to obey the time order of the appearance of ties (Kempe et al. 2002). According
to this model however, temporally disconnected nodes are not considered and the fre-
quency of contacts between nodes is not taken into account. A similar approach has
been proposed where nodes, instead than ties, are labeled at each time instant they ap-
pear and, whenever a connection between two nodes is observed, a link between them
is established, with weight equal to the time difference between the nodes’ time ap-
pearances (Kostakos 2009). The main problem of these approaches is however the fact
that, as we will show in Chapter 3, due to the strong heterogeneities of human interac-
tions, nodes and/or ties activity can be confused with their appearance and, although no
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activity between i and j is observed at time t, a connection between them can, instead,
exists. Other approaches use the concept of reachability to define temporal distance
metrics where a directed tie from i to j is considered if there is a time-respecting path
from i to j (Moody 2002; Tang et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2010). In contrast to others,
the latter methods are able to capture the duration and time order of contact and have
been show to be useful to quantify information diffusion processes (Holme 2005; Tang
et al. 2009). To take into account the time between two consecutive contact on a path,
generalizations of time-respecting path approaches which set a limit to the maximum
allowed waiting time at a node have been also proposed (Pan and Saramäki 2011). All
these methods certainly represent an improvement of the static aggregated approaches.
However, a general frame of how to model dynamical social networks by taking into
account both topological and temporal aspects of human behavior, as well as the cor-
relations between them, is still lacking. The main reason why the temporal dimension
has been neglected in traditional network modeling is certainly due to the fact that it
is usually much easier to analyze static graphs. However, there are at least two other
reasons why the underlying static network and the dynamical system usually appear
separated and little is known about how to model temporal networks and their dynam-
ical processes. The first reason, addressed in Chapter 3, is based on the believe that
temporal processes happen very slowly such that the structure of the network is not re-
markably affected. Although in many cases the temporal dimension can indeed be too
insignificant over the periods of study used to be included in the network analysis, it
can be of paramount importance in other cases. The second reason is associated to the
lack of longitudinal data until few years ago. In fact, as mentioned above, the interest
in modeling dynamically temporal networks has enormously increased only in the last
few years with the rapid appearance of fine grained electronic longitudinal data, such
as phone-communication records, emails, web, blogs and online social networks. The
availability of this data has sparked numerous investigations into not only the topolog-
ical, but also into the temporal properties of human interactions (Barabási 2005; Gaito
et al. 2012; Goh and Barabási 2008; Kleinberg 2008; Kossinets et al. 2008; Kovanen
et al. 2011; Jo et al. 2012; Rybski et al. 2010). What emerges is that temporal pat-
terns of human interaction are actually very complex and articulated to be neglected
in the description and characterization of social networks. Actually, as we will see in
the next section, the inherent properties of temporal activity patterns also play a crucial
role in all those processes where the temporal ordering of events is important, such
as spreading phenomena, emergence of collective behavior, opinion formation or hu-
man synchronization, indicating that traditional models of social networks need to be
revised.
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2.4 Temporal properties

As we have seen in the previous section, static descriptions of networks usually ne-
glect the temporal dimension of human activity. Among others, some of the implicit
assumption of this approach are that (i) nodes, edges, communities do not change in
time, (ii) human actions are markovian and randomly distributed in time, therefore
well approximated by Poisson processes, and (iii) there is no correlation or causality
between interaction events. In recent years, however, there has been an increasing evi-
dence that none of these hypothesis applies for real social networks. In this section we
will see that these recent findings show that the dynamics of social networks is much
more articulated and evolves as, contrary to static descriptions, social interactions are
dynamical, tie decay/form and nodes enter/exit the social network. Since the under-
standing of how each of these properties affect the current way of modeling social
networks is the main goal of this thesis, we will also discuss some of the implications
that temporal patterns of communication have on the static description of the underly-
ing contact network. This should serve to the reader as a preliminary baseline for all
the results presented in rest of this work.

2.4.1 Nodes and ties are not persistent

As we have seen in the previous section, one of the basic assumption of traditional
networks models is that nodes and ties within a network are continuously active. How-
ever, in the majority of real systems they are not since people may join and leave the
network over time (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts 2006).
This makes the number of total nodes in the network not constant in time, thus chang-
ing the whole network structure and its properties (Ebel et al. 2002). For example,
in co-authorship networks new authors can appear or abandon the network over time
(Barabási et al. 2002), an effect that has also be observed in other networks as internet
dating (Holme et al. 2004) and mobile communication networks (Palla et al. 2007). As
well as individuals, also social relations are not always active in time and are character-
ized by very different lifetimes. As we will see in Chapter 4, while some relationship is
observed only for the duration of an interaction, others may last beyond the interaction
with which they began. In some cases this is due to the very definition of a link: since
interactions usually have a given duration in time, ties activation and deactivation re-
flects the continuous changes in the activity and communication patterns of individuals.
In all these cases, the instantaneous picture of the network can be significantly different
from the aggregated one, where all the nodes and interactions observed in the entire ob-
servation period are taken into account. Moreover, the fact that individuals activate and
deactivate social ties over time not only alters the structure of the networks in which
they participate but also affect the dynamics of many phenomena that happen through
the network, from communities formation (Palla et al. 2007; Tantipathananand et al.
2007) to spreading processes (Iribarren and Moro 2009; Karsai et al. 2011; Miritello
et al. 2011). There are many forces that govern the activation/deactivation of social
relationships and the tendency for relations to weaken and disappear. The problem to
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identify under what conditions some ties are more likely to dissolve or persist, which
will be the main focus of Chapter 4, is know in the literature as the link prediction prob-
lem and it has been the objective of many studies in recent years. The most exemplary
work on edge decay in social networks is probably that of Burt who studied the social
networks of the most important bankers over time and analyzed those factors that con-
tribute to the disappearance of edges between them (Burt 2000; Burt 2002) . Several
other studies have focused on link characterization in other communication networks
as phone and SMS networks (Akoglu and Dalvi 2010; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert
2008; Raeder et al. 2011), online networks (Aiello et al. 2010; Crandall et al. 2008;
Gilbert and Karahalios 2009; Kivran-Swaine et al. 2011; Romero et al. 2011) and
off-line settings (Burt 2000; Martin and Yeung 2006).
One of the main substantive conclusions that emerge from these studies is that links
exhibit a memory, meaning that old links are more likely to persist in time than newly-
formed ones (where the ”age” and persistence of a link is defined in terms of observed
communication events or when the link is registered or deleted in on-line social net-
works). Several other factors influence edge decay/persistence including structural
properties of ties as reciprocation, neighborhood overlap or clustering coefficient, tem-
poral properties as the time since the last communication (Raeder et al. 2011), ho-
mophily (Crandall et al. 2008) or geographical aspects as individual location and dis-
tance (Liben-Nowell et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2009). Tie creation or decay may also signal
changes in the community structure and the condition for stability for large communi-
ties is strictly related to the continuous changes in their membership (Palla et al. 2007).
Taking into account the ongoing appearance and disappearance of nodes and edges in
the modeling of real social networks can lead to a characterization that significantly
differ from the aggregated static one. In Chapter 3, for example, we will show that,
since many social interactions are not always active over time, the instantaneous num-
ber of connections of an individual is actually much smaller than the time-aggregated
one. This indicates that the standard social connectivity (defined in Section 2.1.1) usu-
ally overestimates the actual peoples’ social capacity of maintaining ties. We will show
that according to the volatility of social relationships, it is possible to identify differ-
ent individual communication strategies, from exploratory to stable. Depending on the
adopted strategy, individuals also play a different role in spreading phenomena. Again,
the dynamics of tie creation/removal is crucial since, in contrast, aggregated models
assume that all connections are equally stable over time and that all user have the same
communication strategy. Due to the importance that both social connectivity and its
correlations with tie weights have on the characterization of network topology and on
the modeling of many real phenomena as information spreading or network resilience,
the consequence of account or not for the ongoing dynamics of human interactions may
be therefore considerable.

2.4.2 Inter-event times and bursty behavior

As mentioned above, one of the assumptions of considering a static and aggregated
snapshot of temporal interactions is that human interactions are randomly distributed
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the difference between the homogeneous activity pattern
predicted by a Poisson process and the heterogeneous behavior observed in human dynamics.
(a) According to a Poissonian process the events are homogeneously distributed in time, thus the
inter-event time δt follows an exponential distribution. (b) Bursty pattern of activity observed
in real systems, in which bursts of events are followed by periods of inactivity giving rise to an
heavy-tailed distribution for the inter-event time δt.

in time, thus well approximated by homogeneous and memoryless Poisson processes
(Greene 1997; Haight 1967; Reynolds 2003). Homogeneous Poisson processes have
two main statistical properties: the number of events during a time interval of dura-
tion T follows a Poisson distribution with mean ρT and the time δt between consecu-
tive events, called the inter-event or waiting times, follows an exponential distribution
p(δt) ∼ ρ exp(−ρδt). As a consequence, individual actions happen at relatively reg-
ular time intervals δt and very short or very long inter-event times occur with small
probability (see Fig- 2.4 (a)). However, in real networks, this is usually not the case.

One of the main results that has emerged in the last few years from observing
social interactions is that temporal patterns of human individuals are strongly inhomo-
geneous. This is reflected in the slowly decaying of the inter-event time distribution,
which has been found to have a heavy tail with a power-law decay as P (δt) ∼ δt−γ ,
with γ ' 1 (Barabási 2005). As shown schematically in Fig. 2.4, the latter is in stark
contrast with the prediction of a homogeneous Poisson process. This behavior seems
to be a universal feature of human activity. It has in fact been observed in several sys-
tems driven by human activity sequences (Barabási 2010; Eckmann et al. 2004; Goh
and Barabási 2008; Oliveira and Barabási 2005; Rybski et al. 2010) and is known in
literature as bursty behavior since long periods of inactivity are separated by intense
bursts of activity. According to other studies (Karsai et al. 2011; Rybski et al. 2010),
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in Chapter 5 we will show that bursty behavior is observed not only in the way an in-
dividual executes tasks, but also in the interaction between two individuals (Miritello
et al. 2011). The heavy-tailed nature of the distribution of inter-event times gener-
ated a huge interest in the last years in the understanding what are the mechanisms
responsible for its emergence. Two main classes of mechanisms have been suggested:
(i) human behavior is driven by external factors such as circadian and weekly cycles,
which introduce a set of different time scales that give rise to the heavy tails (Malmgren
et al. 2008); (ii) temporal inhomogeneities are caused from human task execution be-
havior, which is driven by a priority selection mechanism which introduce correlations
in activity (Barabási 2005; Vázquez et al. 2006; Waleaevens et al. 2012). This latter
mechanism is supported by a recent finding by Jo et al. (2012) who, after removing
circadian and weekly patterns in the time-series by applying de-seasoning methods,
observe the robustness of the inter-event times distribution of mobile phone communi-
cation events of individuals. The bursty dynamics of tie interactions has very important
and at times drastic effects in the characterization of the underlying social network. For
example, one of the implications of a Poissonian description of human dynamics is that
social ties are characterized only by the number of communication events between the
involved individuals, which regulates the rate of the process. This implies that all ties
having the same weight are equivalent. In contrast, as we will show in Chapter 4, ties
with exactly the same number of communication events can be instead characterized
by a very different distribution of these events within their lifetime period. The bursty
dynamics of human interactions, together with the temporal correlations between inter-
actions, also have significant implications on many dynamical phenomena happening
on the network in which the time ordering and delay is crucial, such as spreading pro-
cesses. In recent experiments of electronic recommendation, indeed, it has been shown
that the large heterogeneity found in the waiting times is responsible for the slow dy-
namics of information at the collective level (Iribarren and Moro 2009), which makes
the observed dynamics significantly different from the Poissonian expectations (Iribar-
ren and Moro 2011b; Karsai et al. 2011; Miritello et al. 2011; Vázquez et al. 2007).
The latter topic will be discussed in details in Chapter 5.

2.4.3 Temporal correlations: motifs and group conversations

In Section 2.1.1 we have seen that the topology of many social networks is charac-
terized by motifs, e.g. patterns of interconnections that appear with significantly high
frequency. When dealing with temporal networks, however, these patterns can be af-
fected by the temporal order at which interactions take place. Several ways have been
proposed to extend the concept of motifs in order to take into account the changes in
the network structure over time. Some of these consider snapshots of the network at
different times, then look at the aggregated ties in each sub-window and count the dif-
ferent networks in these snapshots (Braha and Bar-Yam 2008), while others use the
temporal information for defining the subgraphs of interest (Kossinets and Watts 2006;
Kovanen et al. 2011; Zhao and Oliver 2010). The latter approach gives a more precise
description of real temporal motifs since the sequences of events are based on temporal
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order of the events, instead of considering aggregated snapshot windows. The results
show that the number of such paths is significantly larger when compared with refer-
ence networks, where the event times have been randomly reshuffled. Understanding
recurrent temporally ordered patterns might yield a lot of insights on network analysis,
especially in social and interaction networks, since it reveals the existence of correla-
tions between patterns of communication, which may have a causal explanation. In
communication networks, the presence of correlations between events has also been
observed by looking at the distribution of the relay time τij , also called inter-contact
time, which measures the time it takes for the individual i to interact with j after having
interacted with any other person ∗ 6= j (Cattuto et al. 2010; Eckmann et al. 2004; Isella
et al. 2011; Miritello et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2010; Zhao and Oliver 2010). The relay
time τij depends not only on the inter-event times δtij in the i ↔ j communication,
but also on the possible correlations with the ∗ ↔ i events (Newman 2002b), thus on
the way in which group conversations happen. In a first approximation, where the latter
correlation is neglected, the relation between τij and δtij is given by the waiting time
density for δtij :

P (τij) =
1

δtij

∫ ∞
τij

P (δtij) dδtij , (2.12)

where δtij is the average inter-event time. The heavy-tail properties of the distribu-
tion P (δtij) of inter-event times are therefore inherited by P (τij), which appears to be
skewed with a long-tail (Miritello et al. 2011; Karsai et al. 2011; Rybski et al. 2009).
Interestingly, the results for P (τ) also show that not only large, but also very small
relay times are much more probable when compared with the series of time-reshuffled
events. This reveals indeed the existence of group conversations between individu-
als. As well as the other temporal inhomogeneities of human interactions described
above, also correlations between events have crucial implications on the dynamics of
real processes. Indeed, in Chapter 5 we will show that, together with the bursty behav-
ior, group conversations are the main dynamical ingredient in the understanding of the
spread of information in social networks and the principal responsible for the observed
disagreement between Poissonian expectations and empirical results (Miritello et al.
2011).

2.5 Discussion

The purpose of this chapter has been to introduce the basic concepts and the main prop-
erties of social networks, with a particular interest on communication networks, which
are the focus of this thesis. In communication networks each node usually represents
an individual and the ties between individuals represent one or more communication
events between them, such as phone-call, e-mail or online message communication.

We have seen that these networks, as well as many other social networks, are char-
acterized by a very heterogeneous structure: some individual is much more connected
than others, the flux of information which passes through social connection is not
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evenly distributed and social relationships are organized within communities. We have
also presented how all these properties can be measured and analyzed in order to get
insights on how people act and interact and have discussed the traditional way in which
social networks have been modeled. We have seen that most of the analysis present in
the literature has been restricted on characterizing the network topological structure
in a given observation time window and on modeling its dynamics. In this analysis,
real networks have been usually modeled by following what we call static approaches,
where the temporal dimension is completely projected out: nodes and relationships
between them are considered active during the whole period under investigation, inter-
actions are basically characterized by the volume of interaction between the the two
end-nodes and can happen at any time and that the communication patterns are homo-
geneous in time, thus well approximated by Poissonian processes.

In contrast, many real systems are temporal networks, characterized by non trivial
temporal patterns (Holme and Saramäki 2012). We have seen, in fact, that in many
social networks relationships appear and disappear in time, leading to an instantaneous
contact network which may be different from the one that emerges when they are con-
sidered everlasting (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts 2006;
Palla et al. 2007). We have also seen that interaction events are correlated and human
actions are bursty (Barabási 2005; Eckmann et al. 2004; Kossinets and Watts 2006;
Vázquez et al. 2006) thus can not be modeled by homogeneous Poissonian processes.
All these properties, which can not be captured by static network models, are emerging
only in the very last years, thanks to the increasing availability of large electronic data
sets of human communication that contain fine-grained temporal information of how
people act and interact. We have also mentioned that, as well as topological features of
human interaction, temporal properties are crucial to understand and characterize the
underlying social network and the dynamical processes happening through it (Iribarren
and Moro 2009; Vázquez et al. 2007), something that we will analyze in more details
in the next chapters.



3
Social Strategies in Communication Networks

For most of us time is a scarce resource. In our daily lives we are constantly
allocating time among various activities and people.

— Christopher Winship 1

Within the wide spectrum of activities in which humans participate on a daily basis,
such as work, sleep or engage in entertainment and sport activities, also social interac-
tion can be seen as a task to be executed that, as well as any other social assignment,
is constrained by the fixed amount of resources and time people have. Traditionally,
the study of how people allocate their time among different activities, such as work or
leisure, has been a subject of economic studies (Becker 1965; Ghez and Becker 1975;
Linder 1960). Here, however, we are interested in analyzing of how people allocate
time and attention among one another, a topic that has been usually addressed from so-
ciological and psychological perspectives (Dunbar 1992; Granovetter 1973; Southerton
1986; Wellman 2007; Winship 1978), aimed to understand how this dynamics might
affect phenomena such as network cohesion (Ho et al. 2006; Gargiulo and Benassi
2000), strategy and cooperation (Burt 1992; Seibert et al. 2001) and organizational
performance (Benner and Tushman 1999; March 1991).

Any type of social interaction requires indeed social commitment and time invest-
ment, from meeting somebody face-to-face to sending an e-mail or making a phone
call. As a consequence, although on one hand building and maintaining social rela-

1”The Allocation of Time Among Individuals” (Winship 1978)
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tionships may provide social benefits and profits (De Graff and Flap 1988), on the
other hand it is a resource-consuming task (Hansen et al. 2001) and requires, beside
obligations, expectations or social norms (Coleman 1988b), also dedication, time and
attention. Since people only have a limited amount of time per day and only a fraction
can be dedicated to social interactions, we expect that they follow some strategy of
time allocation to maintain their close contacts and/or establish new ones.
As we have seen in Section 2.2.2, peoples’ capacity to maintain social contact is lim-
ited (Dunbar 1992; Roberts 2010) and despite the large number of relationships an
individual may establish in a given period or during his lifetime, this number reduces
significantly when considering only those people he actually interacts with (Ferrara
2011; Gonçalves et al. 2011; Grabowicz et al. 2012; Huberman et al. 2009; Leskovec
et al. 2009; Marlow 2009; Saramäki et al. 2012).

Recently, the increasing availability of massive empirical data sets of human com-
munication has offered huge opportunities to validate sociological theories and uncover
the mechanisms governing time allocation in social networks (Gonçalves et al. 2011;
Miritello et al. 2012; Onnela et al. 2007; Saramäki et al. 2012). What emerge is that
time constraints appear in particular on those individuals with large social circles who
actually, only interact with a fraction of their connections (Ferrara 2011; Grabowicz
et al. 2012; Huberman et al. 2009; Leskovec et al. 2009; Marlow 2009) and tend
to dedicate, on average, less time to each of them than people who have small social
circles (Gonçalves et al. 2011; Miritello et al. 2012). These results are in line with Dun-
bar’s theory (Dunbar 1992), which asserts that the time people can dedicate to social
relationship is limited by cognitive and biological constraints (see Section 2.2.2). In
addition, within an individual’s network not all the connections have the same strength
or importance: family, friends, work colleagues, acquaintances which, of course, also
reflects in the time people dedicate to each of them: strong ties take more time than
weak ties (Granovetter 1973; Roberts 2010; Wellman and Wortley 1990). Beside the
importance that it may have from a sociological point of view, the analysis of how
people schedule tasks and allocate time has important implications also on the model-
ing of human related activities such as opinion dynamics (Friedkin and Johnsen 1990;
Quattrocchi et al. 2010), trust and influence (Coleman 1990; Friedkin and Johnsen
1990; Putnam 1993) and information spreading (Aral and Van Alsyne 2007; Bakshy
and Rosenn 2012; Burt 1992), since all these processes depend on the way people
interact and the time they dedicate to their connections.

The aim of this chapter is to understand how people schedule and manage their at-
tention across their network, whether different social strategies of communication exist
and how they relate to both structural and temporal properties of human interactions.
The problem of time allocation has been usually addressed by considering a static pic-
ture of the contact network, in which the number of contacts one individual can manage
has been inferred from the aggregated number of revealed connections within the ob-
servation period, as well as his activity (see Section 2.3). The latter constitutes the
starting point of our study. By analyzing the aggregated social network resulting from
mobile communication over a long time period, we first examine what we call static
social strategies of communication. In particular, we investigate whether the time peo-
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ple dedicate to social interaction is related to the size of their network and analyze the
diversity in the way they distribute such a time. In line with previous studies (Dunbar
1992; Gonçalves et al. 2011), we observe that people with large social networks are
more affected by time constraints than people with few connections. We also show
that there are some universal aspects in the way users organize their time/attention
across their network that, instead, go beyond the differences in their topological fea-
tures (Miritello et al. 2012a).

This analysis, however, neglects the fact that social relationships have very differ-
ent activation/deactivation times (Gaito et al. 2012; Leskovec et al. 2008) and, as we
will see in Chapter 4, they are characterized by very different lifetimes (Miritello et al.
2013). This means that, when we focus on a certain time window, the connections of
a given individual are not active all the time, while they form and decay at a very high
pace (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Raeder et al. 2011). As a consequence,
the aggregate social connectivity does not capture the instantaneous contact network
an individual interacts with and it may only constitute a upper limit to the real social
capacity. The same applies to the time people dedicate to social relationships. Since
human activity is very bursty in time (Barabási 2010), the mere number of interaction
events across a given time window does not provide any information on the way in
which the individual attention is distributed across his network. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4, in recent years much attention has been paid to understand both the dynamics
of tie creation and decay and the mechanisms responsible for the bursty behavior. The
latter, in particular, has been also related to priority queues in the way in which indi-
viduals execute tasks (Barabási 2005; Vázquez et al. 2006). However, what has not
been thoroughly investigated is the impact that temporal dynamics have on the way
in which people interact with their network. Indeed, these temporal inhomogeneities
continuously alter the structure of the networks in which each individuals participates,
leading to ongoing changes in the instantaneous contact network of an individual and
make it very different from the aggregated one (Palla et al. 2007; Tantipathananand
et al. 2007). It is therefore plausible to expect that they also play a crucial role in the
individual strategies of communication and time allocation.

To address this we then study the instantaneous, instead than the aggregated, mo-
bile phone network, which lead us to the characterization of what we call dynamical
social strategies (Miritello et al. 2012a). Contrary to the static network, the study of
the instantaneous and dynamic one has not received much attention in the analysis of
social networks; this is due to the fact that, despite its interest, it is a very difficult and
challenging problem.
The main difficulty when analyzing the instantaneous interaction network is probably
due to the fact that there is no explicit rule to assess tie formation and decay. Although
in some online social networks there are explicit rules for establishment of social ties,
in most communication channels like mobile-phone calls or e-mail, the only way to
assess the existence or not of a tie is by looking at the ties activity. In addition, ac-
cordingly to traditional approaches, tie formation/decay is considered a much slower
process than tie interaction. For these reasons, in most studies, a tie is assumed to
be present if it shows any kind of activity in the observation window (Hidalgo and
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Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Onnela et al. 2007). However, since communication is is
bursty (Barabási 2010), large inter-event times are likely and interactions might be
unobserved or mistaken as decay or formation of ties, especially if the observation
window is short. In our database, for example, we find that the average time between
tie communication events is 14 days. Thus, if the observation period is of the order
of months, we might get apparent non-trivial growth of the social connectivity as ties
are revealed in time which would lead to an erroneous determination of an individual’s
network.

In our analysis we avoid the latter problem by studying the mobile phone network
during a very long (almost 2 years) data set. Moreover, to infer tie formation/decay
from activity data we develop a criterium to disentangle ties communication from their
evolution. This method is actually the key to investigate dynamically the process of
time allocation, since it allows us to analyze the instantaneous social network of a given
individual. This analysis leads us to important findings. We observe that, contrary to
the perception of ever-growing social connectivity, people exhibit a social capacity,
which limits the number of ties they can maintain opened during a certain time period.
Social capacity, that can be interpreted as the instantaneous social connectivity, can be
significantly different from the aggregated number of social relationships. On the other
hand, we use the information on the number of ties hat people form and destroy in time
to define the individual social activity. We are therefore able to distinguish, within
all the possible connections of a given individual, between those maintained over time
and more volatile ones. Interestingly, we observe that people manage these two types
of connections in such a way that, despite the turnover, their social capacity remains
almost constant in time. Furthermore, multiple combinations of social capacity and
activity reveal a diverse range of social strategies, from exploratory to stable. Such
strategies, which can not be captured from the aggregated social connectivity, change
with the age and gender of the individual and are highly assortative. The assortative
nature of dynamical communication strategies have important implications on the re-
sulting topology of the global network and in phenomena such as information diffusion
(Miritello et al. 2012a).

Our analysis goes far beyond the characterization of time allocation strategies in
social networks and, actually, it provides general results and methods to improve the
current description of social networks, from aggregated (or ever-growing) objects to
evolutionary quantities.

3.1 Static social strategies

As mentioned above, we first investigate the static strategies of time allocation and
study the way in which the time people dedicate to social relationships is related to
the size of their personal network (Miritello et al. 2012). To this end, from the set of
Call Detail Records (CDRs) described in Appendix A, we first analyze the aggregated
weighted communication network over a period T of 11 months, where the weight (or
intensity) wij = wji of a tie i ↔ j is the aggregated duration of calls between users
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i and j during the whole time window. As ahown in Appendix A, considering the
total duration or the total number of phone calls between two individuals to define tie
weight, leads to an equivalent description of the contact network (see Fig. A.2). As
a consequence, the choice of one or the other quantity basically depends on the case
under investigation. Since here we are interested in analyzing the way in which people
distribute their limited time across their social relationships, it makes more sense to
define wij as the aggregated duration of phone communications. As we will see in
Chapter 5, in situations where instead the duration of the interaction does not constitute
an essential ingredient, the total number of phone calls may be a more convenient
choice.

3.1.1 The boundaries of human communication

Before analyzing how individuals’ cognitive and time constraints reflect in the distri-
bution of attention across their social relationships, it is important to characterize the
global features of the network. In general, we find that the topology of our network
exhibits properties similar to the ones observed in previous studies of mobile com-
munication networks (Onnela et al. 2007). Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3.1, we found a
skewed distribution with a fat tail for both the nodes’ social connectivity ki and strength
si. In our database, we observe a mean social connectivity is around 85, with a max-
imum value of around 400. For the node strength si instead, we found that, although
the mean of this distribution is around 1.5 hours in the whole period, the maximum
value is about 6 hours per day. This means that, while the time that the larger part of
the population spends on the phone per day is of the order of seconds or minutes, there
is a small minority who phone more than 1 hour per day. Not only the aggregated si,
but also the ties weight wij show a long-tailed distribution, which indicates a strong
heterogeneity in the way people distribute the time across their social circle. For both
ki and si, however, the decay is faster than a power-law, which indicates the presence
of a relatively small number of hubs. As mentioned in Section 2.2, this decay is prob-
ably due to the fact that we have filtered out business phone numbers, which mainly
correspond to the hubs in mobile networks, a possibility also pointed out by Onnela et
al. (Onnela et al. 2007). The fact that the functional behavior of the distribution P (si)
exhibits similarities with the degree distribution P (ki) is not unexpected since in many
communication networks the strength of a node increases with its degree, thus the slow
decaying tail of P (si) reflects the decay of P (ki). To shed more light on the depen-
dence of the total strength of a node on the size of its social circle, we first analyze
the relationship between these two quantities. To assess significance to our observa-
tions, we also compare the results with a randomized network, where tie weights are
randomly chosen among the whole population of ties (see Appendix A). Note that in
the randomized network the overall social connectivity of each user (thus the network
topology) is preserved, while the amount of time each user dedicates to all his connec-
tions does not now correspond to the actual value. Note also that in this analysis we
concentrate on the egocentric network of a given user i.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of the social connectivity ki (a) and the nodes’ strength (b) of the mobile
phone network under consideration. In line with previous studies on mobile call graphs (Onnela
et al. 2007) we observe a large heterogeneity in both quantities.

We analyze the way in which the time he spends on the phone correlates with the
topology of his network, regardless to the topological properties of other users. As
shown in Fig. 3.2, we observe that the strength si of a node increases with the total
number of its connections ki: people with many contacts invest much more time in
communication than people with few of them. This result is in line with previous stud-
ies (Barrat et al. 2004), where authors find that the average strength s(k) of nodes
with degree k increases with k as s(k) ∼ kβ for both scientific collaboration and the
air-transportation networks. Nevertheless, we observe a slightly more complex behav-
ior. For small values of ki, the average strength of nodes increases almost linearly
with the connectivity. However, for larger values of ki the behavior of si changes: it
gradually starts to grow sub-linearly until it saturates for very large values of ki, which
suggests the existence of a limit in the user’s ability to allocate time proportionally to
their social connectivity. The latter reflects the fact that time is finite, thus if users add
new contacts to their network, the time they invest to communicate with them does not
necessarily increase in a proportional fashion. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3.2 we observe
a clear deviation from the linear approximation from ki ' 150 onwards. In the same
figure we also show the results obtained for the randomized network. In this case the
average nodes’ strength is very well fitted by the linear approximation si = 〈w〉 ki
which means that, given the number of connections of a node, the corresponding av-
erage strength is provided as well and the two quantities provide the same information
on the system. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, this linear behavior indicates that at the
average level tie weights are mostly uncorrelated to the degree of the node i. In this
case, in fact, we can approximate wij = 〈w〉, where 〈w〉 is the average tie weight in
the whole network. The deviations from such a linear behavior observed for real data
suggest the existence of correlations between si and ki. In particular, the fact that si
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Figure 3.2: Average strength si of a node (measured as the aggregated duration, in hours, of
phone calls) for a given social connectivity as a function of the social connectivity ki. The open
circles correspond to the real data and the open squares to the randomized network. For real data
the strength of nodes saturates for relatively large values of connectivity, while in the randomized
case the data can be fitted by the uncorrelated approximation si = 〈w〉 ki, corresponding to the
blue dashed line.

increases sub-linearly for large ki indicates that, on average, highly connected people
tend to spend less time on the phone than the one that they would spend with a random
assignment of weights. This result shows very clearly the difference between mobile
phone networks and other types of social networks. For example, for scientific collabo-
ration and air transportation networks a linear and a super-linear behavior, respectively,
has been observed (Barrat et al. 2004). While the former suggests that a larger number
of collaborators leads to more publications (or the other way around), the latter indi-
cates that, for air-transportation networks, the larger is the airport the more traffic it
can handle. We observe that neither the former nor the latter conclusion can be drawn
for human interactions where a larger number of contacts does not necessarily imply a
larger investment of time (and money) in communication.

The existence of a limit in the communication time is better observed by looking at
the average weight of ties of each user, which we refer as wi =

∑ki
j=1 wij/ki = si/ki,

as a function on the social connectivity ki, which is shown for both the real and the ran-
domized network in Fig. 3.3. Here it becomes much more clear that, on average, the
time dedicated to each connection gradually increases with ki: the more relationships
people have, the more time they need to dedicate on average to each of them. How-
ever, when the number of connections surpasses a certain threshold, which is around
ki ∈ [10, 40], the user can no longer dedicate he same amount of time to each of them.
This is why the average value of wij reaches a maximum, then starts to decrease with
ki. The observed behavior can be related to Dunbar’s theory (Dunbar 1998), discussed
in Section 2.2.2, which asserts that cognitive and biological constraints limit the num-
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Figure 3.3: Average weight wij of the ties (in hours) as a function of the social connectivity ki.
For the real data the average weight of each tie gradually increases with the connectivity until it
reach a maximum, which is estimated to be around 20 connections. No significant dependence is
observed in the randomized case. In the inset we compare the results obtained in the observation
time period of 11 months (open black circles) with the ones obtained for a period of 3 and 7
months (green down-side and blue up-side triangles respectively).

ber of people an individual keeps social contact with. Interestingly, in our data, the
saturation lies significantly below the Dunbar number of 150-200 connections, prob-
ably because beside the cognitive limit, also temporal and monetary constraints play
their role in phone communication. This may explain the difference between our re-
sults and the number of stable relationships a user can maintain in an online social
networks as Twitter, which has been found to lie around the Dunbar number of 150-
200 (Gonçalves et al. 2011). Furthermore, contrary to phone communication, online
social networks have a cheaper social cost since they do not require an intimate or at
least face-to-face acquaintance and little work is done to maintain a large numbers of
hardly known contacts. There are however other possibilities: the limit of 10-40 that
we observe might reflect the maximum number of more intense relationships, which
has been found to be lie 30 alters (Hill and Dunbar 2003; Sutcliffe et al. 2012), with
the rest above this number being contacted only very occasionally. Moreover, some
contacts are seen face-to-face rather than called on mobile phones. Finally, it should be
also noted that, in common with other studies (Onnela et al. 2007; Palla et al. 2007),
the personal network captured by the mobile phone records is not the complete per-
sonal network, but just those network members who are with the same phone company
as the user, which may diminish the actual value of the real saturation point.

Interestingly, we find that the position of the peak does not change with the length
of the time period. This is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.3, where we compare the
results obtained in the time period of 11 months with the observation within 3 and 7
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months. This finding demonstrates the robustness of our result and shows that the limit
in people’s social capacity is an intrinsic constraint and not an effect of the finite time
window (Miritello et al. 2012a).

3.1.2 Time allocation diversity

The results in Fig. 3.3 indicate that people with larger networks dedicate on average
less time to each of their social connections. This raises the question on whether the
heterogeneity observed in the distribution of tie weights is due to the existence of com-
munication strategies. Due to the limited amount of time people can devote to social
relationships, it is in fact plausible that they follow different strategies to allocate their
time, according to the total size of their personal network or the total time they dedicate
to phone communication. In this case, the observed heterogeneity of wij could be due
to the existence of users with different communication strategies. Thus, for example,
one might assume that users with a large number of connections contribute to small
weights more than users with few connections.

To address this, we analyze the distribution of tie weights for users with different
values of the social connectivity and found that, instead, the distribution of wij does
not show an appreciable dependence on ki. This result is shown in Fig. 3.4, where
each curve corresponds to the distribution of tie weights for nodes belonging to dif-
ferent intervals of social connectivity, chosen accordingly to the quartiles of the whole
distribution of ki (only users with ki > 1 are considered). Our finding indicates that
people always distribute their time unevenly across their contacts: they dedicate a small
amount of time to many people and a large amount of time to a small number of people,
independently of the size of their social circle. To investigate users’ diversity in time
allocation in more detail, we measure the disparity Yi, a widely used measure of di-
versity in the network literature which has been introduced in Section 2.1.2. Although
the concept of disparity is not a new one (Barthélemy et al. 2003; Barthélemy et al.
2005; Boccaletti et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2010), it has received relatively little attention
in mobile-phone communication networks. Eagle et al. (2010) examined the diver-
sity of individuals’ relationships and its connection with the economic development of
communities in which they live . However the diversity and, especially, its relationship
with degree and node strength has not been thoroughly investigated for communication
networks. Fig. 3.5 shows kiYi as a function of the social connectivity ki. When all the
ties have the same strength, this quantity is kiYi = 1 and does not depend on ki, while
if the distribution is severely heterogeneous we have kiYi = ki.

Our results are intermediate between the two extreme cases of perfect homogene-
ity and perfect heterogeneity. Specifically, we find that for ki > 20 the curve is well
fitted by the relation kiYi ' kαi with α = 0.5. The exponent α smaller than 1 indi-
cates a dependence between the social connectivity and the disparity, thus suggesting
the existence of different strategies of communication between users who have large
numbers of connections and those who have few. However, as shown in Fig. 3.5, we
find that the same result is obtained after randomizing the weights of the ties over the
whole network. For a given social connectivity, the disparity of the real case (black
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of ties weights for nodes with different values of social connectivity that
correspond to the quartile of the distribution of k: 1< k ≤ 34 (magenta circles), 34 < k ≤ 62
(blue squares), 62< k ≤ 107 (green diamonds) and k ≥ 107 (red triangles) compared to the
one obtained when the whole population is considered (black solid curve). The distribution does
not show a significant dependence on the social connectivity. For comparison, we also show an
exponential distribution with the same mean of the real distribution (black dashed curve).

circles) is always slightly smaller than the one obtained in its randomized version (red
squares), indicating that the real communication is slightly more homogeneous than the
one corresponding to a random assignment of tie weights. Nevertheless, no significant
difference is observed between the real network and the randomized one in the scaling
of Yi, suggesting that the way users organize their time/attention with each one of their
contacts does not alter the diversity in communication (Miritello et al. 2012a).
This is an important finding since the dependence of the disparity of the flux that passes
through a node (in our case the communication time) on its degree or strength is often
used to assess the existence of nodes that have different functionalities within the net-
work (Almaas et al. 2004; De Montis et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010). We rather observe
that it is just a reflection of the long tailed nature of the distribution of the weights,
which introduces a strong heterogeneity. In fact, the larger the connectivity of a node,
the higher is the probability that its ties have weights belonging to the tail of the dis-
tribution. This is why the observed behavior differs from the homogeneous kYi = 1
curve. To test this we calculated the disparity of nodes where the tie weights are now
randomly chosen from an exponential distribution with the same mean of the real one.
As shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 3.5, in this case we observe a fast saturation of
Yi to the homogeneous case in which Yi is independent of ki. Note that also in this
case, a small deviation from the α = 1 behavior is observed for very small values of
k. Due to this small-size effect the exponent in the real data is smaller than 1, which
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Figure 3.5: Average k Yi as a function of the social connectivity ki. No significant difference is
observed between the real network (black circles) and the randomized one (red squares). Our
data are intermediate between the two extreme cases of perfect homogeneity kY = 1 and perfect
heterogeneity kY = k (solid lines), with an exponent of 0.5 for large connectivities. The dashed
blue line represents the case in which the weights are distributed according to an exponential
distribution, which shows a fast saturation to the homogeneous case. In the inset is shown k Yi
as a function of the node’s strength si. No significant correlation is observed between these two
quantities, a result obtained also for the randomized network.

is the reason why the curve kiYi saturates to a constant value for very large values of
connectivity.
A plausible explanation of the observed relation between Yi and ki comes therefore
from the heterogeneity in wij and the fact that the disparity measure Yi is very sensible
to the distribution of wij . Actually, if we define ties with small and a large weights
respectively as weak and strong ties, the result in Fig. 3.4 indicates that the proportion
between strong and weak ties does not change with the social connectivity. Therefore,
the larger the social connectivity, the larger the number of strong contacts has to be.
Despite the high correlation between the disparity and the social connectivity, the inset
of Fig. 3.5 shows that the disparity is mostly independent of the strength of the node.
This is due to the fact that the relation between the strength and the social connectivity
is not univocal since for a given si there are many different values of ki which in turn
give many possible values of disparity (Miritello et al. 2012a).
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3.2 Social strategies, bursty activity and tie dynamics

So far we have analyzed time allocation in human communication by considering the
aggregated activity of users across the whole observation time period. However, the
problem of time allocation is a dynamical process and it is plausible to expect that it
is affected not only by the aggregated but also by the instantaneous size of the indi-
viduals’ network and activity. Indeed, since communication events are not evenly dis-
tributed across the observation time window and social relationships are continuously
added and removed in time (see Section 2.4), we might expect that individual dynam-
ics of time allocation depend also on such temporal inhomogeneities. In the rest of the
chapter we will analyze this latter issue. Specifically, we refer to dynamical strategies
of communication (or dynamical social strategy) to distinguish them from the static
or aggregated social strategies analyzed in the previous section. As mentioned above,
two main reasons have hampered a deep understanding of dynamical social strategies
of communication: on the one hand, the limited availability of long time data sets and,
on the other hand, the high entanglement between the time scale of users’ (and ties)
communication activity and the one of tie formation and decay. By analyzing a large
set of call records during a time period of 19 months (February 2009 to August 2010)
we first show that, indeed, the bursty patterns of human communication leads to an ap-
parent dynamics of the social connectivity over time. Then, to overcome the difficulty
of the time-scale entanglement, we develop a criterium to separate tie activity from tie
formation/decay. The latter approach allows us to investigate with high precision the
individual dynamical communication strategies presented in the next section.

3.2.1 Apparent dynamics of social connectivity

In most studies of communication networks it is assumed that a tie forms at the time
when the first communication is observed. However, inferring the formation (or the
decay) of a tie is hampered by the very dynamics of the interaction. As we have dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, communication within ties is bursty and inter-event times have
a heavy-tailed distribution. Thus, since large inter-event times are likely, interactions
might be unobserved or confused with their formation and decay if the observation
window is short. For example, in our database we find that the average inter-event time
is 〈δtij〉 = 14 days while the standard deviation is around 18 days. Therefore, if the ob-
servation period is of the order of months we might get an apparent non-trivial growth
of the social connectivity as ties as revealed slowly in time. According to models of
network growth (Newman 2003b), the observed connectivity of a node as a function of
time seems to have an increasing behavior k(t) ∼ tγ with γ ' 1/2. Here we show that
this effect, however, is (mostly) due to the fact that different ties have different average
inter-event times δtij in the observation period or, equivalently, different numbers of
communication events wij . Let us consider a tie which is observed also before and af-
ter the observation window and which inter-event time distribution is given by P (δtij).
Assuming that we chose randomly the starting time of the observation window, the
time to the first observation of the link is given by the waiting time (Breuer and Baum
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2005):

P (τij) =
1

τij

∫ τij

0

P (δtij)dδtij . (3.1)

Thus, depending on the properties of P (δtij), we could have a very large observation
time τij for the tie. As we will see in Chapter 4, the distribution for inter event times
depends mostly on the average inter-event time δtij , i.e. P (δtij) = P(δtij/δtij) where
P(x) is a universal function (Miritello et al. 2011; Karsai et al. 2011). Thus, for a given
δtij , Eq. 3.1 can be written as:

P (τij |δtij) =
1

τij

∫ τij

0

P(δtij/δtij) dδtij . (3.2)

If we suppose that each node chooses its ties activity from a distribution Π(δtij) of
average inter-event times across ties, then the probability to observe one of its ties at
time τ is given by:

P (τij) =

∫
dδtijΠ(δtij)P (τij |δtij). (3.3)

Thus, the growing function of the observed connectivity as a function of time is given
by the cumulative distribution of P (τ):

ki(t) = ki(∞)

∫ t

0

P (τ)dτ, (3.4)

where ki(∞) is the total connectivity of node i in the observation time window. Since
ties have very different δtij (or equivalently different weights wij = T/δtij), which
results in a heavy-tailed Π(δtij), P (τ) is heavy tailed too. Thus aggregating over time
the first appearance of the ties in the observation window will result in an apparent
non-trivial time dependence ki(t), even if all the ties are open during the whole period.
Eq. 3.4 shows that one should be careful to consider the observed aggregate connec-
tivity ki(t) as a proxy for social connectivity, since it is profoundly affected by the
heterogeneous activity of human behavior.

Actually, the apparent growth k(t) ∼ tγ can be observed also when the distribution
of inter-event times is given by the exponential P (δt|δt) = e−δt/δt/δt as well as the
distribution for the average inter-event time Π(δt) = e−δt/a/a. In this case from
Eq. 3.4 we get:

ki(t) = ki(T )

{
1− 2

√
t

a
K1

(
2

√
t

a

)}
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (3.5)

whereK1(x) is the Modified Bessel Function of the second kind of order 1 (Abramowitz
and Stegun 1972). As shown in Fig. 3.6 (a), also for this homogeneous (both in the
events and in the ties properties) case, for a single user the number of observed ties
grows in a non trivial way as a function of time, a behavior which extends further from
t = a, where a is the average δt.
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Figure 3.6: Apparent growth of the observed connectivity given by Eq. (3.4) as a function of
time for (a) an exponential distribution (black curve) and (b) a Gamma distribution of average
inter-event times with k = 2 (black curve), k = 3 (blue curve) and k = 4 (green curve) and
θ = a/k. In both cases the average inter-event time of the distribution is a = δt = 10 days and
represented by the vertical dashed line. The red line in plot (a) represents a power-law fit for the
initial growth of k given by ki(t) ∼ tγ with γ = 0.53± 0.02.

The homogeneous case can be generalized to the case in which ties activity is much het-
erogeneous. This can be accomplished by considering a Gamma distribution, instead
than an exponential, for the average inter-event times of δt:

Π(δt) =
1

θkΓ(k)
xk−1e−x/θ, (3.6)

where a = kθ is the average δt. From Eq. 3.4 we now get:

ki(t) = ki(T )

{
1− 2

Γ(k)

(
t

a

)k/2
Kk

(
2

√
t

a

)}
, (3.7)

where Kk(x) is the Modified Bessel Function of the second kind of order k. Note
that for k = 1 we recover the above case. As shown in Fig. 3.6 (b) we obtain similar
behavior as the previous case, provided the average a = δt is the same.
This result for a single user based on the universal bursty and heterogeneous activity in
ties, together with the large heterogeneity found in social connectivity (which is related
to ki(T )) could explain the apparent non-trivial growth of the aggregate ki(t) observed
in social networks (Krings et al. 2012) and highlights the importance of taking into
consideration the heterogeneous human activity to define properly the way we measure
and observe social networks.
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Figure S2: (Color online) Schematic view of the different situations of tie formation/decay and the
interplay between the tie communication patterns and tie formation/decay for a given observation
time window of length T (shadowed area). Each lines refers to a different tie while each vertical
segment indicates a communication event between i $ j and �tij is the interevent time in the i $ j

time series.

for the link. As was shown in [3, ?] the pdf for inter event times depends mostly on the average
inter-event time �tij, i.e. P(�tij) = P(�tij/�tij) where P(x) is a universal function. Thus, we could
rewrite the previous expression as

P(⌧ij|�tij) =
1

⌧ij

Z⌧ij
0

P(�tij/�tij)d�tij (2)

However, links are very heterogeneous in the sense that they have very different �tij. Or equiv-
alently, they very different weights wij = T/�tij weight. Suppose that ⇧(�tij) is the distribution
of average inter-event times across links and that each node chooses her links activities from that
distribution of �tij. Then the probability to observe one of her links at time ⌧ is given by:

P(⌧) =

Z
d�tij⇧(�tij)P(⌧|�tij) (3)

Thus, the growing function of the observed connectivity as a function of time is given by the ccf of
P(⌧).

ki(t) = ki(1)

Z t

0

P(⌧)d⌧ (4)

where ki(1) is the total connectivity of node i. Note that since P(x) and ⇧(�tij) are heavy tailed,
then P(⌧) is heavy tailed too and thus the ki(t) can show an apparent non-trivial time dependence
even if all links are open during the observation time.

Let’s do an example: assume that the distribution of inter-event times is given by the exponen-
tial pdf P(�t|�t) = e-�t/�t/�t and also that the pdf for the average inter-event time is an exponen-

Activity localization in online social networks

⌦

7 months6 months 6 months

Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the different situations of tie formation/decay and the interplay
between the tie communication patterns and tie formation/decay for a given observation time
window Ω (shadowed area). Each line refers to a different tie while each vertical segment in-
dicates a communication event between i ↔ j; δtij is the inter-event time in the i ↔ j time
series.

3.2.2 Detection of ties creation/removal

The effect of the bursty tie communication becomes critical in the study of allocation
strategies in social networks, where the social connectivity plays a crucial role. In fact,
to infer the existence of a tie thus detect social connectivity, it is not enough to observe
a communication event within the observation window, but assess its formation and
termination. The latter is a very challenging task and probably one of the main reasons
why it is so difficult to model dynamic social networks. In fact, as we have seen in
the previous section, due to the fact that the bursty behavior of human communication
leads to a very slow revelation of ties over time, tie activity and tie creation/removal are
often confused, especially when studying a network over short time periods. Therefore,
to address this, we firstly need to consider a very long time windows. For this reason
in the following we consider the same mobile phone network used in Section 3.1, but
over a longer period of 19 months (instead than 11 months). Then, we need to develop
a methodological approach to properly identify whether a tie has been actually formed
or decayed, which is what we present is this section.

To separate tie activity from real formation/decay, we split our database into three
time intervals of respectively 6, 7 and 6 months (Feb09 - Jul09, Aug09 - Feb10, Mar10
- Aug10) and focus on the study of the ties formation/decay in the window Ω in the
middle (see Fig. 3.7). The intervals before and after the observation window are used
to asses whether each tie appears before and/or persist after Ω. Fig. 3.7 shows the
different situations that can occur for a given tie. We will consider that a tie i ↔ j
forms [case (b) and (c) in Fig. 3.7] or decays [case (a) and (c) in Fig. 3.7] within the
observation window, if there is no recorded communication before or after respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Tie formation and removal process for a given individual: panel (a) shows the com-
munication events of a given individual in our database with all his neighbors in the observation
window. For each tie, a circle represents a call with the corresponding neighbor id. Grey hor-
izontal segments are drawn from the first to the last observed communication event in each tie,
considering also the time windows before and after the observation window. Panel (b) shows
vertical segments for each tie formation (red) and tie decay (blue) events detected within the
observation window. Using those events, panel (c) shows the aggregated number of open ties as
a function of time (red line) and the aggregated number of closed ties (blue line). Dashed line
is the apparent growth in the social connectivity obtained by the cumulative number of observed
ties up to some time.

In our database, the 12.5% of links belongs to the category (a), the 14.5% to (b),
the 22.2% to (c) and the 47.3% to (d). Of course, it is possible that even if there is
no communication before/after the observation window, the tie is still active out of
that period. This requires that ties would have an inter-event time δtij bigger than 7
months, i.e. case (e) in Fig. 3.7. However, in our database, only 3.5% of the links
have such long inter-event time, which assures the accuracy of our definition for tie
decay/formation. To give significance to these findings, we only we keep active users,
that is only those users who are involved (as calling or as called party) in, at least,
one communication event in each of the three time intervals. Moreover, to avoid sub-
scriptions/unsubscriptions performed just before/after the observation window Ω, we
only consider users that appear at least one month before and are still active one month
after Ω. This filtering is because the activity of nodes that subscribed/unsubscribed
just before/after Ω may introduce spurious effects in the analysis of edge dynamics.
Specifically, we would observe a rapid growth of their social network at the beginning
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of the observation window or a fast dissolution at its end (Gaito et al. 2012; Kikas et al.
2012). The latter filtering results in the removal of about the 17% of nodes and the
37% of reciprocated links. Panel (a) of Fig. 3.8 shows the ties formation and removal
process within the observation window Ω for a single node in our data set. For each tie,
a grey horizontal segments is drawn from the time of the first observed communication
to the time of the last communication by considering also the time windows before and
after Ω. According to our definition of tie formation/decay these segments represent
the life-time of each social link in the observation window. The call activity is instead
represented by the black dots, each one corresponding to one communication event.
For all those ties that are not observed before and/or after Ω, the times at which the
first and last communication are observed are represented by the red and blue verti-
cal segments, respectively. As one can see, we found a large difference between the
number of ties observed up to time t (red segments until time t) and the number of ties
already formed at time t (grey horizontal lines until time t). The same difference is
observed between the number of ties observed until time t and the number of ties de-
stroyed up to time t. This is, indeed, due to the entanglement between tie activity and
tie dynamics discussed in the previous section. Due to the correlation between node
activity and connectivity, this difference is larger for the social hubs. Note that for the
node in Fig. 3.8 both curves coincide only from 5 months onwards and thus any shorter
period of observation time will miss the real dynamics of tie formation/decay. This
effect might explain why it has been so difficult to observe the edge dynamics in social
networks. Due to the burstiness of tie communication, large inter-event times between
interactions are likely and thus they might be unobserved or mistaken with tie decay
or formation, especially if the observation window is short (order of months) (Akoglu
and Dalvi 2010; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Raeder et al. 2011).

3.3 Dynamical communication strategies

The procedure described above is the key of our analysis since it allows us to distin-
guish with high precision those connections that form or decay in the time window Ω
from the one already formed before or persisting after. In fact, as mentioned in the
Introduction, the high entanglement between tie dynamics and tie activity has been
and still is one of the main impediments in the analysis of dynamical social networks.
Separate these two time scales is crucial if we want to analyze the instantaneous social
network, in contrast to the aggregated one, which is indeed the main goal of this the-
sis. In this section we will see that identifying the time instants of tie formation and
removal is fundamental to analyze the way in which people dynamically allocate their
attention across their contact network. In particular, since we are able to identify tie
formation/removal events, we can calculate for each individual iwhat we call the social
capacity κi(t), which measures the number of active (or open) ties at any given instant
t (see Fig. 3.8). It is important to stress that in principle κi(t) is very different from the
standard social connectivity ki(t) which measures the aggregated number of revealed
ties up to time t (see Chapter 2) thus accounting also for those relationships which are
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not anymore active at time t. Social capacity and social connectivity are however re-
lated to each other. In fact, by aggregating the number of activated (deactivated) ties
up to time t, denoted by nα,i(t) (nω,i(t)), we get that ki(T ) = κi(0) + nα,i(T ). Thus
ki(T ) is a combination of the social capacity κi and the social activity nα,i in the ob-
servation period. Note that, since κi(t) can vary along time, it might be independent
of nα,i(T ) or nω,i(T ), which allows a particular individual to follow different tie evo-
lution strategies. Actually, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (a) we observe a high heterogeneity in
nα,i and nω,i: while on average people create/destroy about 8 (reciprocated) ties in a
period of 7 months, the 20% of users in our database add or remove more than 15 ties
in that period. This is a relatively large number for a mobile-phone communication,
where much more effort is required to establish and maintain a tie if compared to on-
line communication networks as Twitter or Facebook, which are often used to collect as
many friends and followers as possible. On average, we find that the number of added
(removed) ties nα,i (nω,i) almost equals ki/2, indicating that a large fraction of the
standard measure of social connectivity ki is given by newly formed or removed con-
nections. This suggests that the aggregated social connectivity ki usually overestimates
the real human social capacity of maintaining social relationships. The imbalance be-
tween the activated ties nα,i and the deactivated ones nω,i allows us to measure how
the social capacity changes in time. At the end of the observation period, the change in
the social capacity is given by κi(T ) = κi(0) + nα,i(T ) − ni,ω(T ). Interestingly, we
find that the large majority of users in our database show nα,i(T ) ' nω,i(T ) (Fig. 3.9
(c)). As a simple explanatory hypothesis for the observed nα,i ' nω,i behavior, one
might suggest a sort of conservation principle in social attention, where the number of
outgoing ties equals the number of incoming ties, such that the total number of open
relationships in a given time window Ω remains almost constant.

This conservation of social capacity not only happens at this particular time scale
T but also instantaneously: as shown in Fig. 3.9 we find that for 80% of the users tie
formation/destruction happens linearly in time so that ni,α(t) = αit and ni,ω = ωit,
where the rate αi at which ties are formed equals the one at which ties are removed
ωi. To compute the rates αi and ωi, for each user we model the time sequences of
tie arrivals and removals as linear processes, thus apply to them a linear regression fit.
In order for the regression to be significant, we only keep those nodes that form and
remove at least 5 connections during the whole period (e.g. nα,i ≥ 5 and nω,i ≥ 5),
which in our data set corresponds to almost the 20% of nodes. As shown in Fig. 3.9
(b), for these users we obtain a p − value ≤ 0.05 for the 99.2% of the cases (further
details about the analysis performed will be provided in the next section). The fact that
αi ' ωi has a remarkable consequence since it means that people add connections at
a constant rate αi and, at the same time, they remove connections at a similar rate ωi.
This implies that the individual social capacity remains almost constant throughout the
time period since κi(t) = κi(0) +αit− ωit ' κi(0) signaling that people tend to bal-
ance the formation/removal of social connections such that the instantaneous number
of their open connections remains almost stable over time (Miritello et al. 2012).
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Figure 3.9: (a) Distribution of the social connectivity ki (black circles), social capacity κi (green
downside triangles) number of created ties nα,i (red upside triangles) and number of deleted ties
nω,i (blue squares).We observe that, on average, both nα,i and nω,i almost equal ki/2, which
suggests that a large fraction of the aggregated social connectivity is due to newly formed or re-
moved ties. (b) P-values of the linear fit used to compute the rates of tie creation αi and removal
ωi for groups of users with a different number of created and deleted connections (respectively
nα,i and nω,i). We observe that for the 99.2% of users with both nα,i and nω,i ≥ 5 the obtained
p-value is always smaller than 0.05. (c) Positive correlation between the number of created nα,i
and removed nω,i connections with a linear correlation coefficient of 0.87. The results from the
PCA analysis indicate that the 93% of the variation can be explained by the first component with
a standard deviation of 1.81 in the (0.70, 0.71) direction. This result is shown in the box plot,
where the bottom and the top of the boxes correspond to the 25th and the 75th quantiles respec-
tively, while the band near the middle is the 50th percentile (median) of the distribution. The
down and top of the whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles. The line y = x lies between
the 9th and the 91st percentiles, thus capturing the 90% of the distribution in correspondence
of each box. The blue solid lines refer to the 5th and 95th percentiles of random generated nα
and nω from a Poisson distribution with nα taken as the expected number of events in a given
time interval of length T. (d) Log-density plot ρ(nα,i, nω,i) for users with more than 5 formed
and removed ties. The dashed lines refers to αi = ωi while the solid curves correspond to the
contour lines ρ = 0.03 for the density of actual values of the rates (red) and the ones obtained
in the Poissonian model (blue).
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Note that our finding explains many observations in the literature that the distribu-
tion of connectivity in social networks seems to be stable in time but the neighbors of
a given node change a lot from one time window to the other (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-
Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts 2006). In fact, we find that the average social
persistence pi, i.e. the fraction of neighbors that remain at the end of the 7 months
observation time window is around 75%, meaning that users renew their social circle
slowly, in line with studies in off-line social networks (Burt 2000). This value is much
larger than what is expected in a random model where every tie has the same probabil-
ity to be deactivated. To check this we simulated a process in which each individual
(characterized by its actual ki, κi and nα) is allowed to create and remove connections
according to its real tie activation/deactivation sequence of events, but where added and
removed ties are now randomly chosen among the whole set of neighbors. This yields
to an average social persistence pi = 50%, which is significantly lower than the real
one. This result indicates that the way in which people activate and deactivate ties from
their social network is far from random; instead, some existing ties are more probable
to be deactivated than others. In Section 3.5 we will return to this result and show one
of the possible mechanisms that could give rise to the observed bias.

3.3.1 Statistical evidence for the conservation of social capacity

In the following, we describe the procedure that we used to calculate the two rates
αi and ωi for all the users in our database and the analysis performed to state that
individuals create and destroy ties at the same rate. We will also discuss the null model
used to assess the statistical significance to our findings. Most users in our database,
the number of added and removed connections (ni,α and ni,ω) is very small and then
we get large differences between the values of αi and ωi. We tested that our results are
comparable statistically to a null model in which ties are formed and destroyed in the
observation window Ω according to two realization of a Poisson process with the same
rate α = ω. The choice of Poisson process as the renewal process that describes the
formation and decay process is supported by the bounded probability distribution for
the inter-event times between formation/decay of events seen in Section 3.2.1. This is
of course an approximation, because the probability of bursts of formation/decay events
is larger than what predicted by the exponential distribution of the Poisson process. The
approximation works better for large times or number of events, since in that limit the
strong decay of the inter-event time distribution for large values makes the process to
converge to the behavior of a Poisson process very quickly by means of the Central
Limit Theorem (Cox 1970). To incorporate the large heterogeneity of social activity
observed in our database (see Fig. 3.9 (a)), we take as input for our null model the
actual values of ni,ω . Analogously, we have also done simulations by considering ni,α
and obtained the same results. Our Monte Carlo simulations can be summarized as
follows: for every user i we consider λi = ni,ω/212 (where 212 is the number of
days within Ω) as the daily rate for tie formation and decay and simulate two Poisson
processes in the observation window with the same rate, one for the formation of ties
and the other for the decay of ties.
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(b). Each curve refers to a group of nodes with a different activity rate αi, where groups have
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We then calculate the aggregated number of events n̂i,α and n̂i,ω and fit them to linear
models to obtain the simulated α̂i and ω̂i for those cases in which n̂i,α ≥ 5 and n̂i,ω ≥
5. As shown in Fig. 3.9 (c) the empirical values of ni,α observed in our data can be well
explained by the simulations, suggesting that our model works well at the particular
scale considered. In addition, we also find a good agreement between the measured
values of αi and ωi and the simulations (Fig. 3.9 (d)), despite of the small amount of
outliers that cannot be explained by our model.

3.3.2 Dynamics of tie creation/removal

We have seen that the growth of the number of added and removed connections can
be described by a linear process having rates αi and ωi, respectively. However, as
panel (b) of Fig. 3.8 suggests, it is important to note that the distribution of the time
gap between creation and removing of ties is not an homogeneous Poissonian process.
To characterize the temporal evolution of ties we analyze the distribution of the inter-
event times elapsed between consecutive additions or deletions. We denote these time
differences respectively δtk,k+1 and δtk,k−1 since they increase and decrease the social
connectivity k of one unit. Our results in Fig. 3.10 indicate a heterogenous pattern of
activity and, despite the exponential cut-off, small inter-event times are significantly
more probable than an exponential distribution. This is in line with previous research
that has shown that the nature of link creation process in online social networks is broad
and follows a power-law distribution (Gaito et al. 2012; Kikas et al. 2012; Leskovec
et al. 2008). In these studies the bursty behavior of tie creation is usually associated to
an acceleration (or exploration) phase in which tie formation rapidly increases. Since
the trains of bursts are more likely to appear right after the users joined the network,
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this acceleration phase is usually related to the registration time of the user. However,
here we show that the observed distribution remains robust with respect to this effect
since, as mentioned above, we are considering only users who are active enough time
before and persist enough time after the observation window Ω.
More interestingly, we show that tie creation dynamics does not depend on activity rate
αi of tie creation. This is shown in Fig. 3.10, where we aggregate the whole population
of users in different groups depending on the rate αi of their activity (where the groups
have been defined according to the quartiles of the distribution of αi) and analyze the
distribution of δtk,k+1 and δtk,k−1 for each group. As one can see, both distributions
are robust with respect to αi, indicating that on average the way in which individuals
create social relationships does not depend on the velocity at which such connections
are added. For the equivalence αi ' ωi seen in the previous section, it nether depends
on the rate of tie removal. In this sense, this universal behavior is reminiscent of the
universal behavior of bursty activity within the ties.

3.3.3 Social capacity and social activity

According to our results presented in Section 3.3, each user can be characterized in
terms of his social capacity κi and social activity nα,i (or equivalently αi). These two
quantities give us information about two related although different features of an indi-
vidual. While the social capacity is a measure of the number of relations that a user
maintains in time, the social activity instead characterizes the number of relations a
user establishes and at what rate. However, by applying a PCA analysis, we observe
that for most of the individuals nα,i ' β κi with β = 0.75 meaning that the number
of created connections tends to be proportional to the social capacity, which result is
shown in Fig. 3.11. The correlation between κi and nα,i resembles the preferential
attachment process discussed in Chapter 2, by which tie formation is more probable
for more connected individuals (Barabási and Albert 1999). Note however that we find
that tie formation is proportional to a conserved quantity and thus grows linearly in
time. Moreover, there is a corresponding preferential de-attachment meaning that in-
dividuals with large κi are also more likely to destroy ties.
Although the dependence nα,i ' β κi explains most of the observed behavior (80% of
variance in PCA), there is however a large variability in our database so that tie evo-
lution cannot be explained solely by κi. We encode the disparity between the social
capacity and social activity in the ratio γi = nα,i/κi, which we dub as social strategy
of individual communication. The parameter γ gives information about the equilib-
rium between the social capacity and the social activity for a given node: for γi ' β
(the average behavior), users have a normal or balanced social strategy between their
social capacity and activity. Outside this group we find those users with γi � β that
activate/deactivate a small number of connections compared to their social capacity, or
users with γi � β who have a large social activity compared to their social capacity.
We refer to these two strategies as social keeping (γi � β), meaning that these indi-
viduals keep a very stable social circle, and social wandering (γi � β), meaning that
these individuals activate new ties elations and deactivate existing ones at a high pace.
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Figure 3.11: Heterogeneity of dynamical social strategies: A and B shows different snapshots of
the neighborhood of two different individuals (in red) at 4 equally spaced times in the observation
time window t = 52, 105, 158, and 211 days. Each black (grey) line corresponds to an open
(closed) tie at that particular instant. C Log-density plot of the social activity nα,i as a function
of the social capacity κi for each individual in our database. Solid line corresponds to the
line nα,i = 0.75κi obtained through PCA. Dashed curves are the iso-connectivity lines ki =
κi + nα,i for ki = 10, 20, 50. D shows the average value for the persistence pi and clustering
coefficient ci for three groups of equal connectivity (dashed lines in panel C) but for different
quantiles of γi. Specifically, γi < 0.43 (black), 0.43 < γi < 0.88 (gray) and γi > 0.88 (white)

It is very important to note that, despite the strict relation between γi (or both nα,i and
κi) and the social connectivity ki, individual social strategies of communication can
not be identified only by means of ki.

This becomes clear by looking at panel C of Fig. 3.11, where we show that users
with exactly the same ki (dashed curves) can be characterized by very different com-
binations of social capacity and social activity. As we will see in the following section,
the implications of this result go beyond the characterization of how people allocate
time and resources across their social circle. In fact, the adoption of one strategy or the
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other is strictly related to the topology of the local network surrounding the individual,
with important implications in terms of information diffusion.

3.4 Social strategies and network topology

After characterizing the social strategy of each user in our database, we investigate
whether the nature of such strategy depends on the properties of the individual local
network. Specifically, for each individual we measure the persistence of his neigh-
borhood and (ii) his clustering coefficient or transitivity. The persistence pi gathers
information about the continuity of the social relationships of an individual and, con-
sequently, about the speed at which he renews his social circle. It is measured as
pi(T ) = |Ei(T0)∩Ei(T )| / |Ei(T0)|, where Ei(T ) (Ei(T0)) is the set of ties that user
i has a time T (T0) and can take values between 0 (all the contacts has been changed
after a period T) and 1 (all the contacts persist after T). The clustering coefficient ci, as
discussed in Chapter 2, measures how likely individual’s neighbors are to be connected
to each other. Our results are shown in Fig. 3.11, where we depict the snapshots of
the neighborhood of two different individuals at different time instants. Note that, as
shown in panel C, although the chosen individuals have the same social connectivity
ki, they show two different social strategies being one (user A) a social wanderer and
the other (user B) a social keeper. These snapshots clearly show the difference between
the local network of the social wanderer and the one of the social keeper: while the for-
mer network appears quite volatile and sparse, the latter looks very stable in time and
highly connected. In particular, as shown in panel D, for all users we find that although
on average they show a 75% persistence in their social circle (in 7 months), this value
rises up to 80% for social keepers and is only 60% for social wanderers. A similar
dependency is found for the clustering coefficient ci: for a fixed ki the clustering co-
efficient for social keepers doubles that of social wanderers, meaning that for equal ki
the former have less distinct social contexts or structural diversity than the latter users,
which is in line with previous results (Ugander et al. 2012).

Taken together, these findings document an important difference between possible
social dynamics. On one hand, social wanderers are mostly navigating the network
looking for new social connections and/or information, resulting in a larger structural
diversity. On the other hand social keepers are more conservative people, who pay
mainly attention to a large proportion of their stable social network, which also turns
out to be tightly linked together: the friends of their friends are also friends to each
other. Thus for a given ki social wanderers trade off novelty for attention resulting
in a high volatile social strategy, while social keepers display a more stable and less
diverse social structure around them. These results constitute a step forward into the
understanding of how to model dynamical social networks, since they allow us to go
beyond the traditional characterization of individuals static aggregated variables like ki
and the static topological structure of networks.
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Figure 3.12: Average social connectivity ki, social capacity κi (a) and social activity rate αi
(b) for users (x axis) and their neighborhood (y axis). The results show that there is assortative
mixing in the social connectivity ki, social capacity κ and social activity α. Users with a high
capacity to maintain and establish social ties are more like to connect with people with the same
capabilities.

3.4.1 Assortative mixing in dynamical social strategies

In Chapter 2 we have seen that social networks show assortative mixing in the social
connectivity, meaning that individuals with many connections tend to be connected to
other nodes with many connections. We have also mentioned that, actually, the assor-
tative nature of social networks emerges as a natural phenomenon in both offline and
online networks with respect to a variety of attributes, from psychological states such as
loneliness or happiness (Bliss et al. 2012; McPherson et al. 2001) or health attributes
and habits (Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis and Fowler 2008) to sociodemo-
graphic features such age or race (Ibarra 2002; Mollica et al. 2003). In this section, we
show that this tendency also applies in the context of dynamical social communication.

First, as shown in Fig. 3.12 (a), we observe assortative mixing not only in the social
connectivity ki, which is in line with previous studies (Newman 2002a), but also in the
social capacity κi, meaning that people maintaining a large (small) number of open
relationships tend to be connected to other people that also maintain a large (small)
social circle. Analogously, people with a high capacity to establish and remove many
connections are more likely to connect with people with the same characteristics, which
reflects in the observed assortative mixing of the social activity (Fig. 3.12 (b)). More
interestingly, the assortative character of dynamical social strategies is observed also
in the parameter γi (see Fig. 3.13), indicating that social wanderers (as well as social
keepers) tend to gather together. This suggests that the large volatility observed in
the neighborhood of social wanderers also extends to large proportions of the network
around them and the same applies for social keepers.
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Figure 3.13: Assortativity of the dynamical social strategies. Average value of the parameter γi
for the neighbors of an individual as a function of her own value of γi. A clear growth can be
seen, indicating a strong assortativity of the social dynamical strategy in our database.

In this picture, the global network consists of almost static zones of social keepers
and high volatile clusters of social wanderers. A possible explanation for the observed
behavior might be the following. On one hand, since social keepers invest the larger
amount of their energy/cognitive ability in keeping stable social contacts, they have
lower reservoir or interest for exploratory relationships. This strategy of communica-
tion would lead them to reject or avoid most of the connections that social explorers,
instead, might try to establish. On the other hand, if these latter connections are un-
likely to happen, the social circle of social explorers ends up being restricted mostly
to other social explorers. Note that, although the adoption of social strategies does not
depend on the social connectivity (as seen in the previous section), their assortative
nature reminds the one observed for this latter quantity in a wide range of real social
networks, which somehow characterize the static individual strategy of communica-
tion. The reason why these strategic has not surfaced yet stems from the fact that, as
discussed in Section 2.3, attention and social capacity have been considered infinite,
and therefore strategic considerations in the acquisition of a new link were out of the
discussion. Once this limited resource is identified, it follows that individuals would
establish different strategies to overcome it. If we were to follow Grannoveter’s (Gra-
novetter 1973) and Burt’s advice (Burt 1992), thus go about gathering weak links, and
occupying structural wholes, to what extent do we follow it? Without a limited resource
in social capacity these questions make little sense (Hardin 1968).

Social strategies in Facebook

As already mentioned, most of the results presented in this thesis, as well as the ob-
served communication strategies discussed above, have been obtained by analyzing a
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Figure 3.14: Social dynamics in the Facebook database: (a) Relationship between the number
of formed nα,i and decayed nω,i ties in the observation window. The box plot shows the 25% and
75% percentiles (filled box) and 5% and 95% percentiles (whiskers), the solid black line is the
relationship nα,i = nω,i and the blue curves correspond to the 5% and 95% percentiles of the
corresponding Poisson model described in Section 3.3.1 for the mobile dataset. (b) Density plot
ρ(nω,i, nα,i) for the users with more than 2 ties formed and decayed. The dashed line represents
αi = ωi while the curves correspond to the contour lines ρ = 0.03 for the density of actual
values of the rates (red) and the ones obtained in the Poissonian model in section 3.3.1 (blue).
(c) Log-density plot of the social activity nα,i and the social capacity κi. The dashed lines
correspond to the iso-connectivity lines ki(T ) = 10, 20, 50 and the solid line is the relationship
nα,i = 1.04κi obtained through PCA that explains 81% of the variance.

mobile phone dataset. In this section we show that such strategies also arise in online
settings, although a more complete study of online social networks is beyond our scope.
By address this, we use the Facebook dataset described in Appendix A, where a com-
munication event between two users represents an interactions through the Facebook
wall. Specifically, we consider only communication events between those Facebook
users in our dataset that show any activity in the 7-months observation window Ω (see
Fig. A.3 in Appendix A) and, in a way analogous to what done for the mobile phone
network, we only retain users that are active 20 days before and 20 days after Ω.
We find that, on average, users interact with 〈ki(T )〉 = 6.15 users in the period Ω. The
average social capacity is instead 〈κi(t)〉 = 3.23 while the average number of formed
and decayed ties is, respectively, 〈nα,i(T )〉 = 3.01 and 〈nω,i(T )〉 = 3.02.
Nevertheless, Facebook users show a lower level of activity: for example, 40% of the
users are involved in less than 10 communication events through the wall in seven
months (while in the mobile phone data the average number of calls exchanged per
user was ∼ 700 in seven months). Thus, to determine the social dynamical strate-
gies in Facebook data we concentrate on those users that show a moderate level of
communication, i.e. those that have more than 10 events in the 7 months of Ω. As
shown in Fig. 3.14, we observe that for those users nα,i(T ) ' nω,i(T ) and αi ' ωi.
Specifically, analogously to the analysis done for the mobile data set, we find that by
applying PCA the relationship between social capacity and social activity is given by
nα,i = 1.04κi, which explains the 81% of the variance. These results indicate that
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Figure 3.15: (a) Average next neighbor connectivity of a node knn,i as a function of its own
connectivity ki for the 104 users in the Facebook dataset. A clear grown can be seen, signaling
an assortativity in this social network. (b) Average value of the parameter γi for the neighbors
of an individual as a function of his own value of γi. Similarly to ki we observe a growth which
indicates a strong assortativity of the social dynamical strategies.

Facebook users, as well as mobile phone ones, tend to create and destroy social con-
nections linearly in time at a (almost) equal rate, which leads to a conservation of the
open connections κi(t) in time. In addition, analogously to the mobile phone case, we
observe a large assortativity of the social dynamical strategies, i.e. individuals with low
γ (social keepers) tend to gather in the social network, while social wanderers tend to
communicate between them (see Fig. 3.15).
Note that, as mentioned above, the average social capacity is roughly half of the so-
cial connectivity in 7 months, suggesting that also in this case the standard aggregated
social connectivity ki overestimates the actual individual capacity to maintain social re-
lationships. On one hand, this finding confirms previous studies showing that, although
people on Facebook have on average hundreds of friends, they are only in direct contact
(direct exchange of information such as wall conversation) with a small proportion of
them which lies around 10-30 (Marlow 2009). On the other side, however, our analysis
shows that this number decreases even further when, after disentangling the tie activity
from their formation/decay dynamics, the instantaneous, instead than the aggregated,
network is considered.

3.4.2 Social strategies and information diffusion

The existence of social strategies and, more importantly, the fact that they are assor-
tative, motivated us to investigate what implications this has in terms of information
diffusion. Indeed, a relation between social strategies and accessibility to informa-
tion could have important implications on the current modeling of many real processes
such as diffusion of innovations (Rogers 1995), news and opinions (Adar et al. 2004;
Leskovec et al. 2009) because it would tell us which users have higher capacity to get
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Figure 3.16: Average difference of infection time as a function of the social strategy γi for each
of the iso-connectivity groups in Fig. 3.11. The relative difference calculated with respect to the
average infection time for each of the groups. Social wanderers (large γi) exhibit longer time to
receive the information than social keepers (small γi).

or spread information, based on the way in which they communicate. For example,
since some regions of the network are volatile whereas others are static, one may won-
der whether this affects or not the propagation of a piece of information within the
network.
To this end, we simulate the SI model (Murray 1993) in the mobile phone network
under investigation, by considering the real-time sequence of communication events
(Miritello et al. 2011; Karsai et al. 2011; Zhao and Oliver 2010). According to this
process, a population of N individuals is divided into two states: susceptible (S) and
infected (I). Susceptible individuals can become infected with a given transmission rate
λ (usually equal to 1) any time they interact with an infected individual. The SI model
is the simplest formulation of a class of epidemic models known as compartmental
models, which are usually used to simulate the spread of epidemic diseases (Ander-
son and May 1992). Compartmental models, however, have been largely used also to
model information diffusion processes, by means of the analogy between the spread-
ing of an infectious disease and the dissemination of information (Daley and Kendall
1964; Goffman and Newill 1964). A detailed analysis of epidemic models and how
they have been used to simulate information diffusion on social networks will be pro-
vided in Chapter 5. For the purpose of this section, what is important is that according
to this process all the nodes will be eventually infected, with a speed that only de-
pends on the network structure and the epidemic dies once the whole population has
been reached. Moreover, simulating the SI model on the real series on the real-time
sequences of communication events in our CDR, allows us to take into account also all
those temporal inhomogeneities such as correlations or burstiness (see Chapter 2), in
a way analogous to the one described in previous works (Karsai et al. 2011; Miritello
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et al. 2011; Vázquez et al. 2007). We start the model by infecting a random node (or
seed) at a random instant and considering all other nodes as susceptible. In each call,
an infected node infect a susceptible one (or propagate a piece of information) with
probability λ = 1. Due to the synchronous nature of the phone communication, we
assume that this happens regardless of who initiates the call. We then repeat the simu-
lation for 104 randomly chosen seeds. For each realization of the process, we measure
the time at which a particular individual receives the information from the starting time
of the infection process. The result is shown in Fig. 3.16 where we plot the average
relative time difference ∆tinf for users grouped by social connectivity, as a function of
the average γi. The relative difference has been calculated with respect to the average
infection time of each of the groups. Interestingly, we observe that when we control for
ki, social wanderers exhibit a relatively longer time to receive information spreading
in the network compared to social keepers.

This result can be related to what observed at the tie level by Onnela et al. (Onnela
et al. 2007) where an individual social strategy is assigned by aggregating the total
communication time. The authors showed that in terms of information diffusion, weak
ties are ineffective at information transfer because of the small amount of communica-
tion time. Here we see that this effect is amplified in social wanderers as (i) most of
their ties are weak, and (ii) they are connected to other social wanderer with weak tie
access to the rest of the world. Whereas in Onnela et al.’s contribution, both weak ties
and strong ties are in similar level of performance regarding information transmission,
the assortative nature of the communication strategies breaks the tie in favor of the
strong ties. Moreover, contrary to the common belief that exploratory strategies would
provide advantages in individual information access, the fact that they cluster together
exacerbate the volatility of the interactions and produce relative inefficiencies in access
to information (Miritello et al. 2012a).

3.4.3 Lifetime evolution and sex differences

Previous studies have shown behavioral and social differences in the use of mobile
phones depending on the demographics (gender, age, socioeconomic status) of the in-
dividuals (Blumenstock and Eagle 2010; Frı́as-Martı́nez et al. 2010; Palchykov et al.
2012). This type of cross-sectional analysis has the potential to provide insight into the
underlying dynamics of human behavior and in the understanding of status-based dif-
ferences between individuals or countries, e.g. differences in the usage of technology
or in the dynamics of sharing.
Here we study whether the dynamical social strategy of communication depend on the
age and the gender of individuals. Interestingly, we found that although social capac-
ity and strategy remain mostly stable over the observation time window, they tend to
change on the longer time scale, i.e. during the individual life course. In Fig. 3.17 (a)
we show the average social connectivity ki as a function of the average value of γi for
groups of individuals with different age.
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Figure 3.17: (a) Average value of the social connectivity ki and the social dynamics γi =
nα,i/κi for group of users with different age, reported within the circles. Dashed lines corre-
spond to the average of κi and nα,i in the complete database. (b) Average values for the activity
and capacity of users grouped by gender, where the M states for males and the F for females.

Reminding that ki = κi + nα,i, this result shows a decrease in both the social capacity
and activity, is in line with previous studies (Kahn and Antonucci 1980; Seeman et al.
2012; Tilburg 1998) that also offer a possible explanation for such a behavior. Specif-
ically, changes in egocentric network size across the individual lifespan are usually
associated to both experiencing age-specific life events and social goals (Wrzus et al.
2012). On one hand, both normative events such as marriage, parenthood or retirement
and non-normative events such as contracting a rare disease or winning the lottery, may
cause a decrease or increase in the number of active ties (Morgan and March 1992).
On the other hand, according to socioemotional selectivity theory (Carstensen et al.
1999), personal network size may be related also to goal hierarchies over the entire
life which change when boundaries on time are perceived (Suitor et al. 1997). In par-
ticular, during adolescence and young adulthood a large social circle reflects the fact
that information acquisition goals are more predominant than in other periods of life.
After young adulthood, however, when people perceive remaining lifetime as limited,
emotion regulation goals become much more important and people concentrate their
attention in close relationships (Carstensen 1991). Other studies relate the decrease
in the social engagement (number of social contacts, interaction activity, frequency of
communication) across the individual lifespan, to a decrease in the cognitive capacity
(Seeman et al. 2012).

However, our interpretation of ki as a combination of nα and κi allows us to bet-
ter understand the change in social network size across the individual lifespan and its
relation with individual communication strategies. By looking at Fig. 3.17 (a) it seems
that different behaviors emerge, in correspondence to different stages in people life:
adolescence (16-19), young adulthood (20-32), adulthood (33-56) and old age (> 56).
In particular, young people and adults show a quite stable behavior which leads to rea-
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sonably defined clusters with large social connectivity and a large capacity to maintain
open relationships; however, both properties decrease in the adulthood. A possible
explanation for the observed behavior is that while young people tend to use mobile
phone to pay attention to their social network and maintain stable connections, this be-
havior is less and less important for older people who conserve a smaller stable social
structure compared to their social activity, maybe due to the appearance of other uses
(professional contacts) or priorities (access to information). The behavior strongly dif-
fers from what observed before and after the adulthood periods. While adolescence
is characterized by large values of connectivity and high capacity to maintain open
relationships, during old age an ongoing decrease of ki is observed together with a
fast increase of γi. This latter suggests that as people get older, the number of social
relationships they can maintain over time become increasingly smaller than the total
number of relationships they keep contact with. Fig. 3.17 (b) shows the average val-
ues of both the social capacity and the social activity for users grouped by gender. In
line with previous studies using mobile phone records (Frı́as-Martı́nez et al. 2010), we
found that on average women have less capacity to maintain big social circles than men.
Interestingly, we also observe a smaller social activity for women than for men indicat-
ing that, on average, women also display a smaller capacity (or interest) in establishing
or removing social connections from their network (Miritello et al. 2012a).

3.5 Dynamical Granovetter effect

In Section 3.4 we have seen that, although users establish and remove many connec-
tions in time (on average half of their social connectivity), after a period of 7 months
they maintain on average the 75% of their initial social circle. This suggests that there
is an inherent dynamics of tie creation and removal which makes the process of so-
cial circle renewal far from random. In Section 3.3 we have also checked the latter
statement by simulating a process in which users are allowed to add and remove con-
nections randomly, which led to a value for the average persistence of about the 50%
which is significantly lower than the one observed for the real data.
The fact that some connections are much more likely to be added or removed than oth-
ers is not new in the field of social network (Adamic and Adar 2003; Getoor and Diehl
2005; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts 2006; Liben-Nowell
and Kleinberg 2007; Raeder et al. 2011; Roth et al. 2010) and a deeper analysis of
this issue will be also the main topic of the next chapter. Nevertheless, here we want to
address a related issue and try to understand what criterium people follow in the pro-
cess of tie creation/removal. Among other mechanisms, individuals may for example
decide to establish ties outside their current social circle (Burt 1992; Granovetter 1973)
or they may choose new acquaintances who are friends of friends, a process known as
triadic closure (Coleman 1988a; Rapoport 1953).
Understanding the very dynamics which regulates the process of why an individual
decides to add or remove a social tie is a very complex process which has been of
interest of many studies (Burt 2001b; Granovetter 1973; Kossinets and Watts 2006;
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Figure 3.18: Temporal evolution of the topological overlap Oij averaged over all edges with a
given weight wij within a period of 150 days (a) before the connection has been established and
(b) after it has been removed. The time window has been rescaled according to the time at which
the tie forms/decays. For comparison, we also plot the average overlap between pairs of nodes
randomly chosen from the whole population (lower dashed line) and between ties that persist
across the whole observation time window Ω (upper dashed lines).

Podonly and Baron 1997). However, since tie creation/removal processes alter the
structure of the network in which the individual participates, we may wonder whether
changes in the topology of the local network surrounding a tie can tell us something
about the fact that a new connection is going to appear or has just been removed. In
particular, what we want to answer here is: to what extent individuals’ choice to create
a new tie is related to the their social network before the new connection has been
created? Does the topology of their network change after the establishment of a new
tie? The same questions can be applied when a connection is removed, instead than
created.

The problem we want to study can be formulated as follows. As we have seen, the
criterium described in Section 3.2.2 allows us to distinguish, for each user, between
different types of ties: ties that are active during the whole Ω (before and after), ties
that are created within Ω and ties that are removed within Ω. Of course, the two latter
conditions can also happen together leading to a fourth type of tie. However, for the
purpose of this section, this case will be incorporated in the previous ones, as we will
explain soon. To address the questions mentioned above, for each of these categories
of ties we study the evolution of the topological overlap (see Section 2.2.2) in a time
window which spans a period going from before to after the tie has been created or
removed. There are at least two reasons why the topological overlap constitutes a good
measure to our purpose. First, it gives a measure of the triadic closure (Easley and
Kleinberg 2010) which, as mentioned above, is one of the more accepted mechanisms
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of tie formation. Thus, for example, if two individuals tie together because they have a
common friend, we would observe an increase in their topological overlap. In addition,
the overlap constitutes a good measure to capture any topological change in the network
of a tie also before and after its creation or destruction. In fact, in contrast to other
parameters as the tie weight, it can be computed also when the connection does not
exist.

To address this, we first consider all those connections that, according to our cri-
terium (see Section 3.2.2), are created (removed) within the observation window Ω, i.e.
are not observed in the 6-months before (type (b) in Fig. 3.7) or in the 6-months period
after (type (a) in Fig. 3.7), respectively. For each tie ij created within Ω, we then focus
on the tie’s network and analyze the topological overlap Oij across a time window ∆T
which spans the period from 100 days before to 50 days after the day in which the tie
has formed. In order to ensure the existence of the tie across ∆T , we only consider
those ties that are opened in the whole period ∆T = 150 days, with ∆T ∈ Ω. We do
the same analysis for those ties that are removed within Ω, with the difference that now
the overlap is measured from 50 days before to 100 days after the day in which the tie
decay is observed. Also in this case, we only consider ties that are opened during the
whole period ∆T = 150 days under consideration, with ∆T ∈ Ω.

A very known result in social network theory related to the topological overlap is
the Granovetter’s effect, also known as the ”strength of weak ties hypothesis” (Gra-
novetter 1973). Accordingly to this hypothesis, ties between individuals who have
many common friends (large overlap), are stronger than the ones between people which
few common friends (small overlap), who instead act as bridges between different tight
groups (see Chapter 2). This hypothesis has been recently tested for a mobile phone
network by observing a positive correlation between Oij and wij , where wij measures
the strength or weight of the tie and it is given by the total number of phone call com-
munications between i and j (Onnela et al. 2007). In these studies, however, Oij has
been calculated on the aggregated network, as well as wij . Since our analysis allows us
to assess with high precision when a tie has been created or removed and, at the same
time, to analyze the instantaneous contact network, we take advantage of this and try
to investigate also what we call the dynamical Granovetter effect. Specifically, in ana-
lyzing the evolution of Oij before (after) a connection has been established (removed),
we separate the ties in different groups according to their weights wij , and study the
evolution of the average 〈Oij〉 for each group. We calculate the weight wij as the total
number of calls during the whole period of 19 months. This allows us to investigate
what comes first in the Granovetter’s effect: do people form a large overlap with strong
ties or ties that are strong develop a large overlap? Our results are shown in Fig. 3.18
for both ties (a) created and (b) destroyed within Ω. For comparison, we also show the
average overlap between pairs of nodes randomly chosen from the whole population,
and the average overlap of ties that do not form or decay within the observation win-
dow Ω (dashed lines). Several conclusions can be drawn so far. According to the weak
ties hypothesis, we observe that topological overlap is strictly related to the intensity
or weight of a social relation, meaning that the stronger is the relationship between
two persons, the more friends they have in common, in line with previous results (Gra-
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novetter 1973; Onnela et al. 2007).
Moreover, the overlap between two individuals who form (remove) a connection at
some time during their lifetime, is significantly higher than the one observed between
any random pair of individuals in the whole population even 100 days before (after) the
link has been established (removed). This is true also for very weak ties with less than
10 communication events in 19 months. This constitutes a more clear evidence of why
the topological overlap is usually a very good feature in the prediction of tie creation
(Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007; Raeder et al.
2011), as we will discuss in the next chapter.
More interestingly, we find that the process that drives two persons to link together is
highly dynamical and locally, it entails the change of the underlying topological struc-
ture of the network. As shown in Fig. 3.18, in fact, a large value of Oij is observed
even before the connection has been established, then it continuously increases over
time until the link has been formed and keeps increasing after. The same applies when
a connection is removed: the topological overlap between two individuals starts to de-
crease much before the connection is removed and it keeps decreasing in time after
the breakage, although very slowly. This allows us to reply to the question addressed
above: what comes first, tie strength or common neighbors? As shown in Fig. 3.18 (a),
what we observe is that, regardless to wij , the value of Oij is almost the same before
the connection has formed and only once the connection is established, it reaches larger
values for stronger ties. This result indicates that the connection comes first, and only
after the correlation between tie strength and topological overlap starts to form, sug-
gesting indeed a sort of dynamical Granovetter effect that, to the best of our knowledge,
has not been investigated before.

Our findings also have important practical applications. On the one hand, the fact
that the formation of a new tie between two persons can be anticipated (more than) 100
days before by just looking at the number of their common friends is very useful in all
those business practices that involves reaching out or developing new relationships as
for example, the acquisition of new customers in telecommunication industry. On the
other hand, they also have outstanding interest from a sociological and anthropological
point of view since they shed more light on the way in which humans establish and
remove social connections. We have seen, in fact, that the Granovetter effect is not just
a correlation observed in the aggregated contact network, but a dynamical process that
happens at a very slow time scale. The correlation between the number of common
friends between two individuals and their strength is in fact observable within a time
period significantly longer than the lifetime of the social relationship and acts as a
fingerprint of the social relation itself.

3.6 Discussion

We have analyzed the problem of how people distribute their time and manage their
social relations according to the size of their network and the intensity of mobile use.
To address this, we first studied the static social strategies by analyzing the aggregated
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social network over a period of 11 months. We thus investigated the role of the temporal
patterns of person-to-person communication and the dynamics of tie evolution, which
allowed us to characterize how the ongoing temporal changes in human interactions
affect the way in which people distribute their time and allocate tasks (temporal social
strategies).

Our first goal was to understand how people distribute their limited time across
their social circle according to their social connectivity and volume of communication.
These are the two key variables that characterize the structural topology of an indi-
vidual’s network thus, potentially, they can constitute his first constraint when dealing
with the problem of time allocation. Our main results can be summarized in three main
points. First, we observe that people with a large personal network spend more time
on the phone than people with a small network, which is in line with previous studies.
However, in correspondence with a threshold value of the size of the contacts network,
the total time people can devote to phone communication reaches a maximum. This
indicates that a very large number of contacts does not imply a proportional increase in
the amount of time invested in communication. Second, we found that the average time
people dedicate to their contacts depends on their network size. In particular, for users
with a relatively small number of connections, the time they dedicate to each one of the
connections grows proportionally with the network size. However, there is a decrease
in the strength of ties for those users with approximately more than 40 connections.
This finding is in line with the Dunbar’s theory that, up to our knowledge has not been
thoroughly investigated for phone interaction networks. Nevertheless, we found that in
mobile networks this limit is smaller than the Dunbar number of 150-200 contacts ob-
served for both face-to-face interaction and online social networks, probably because
beside the cognitive limit, also temporal and monetary constraints play their role in
phone communication. Finally, we studied the user’s diversity in time allocation. In-
terestingly, we found that people do not appear to fundamentally alter the way in which
they distribute their time across their network in a way that is related to their intensity
of mobile use. All users, no matter whether they have few or many connections, dis-
tribute their limited time very unevenly across their network, devoting a large part of
their time to a small number of contacts. This is in line with a broad range of findings
on both face-to-face and online human communication and show that, whilst mobile
phones offer the technical capability to contact everyone in a user’s personal network
with equal ease, in fact users still focus the majority of their time on a very limited
number of contacts.

We also analyzed how the continuous formation and decay of social relationships
affect the instantaneous strategies of time allocation. To accomplish this task, we
first developed a method to disentangle tie communication activity from tie forma-
tion/decay, which is currently one of the main difficulties that hampers a deep un-
derstanding of dynamical social strategies. We showed that the way in which people
form and destroy communication ties (their social activity) is constant in time and,
surprisingly, we found that those processes happen at equal rate, which yields to a
steady number of relationships maintained by humans over time (their social capac-
ity). Therefore, although the social network changes rapidly, humans manage their
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social interactions according to a sort of conservation principle, where the number of
outgoing relations equals the number of ingoing ones, a conservation that does not hap-
pen only at a particular time scale, but also instantaneously. This result allowed us to
characterize individual’s social dynamics by means of the unbalance between his ac-
tivity and his capacity. In terms of such unbalance, we were able to characterize users
with different social strategies of communication and, in particular, to differentiate be-
tween users who mostly focus on their social circle (social keepers) and those who,
instead, prefer navigate new zones of the network (social wanderers). We found that
the adoption of one of those strategies highly correlates with both the topology and the
persistence in time of each individuals social neighborhood: while social keepers keep
a very stable social circle, social wanderers activate and deactivate a a large number
of connections with respect to the one they maintain, resulting in a very volatile social
network. In addition, although social strategies tend to not change over the observation
time period (thus at a short time scale), they do change across the individual life course.
In particular we observe that while young people are characterized by large values of
connectivity and high capacity to maintain open relationships, as people get older their
social capacity significantly decreases indicating that they maintain a number of stable
social contacts much smaller than the one they can establish.

Interestingly, we showed that social strategies are high assortative indicating that
social wanderers (as well as social keepers) tend to gather together. This phenomenon
has important implications on the global picture of the network, which turns out to be
constitutes by static zones of social keepers separated by very volatile zones of social
wanderers. We have also seen that the assortative nature of dynamical social strategies
reflects in the process of information achievement and spreading: although social wan-
derers can explore different parts of the network because of their ability to maintain a
large social activity, they exhibit a relatively exhibit longer time to receive information
spreading in the network compared to social keepers. Therefore, contrary to the belief
that exploratory individuals are favored in the process of information access, the fact
that they tend to cluster together and have very volatile social circles, actually make
them more inefficient.

To shed more light on the dynamic mechanisms of tie creation and removal, we
finally analyzed how the network of common friends between two individuals forming
a tie, changes before the connection has been established or after it has been removed.
To this end, for all those ties that have been created or destroyed within the observation
period, we considered different groups of ties accordingly to their weight (measured
as the total number of phone calls) and investigated the temporal evolution of their
topological overlap before, while and after the connection is active. This study led
us to investigate dynamically the Granovetter effect, that is the correlation between
the strength of a tie and the number of common friends between the two individuals
involved. This approach allows to characterize phenomena such as the strength of weak
ties hypothesis or the triadic closure mechanism as dynamical processes and not just
as correlations between aggregated quantities. The Granovetter effect, in fact, has been
usually addressed from a static perspective, where the above mentioned correlation has
been measured on the aggregated contact network. Our analysis, however, allows us
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to study the dynamical process behind such a correlation, since the evolution of the
number of common contacts between two individuals is analyzed from before (and
after) the strength of their connection emerges. Indeed, we show that the correlation
between the strength of a tie and their topological overlap starts to appear only after
the social connection has been established. In contrast, it is quite negligible before its
formation, although larger than the one observed for any random pair of individual in
the whole network.



4
Predicting Tie Creation and Decay

Other things equal, relationships can be expected to weaken over time such that some
observed today are gone tomorrow.

— Ronald S. Burt 1.

As established in the previous chapter, social networks are dynamic objects, they
grow and change over time through the addition of new ties or the removal of old ones,
leading to an ongoing appearance and disappearance of interactions in the underlying
social structure. Identifying the mechanisms by which a link form or decay is a funda-
mental and challenging question not only in social network analysis, but in many data
mining tasks. Example are abundant. Classical information retrieval can be viewed as
predicting missing links between words and documents (Craven et al. 2000; Salton and
McGill 1983), items recommendation to a user can be considered as a link prediction
problem in the user-item bipartite network (Zhou et al. 2007). Detection of future links
also helps in predicting participation of actors in events (O’Madadhain et al. 2005) or
in the friend-suggestion mechanisms used in many online social networks (Roth et al.
2010). In general, there are two ways in which the prediction of link occurrence can
be utilized. The first applies to all those situations where not all links are observed, in
which cases one may be interested in inferring missing (or anomalous) links from the
observed network. The other, instead, refers to situations in which links evolve over
time, in which case the goal is to predict whether a link will exist in the future, based

1”Attachment, Decay, and Social Network” (Burt 2001a)
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on the observation in a given time window. When dealing with social networks, the
interest in studying the problem of link prediction goes beyond the specific interest of
predicting what ties are more likely to persist or decay in the future. As discussed in the
previous chapter, in many cases there is no explicit declaration for the existence of a tie,
which is instead inferred from tie activity. However, tie activity does not necessarily
imply the existence of a very social connection (Butts 2009). For this reason in social
networks such as e-mail or cell phone networks, the concept of what exactly constitutes
an edge is indeed somewhat unclear (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets
and Watts 2006) since a communication event between two individuals may refer to a
spam message or to a wrong-number call. For this reason, understanding under what
condition a tie is more or less likely to decay may shed light on the circumstances under
which an observed tie can be actually considered a very social relationship. In addition,
the fact that a given individual shows a high level of volatility and decay in his current
ties may also indicate that he is moving from one community to another (Suitor et al.
1997). In this sense, tie decay and creation could signal community structure changing
or formation (Palla et al. 2007; Tantipathananand et al. 2007), with important impli-
cations at the level of the whole network. As a consequence of these observations, the
problem of link prediction is strictly related to the task of how to model dynamical
social networks, which, as mentioned in the previous chapters, remains a understud-
ied topic (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007). In fact, although the literature about
the problem of link prediction is vast and growing (Getoor and Diehl 2005), this issue
is yet not well understood; for example, to what extent structural features of social
relationships allow to predict and model the evolution of a social network?

Of course, there are multiple forces that govern the formation and the removal of a
social tie between individuals, both endogenous and exogenous. However, as we will
discuss in this chapter, it has been observed that endogenous factors, i.e. those prop-
erties that can be extrapolated from the network itself, are very good predictors for tie
creation and decay. They reflect, in fact, the inherent mechanisms that lead people to
tie together and/or maintain a social relationships, such as triadic closure (Burt 1992;
Easley and Kleinberg 2010; Granovetter 1973) or homophily (McPherson et al. 2001).
For this reason, the majority of approaches to this issue focus to identify tie properties
such as common friends or communities properties (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert
2008; Kossinets and Watts 2006; Raeder et al. 2011), similarity among individuals
(Adamic and Adar 2003; Aral et al. 2009; Crandall et al. 2008; Kossinets and Watts
2009) or volume of interaction, which have been observed to capture the emotional
intensity of a tie (Hill and Dunbar 2003; Saramäki et al. 2012; Wellman and Wortley
1990). Another conclusion that emerges from previous studies is that ties exhibit a
memory, in the sense that old ties are more likely to persist in time than newly-formed
ones (Burt 2000; Raeder et al. 2011).
However, what it is usually neglected in all these studies is the information about tie
occurrences and the temporal rhythms of tie interaction. Only very recently, in fact,
time-dependent features related to the temporal evolution of dyadic communication
have been taken into consideration in this area (Gilbert and Karahalios 2009; Raeder
et al. 2011). According to these findings, the prediction in tie short-term decay can be
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improved by taking into account edge longevity (time from the first communication)
and edge freshness (time since the last communication). However, these studies have
been conducted over relatively short time windows (order of months), in which cases,
as we have seen in the previous chapter, the appearance and decay of a social relation-
ship can be confused with the (temporal) tie inactivity (Miritello et al. 2012a). A small
variation of the period under investigation may therefore dramatically affect the results.

In line with what observed in the previous chapter for an individual’s network, here
we show that, actually, the bursty human interaction leads to a misleading picture of
the global network, by making the observed tie decay process much faster than the real
one. To separate tie activity from tie creation and removal in a given time window,
in the previous chapter we have proposed a method based on the very observation of
ties before and after the observation period. In order for the method to be efficient,
however, long time periods are required, which is usually a hard task to accomplish.
Here we introduce a simple method that allows us to infer with good precision whether
a social connection, observed in a given time period, can be considered a newly-formed
(decayed) tie or whether it exists from before (persist after) the observation window.
Although its main purpose lies in the analysis of the link prediction problem in social
network, our study can be therefore used also to address the analysis done in Section
3.3 of social strategies of communication in all those cases where a short observation
period is available.

As mentioned above, we are interested in analyzing the role that human activity
patterns plays in the link prediction problem. For this reason we first characterize the
temporal properties of communication ties of a large mobile phone network and pro-
pose some simple time-dependent features that have not been used in previous research
to characterize the strength of a tie. The analysis of these features allows to distinguish
between ties characterized by the same topological properties, but with very different
activity patterns. Based on such temporal properties, we then introduce and analyze
a simple method to predict tie persistence and decay and show that it gives better re-
sults than more complex standard models mainly based on topological aspects of the
network. Before presenting our analysis, however, we briefly review the standard meth-
ods used to address the link prediction problem in social networks and discuss the main
results present in the literature.

Our study constitutes one of the first steps towards the understanding of how tem-
poral properties of human communication can be used (together with structural, geo-
graphical or homophily-driven factors) in the prediction of which connections are more
likely to be created or destroyed in the near future. More importantly, it also helps in the
more general and challenging problems of social network analysis: the identification
and characterization of the social relationship behind an observed activity pattern.
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4.1 Conventional approaches to the link prediction problem

Most of the problems related to the prediction of the existence of links among nodes
can be described in terms of the so-called link prediction problem, i.e. the estimation of
the probability that a link will emerge or disappear during a future time window. Ac-
cording to the general formulation given by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007), the
link prediction problem can be formulated as follows: given a graph G = {P, E} (see
Section 2.1.1) at time t, predict which (or with what probability) new ties will form be-
tween the verticesP in the time interval t+∆t. A similar problem can be formulated to
predict tie decay in a future time window, instead that tie formation. The conventional
way of addressing this problem is based on the assumption that many real networks
are endogenous, thus their properties at a given time contain information on the sta-
tus of the networks in the future. Although a number of factors, both endogenous and
exogenous usually contribute towards tie creation and decay in social networks, there
is a vast literature suggesting that information about future interactions can be actually
extracted from the network structure (Aiello et al. 2010; Akoglu and Dalvi 2010; Eagle
et al. 2009; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007;
Kossinets and Watts 2006; Raeder et al. 2011).

To address this, one usually splits the time period under investigation into two sub-
sequent windows τ1 and τ2, thus obtaining two snapshots of the same network. Having
characterizing nodes and ties of the network observed in τ1 by a set of features, one
then tries to build a generalizable model to predict, based on those features, the tie
persistence or the decay in τ2. This corresponds to assign to each of the ties observed
in τ1 what is called a predictive class, which in many cases is a categorical variable
taking the value 0 if the tie is predicted to decay or not observed in τ2 (decayed class)
and 1 otherwise (persistent class). The predicted class is then tested to be true or false
depending on whether the observation of the network in τ2 validates it or not. For this
reason one usually refers to τ1 and τ2 as, respectively, prediction and observation time
interval. To ensure the effectiveness of model, the available set of ties is randomly
divided into two different subsets within each time period τ1 and τ2. One set, called
training data, is used to build the model, while the other, called testing data, to validate
it.

To build the prediction model, plenty of machine learning algorithms have been
proposed and applied to various real networks (Huang and Lin 2009; Getoor and Diehl
2005) which include, among others, Markov networks (Richardson and Domingos
2006; Sarukkai 2000), probabilistic relational models (Song et al. 2009; Wang et al.
2007), stochastic relational models (Yu et al. 2007) or simple regression models as
decision-tree classifier and logistic regression (Burt 2000; Raeder et al. 2011).
A different group of algorithms is instead based on the definition of node similarity or
homophily (McPherson et al. 2001), discussed in the previous chapters. According to
these models, two nodes are considered more likely to create a connection if they are
similar and thus, if they have many common features. Among all the features that in
principle can be used to assess nodes’ similarity, such as common behavior, common
interests or common neighbors, one usually measures quantities related to the latter
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one and, in particular, local similarity indices such as the Jaccard similarity or Adamic-
Adar index (Adamic and Adar 2003; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007; Lü and Zhou
2009) since they can be easily inferred from the structure of the network. Sometimes,
the similarity between the members of a networks is computed by means of the con-
cept of proximity: the closest two nodes within a network, the larger the probability
they will connect in the future. This class of methods follows the notion that many net-
works, and especially social networks, are small word (see Section 2.1.1) thus agents
are connected through short chains. To capture the proximity between pairs of nodes
several measures are typically applied, as PageRank (Page et al. 1999), Katz measure
(Katz 1953) or SimRank score (Glen and Widom 2002).
Another approach, which is the one we follow in our analysis, consists in a threshold-
based method, where the decayed or persistent class is assigned depending on whether
one of the measured features used to characterize tie strength or similarity satisfies or
not a certain condition (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008). Specifically, when the
features considered are binary variable, such as tie reciprocity, one usually assigns the
persistent or the decayed class depending on whether it is satisfied or not. When, in-
stead, the feature is either a categorical or continuous variable (tie weight or topological
overlap), the persistent or decayed class is assigned depending if the value of such a
variable is, respectively, greater or smaller than a threshold θ, where the value of θ can
be tuned to improve the performance of the model. Despite its simplicity, this approach
leads to a successful prediction of tie persistence, as we will see in Section 4.4.2.

4.2 Characterizing a social tie

As emerges from the previous section, the problem of predicting tie persistence or de-
cay is typically reduced to identify those features that can better characterize a tie. The
extant literature on link prediction in social networks has focused mostly in the use of
topological features, measured within the prediction window τ1 to infer tie persistence
or decay in the observation window τ2, while temporal features of tie communication
have been usually neglected. This is a reflection of the traditional way in which social
networks are typically modeled. In fact, as discussed in Section 2.3, the standard way
to describe social networks is based on the study of a static and aggregated picture of
the interactions network in the observation window; within this picture, ties are char-
acterized by aggregated quantities which do not take into account the temporal aspects
of human communication. However, as we have already seen, although topological
features capture many structural aspects and mechanisms of real social networks, tem-
poral patterns of communication are essential to have a more realistic characterization
of the contact network. Only very recently, time-dependent parameters have been also
considered to predict the decay of ties. In this context, the most representative (and
perhaps the only one) study is the one by Raeder et al. (2011) where, besides topolog-
ical features such as tie strength or topological overlap, the authors also consider the
time from the first communication (newness) and the time since the last communication
(freshness) of a tie as predictors for the short-term decay of relationships in a mobile
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phone communication network. However, we have already shown in Section 3.2 that
when observing a network in a given time window, especially if it is short, the bursty
activity of tie interaction can lead to a misleading picture of the contact network. As
a consequence, quantities such as the time from (since) the first (last) communication
may only reflect the intensity of the tie communication, but they do not capture the tem-
poral properties of how interaction events are allocated in time. Nevertheless, since as
well as topological properties, also temporal properties of tie communication contain
useful information about the underlying social relationships, we expect that they will
significantly improve the current formulation of the link prediction problem in social
networks.

Actually, the interest in characterizing social ties by taking into account also the
time patterns of human interaction goes beyond the specific problem of predicting tie
appearance or decay, since it would lead to a dynamical characterization of the social
network, in contrast to the aggregated static one. To address this, in this section we
propose some time-dependent variables that, to the best of our knowledge, have not
been directly used in previous research to characterize social ties. Firstly, however, we
briefly present some of the topological features of social networks typically used in the
literature to address the link prediction problem.

4.2.1 Topological features for tie persistence and decay

As described in Chapter 2, some of the main characteristics of social networks are as-
sortativity, homophily nature and community structure (Newman and Park 2003). This
is the main motivation behind the use of topological variables in predicting the short
term future of a tie and, at the same time, also the reason for their success, since they
are able to capture the main properties of what the mechanism of tie creation and/or
stability seems to be. Typically, the topological features used in the link prediction
problem to characterize a tie between two individuals can be divided into three main
categories. The first category is composed by vertex attributes, which generally in-
cludes nodes’ (in and out) degrees, overall aggregated activity (or strength), usually
measured as the total number of communication events and centrality measures as the
clustering coefficient. In general, vertex features are positively correlated with the
creation of a tie and contribute significantly to the predictive power of the model, a
result that reflects assortative mixing and correlations in the degree and the activity
discussed in the previous chapters (Aiello et al. 2010; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg
2007; Raeder et al. 2011). Predictive models significantly improve when taking into
account also dyad-level attributes (or tie-level attributes) (Lü and Zhou 2010; Raeder
et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2009). Specifically, it has been found that variables such as tie
reciprocity and tie weight, reflecting the balance of the relationship and its importance,
are two of the most important indicators of tie persistence/decay: the stronger the tie
(in terms of volume of communication), the less likely it is to decay over time (Hi-
dalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Raeder et al. 2011). Another variable that has been
identified to be highly predictive, also due to its positive correlation with tie features
such as the tie strength (Granovetter 1973), is the topological overlap, which as men-
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tioned before reflects the level of their similarity (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008;
Zhou et al. 2009). This measure belongs to a third class of topological measures, the
neighborhood-level or local features, since they also involve nodes besides the ones
constituting the tie. Generally, these features are not considered alone in predictive
methods. Instead, a combination of some (of all) the above mentioned features, among
others, is assigned to a tie and used to assess its decayed or persistent class,

4.2.2 Measuring temporal features of social ties

At this stage it should be clear that temporal aspects of human interaction are crucial to
characterize the type of social relationship which is behind an observed activity pattern.
As mentioned above, as well as static quantities such as the volume of communication
between two individuals, also the way in which such communication is distributed
within a given temporal period must reflect the type and the importance of the relation-
ship. While two individuals who interact every day may be tied together by a family
relationship or a close friendship, a more irregular communication may refer to an oc-
casional (although close) social tie. The fact that aggregated quantities, such as the
total number of interaction events, are not able to differentiate between these types of
relationship becomes clear by looking at Fig. 4.1 (a), where a schematic representation
of the communication pattern of different ties is depicted. Each tie is characterized by
the same number of calls wij , usually used to define tie weight; their temporal activity
pattern, however, significantly differ from each another, meaning that different patterns
of communication can correspond to the same weight. Moreover, note that even quan-
tities such as the time from (since) the first (last) communication, alone, are not enable
to capture the observed differences between the different patterns, as for example the
burstiness of the communication.

To capture these differences, we introduce and analyze some temporal features that,
to the best of our knowledge, have not been previously used to characterize the strength
of a social tie (Miritello et al. 2013). First, we define the temporal stability ∆ij of a
tie as ∆ij = tmaxij − tminij , where tminij and tmaxij are, respectively, the time instants at
which the first and the last communication event between i and j are observed within
the observation period T (shadowed areas Fig. 4.1 (a)). A large stability ∆ij ' T
(cases A, B or C in Fig. 4.1) indicates that the communication between i and j may
extend over the observation period, while a small stability ∆ij ' 0 (case D in Fig. 4.1)
is the signal of a short tie communication. It should be noticed that ∆ij ' T defines tie
stability (or lifetime) of a tie within a given observation window T . However, as seen
in the previous chapter, due to the high burstiness of tie interaction, the fact that a short
communication is observed within T does not necessarily imply a shorter relationship.
The latter, in fact, is not captured by ∆ij , which does not allow to differentiate between
an homogeneous communication tie (case B in Fig. 4.1) and a more heterogeneous one
(case C in Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic representation of the temporal activity pattern of different communica-
tion ties. Each line refers to a different tie while each vertical segment indicates a communication
event within the tie which inter-event time is δij . All ties are characterized by the same number
of events (same number of calls wij = 8) but very different temporal pattern of communication.
(b) Bivariate representation of the coefficient of variation cvij and the temporal stability ∆ij of
ties for the corresponding cases in (a). Adapted from ”Time allocation in social networks: cor-
relation between social structure and human communication dynamics” Miritello et al. (2013).

Although there are other ways to characterize and define the burstiness of a tie commu-
nication (Goh and Barabási 2008; Karsai et al. 2011), to capture this information we
use the common coefficient of variation cvij of the inter-event time distribution P (δtij)
of a tie. It is measured as cvij = σδtij/δtij , where δtij and σδtij are respectively the
mean and the standard deviation of the δtij series. By definition cvij measures the
dispersion of a distribution, that is the level of heterogeneity of tie communication: the
more heterogeneous the interaction, the larger cvij .
Thus, for a perfect deterministic interaction in which events happen at regular times,
as in the case A of Fig. 4.1, we get cv = 0, while for a homogeneous Poisson-like
process as the case B we have that cv ' 1 since σδtij ' δtij . In contrast, a bursty
communication in which the inter-event time distribution is heavy-tailed (see Section
2.4), we have σδtij � δtij , thus cv � 1 (case C of Fig. 4.1). As showed in Fig. 4.1 (b),
contrary to the number of communication events wij , a combination of the temporal
stability and coefficient of variation allow us to differentiate between different patterns
of tie communication.
Note that, as discussed in Section 2.3, characterizing social ties only by their weightwij
correspond to a ”poissonization” of the real process. In this latter case, since events are
evenly distributed across the observation window T , we get that ∆ij ' T and cvij ' 1.
This is shown in Fig. 4.2, where we show the density plot of both these quantities mea-
sured for ties in the mobile phone network described in Appendix A during a period
of T = 11 months and compare them with the one obtained in the Poisson-like case.
To mimic the latter process we have shuffled the real time-stamps of communication
events across the whole database, thus each call has the same probability to appear
anytime within the observation window (see Appendix A).
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Figure 4.2: Density plot of the coefficient of variation and stability of the ties in our database
for the real sequence of calls (left) and the corresponding ones for the shuffled time stamps
(right). To have enough statistical significance for cvij , only ties with wij ≥ 5 are used in the
plot. Adapted from ”Time allocation in social networks: correlation between social structure and
human communication dynamics” Miritello et al. (2013).

As expected, in the Poisson-like case we observe that most of the ties have ∆ij ' T and
cvij ' 1,which significantly differ from the results obtained in the real case. In the lat-
ter case, in fact, most ties show bursty behavior (cvij � 1) and a unevenly distributed
stability across the observation window. In line with previous studies on mobile phone
networks (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008), we observe that a large proportion of
ties have either large or very small stability showing that ties have mostly a very long or
a very short lifetime, possibly signaling the very different nature of the communication
involved: while long ties might reflect close personal relationships, short ones could be
associated to more volatile ties, such as work relationships (Miritello et al. 2013).

This result clearly indicates how important is considering temporal patterns of com-
munication in the description and characterization of a social network. By looking at
Fig. 4.2, in fact, it becomes clear how different the picture of social ties would be from
the real one when the temporal dimension is projected out. Finally, in addition to the
stability and the coefficient of variation, we also measure the average inter-event time
δtij , given by δtij = ∆ij/wij , where ∆ij is the tie stability and wij the number of
calls. This feature capture the frequency of tie communication and, more importantly,
it encompasses all the information about the distribution P (δtij) (Candia et al. 2008;
Goh and Barabási 2008; Karsai et al. 2011), as we will see in Section 4.4.2. Of course,
∆ij , cvij and δtij are correlated to each other as well as to other topological variables:
the stability, for example, increases with the number of calls and, for a given stability,
the average time decreases as the number of calls increases.

Before analyzing the correlations between tie features, however, we would like to
show that the problem of time allocation and communication strategies analyzed in the
previous chapter, also emerges with respect of the temporal features of ties. Specifi-
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Figure 4.3: (a) Scatter plot and conditional mean (red curve) of the average stability of ties for
a given individual ∆ij for a small sample of individuals of the mobile phone database under
consideration as a function of the social connectivity ki. We only shows the results for the real-
time sequence of calls, since for the Poissonian reference model ∆ij ' T . (b) Conditional
mean of the average logarithm of the coefficient of variation cvij for the real-time sequence of
calls (black curve) and for the Poissonian shuffled one (red curve) as a function of the social
connectivity ki Adapted from ”Time allocation in social networks: correlation between social
structure and human communication dynamics” Miritello et al. (2013)

cally, we have seen that cognitive and time constraints influence the aggregated amount
of attention per tie for individuals with a large social connectivity ki (Gonçalves et al.
2011; Miritello et al. 2012a; Saramäki et al. 2012) (see Section 3.1). Since communi-
cation events are not evenly distributed across the observation period, we might expect
that the fact that some individuals are constrained to allocate time in their social net-
work, also reflects in the way in which they distribute the communication within their
connections. For example, for a given wij , the attention allocated in a short time is
much more localized in time than in a long tie. Or individuals might choose to develop
more bursty activity with some connections to allocate more conversations within the
day. To address this, we analyze how ∆ij and cvij depend on the social connectivity
ki. Our results are shown in Fig. 4.3 for a small sample of individuals in the phone call
database we are analyzing. As one can see, we find that while, on average, there is no
significant dependence of cvij on ki, the larger the social connectivity, the smaller the
average stability of ties. This means that, regardless to their number of connections,
people always allocate time burstly in time; however, more connected individuals show
on average shorter communication ties.

This is a clear indication that, aside from the non trivial way in which people allo-
cate time among their connections, there is also a complex way in which their attention
unfolds in time. In Chapter 5 we will see that the observation that more connected peo-
ple have weaker and shorter communication within their social circle, also affects their
transmission power when dealing with information transmission processes (see Sec-
tion 5.3). Taken together, these findings constitute a further evidence of the importance
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Figure 4.4: (Pearson) Correlation matrix between some of the main representative (topological
and temporal) features of ties observed in the mobile data set.

of considering temporal aspects of human activity in the description and modeling of
social networks (Miritello et al. 2013).

4.3 Correlations between tie features

When dealing with tie persistence/decay prediction problems, the more features can
be extracted from the network, the better. However, due to the strong correlations
between variables, most of the information may be redundant and captured by only
few of them (Newman and Park 2004; Vázquez et al. 2004). Although correlations
reveal important features of individuals properties and behavior, they can however lead
to misleading conclusions in classification problems. For this reason, to unveil the real
contribution of each metrics to the tie persistence and decay prediction, the analysis of
correlations between the predictive variables is usually strongly recommended before
applying any type of predictive model. It may help, in fact, in the selection of the
subset of relevant variables, which is usually a hard task in data analysis especially
when dealing with many variables. This selection usually increases the robustness
of models and simplifies the understanding of the outcomes (Lemaire et al. 2009).
Fig. 4.4 shows the correlations between tie features for the mobile phone network that
we are considering. Some of these features, such as the bias, the number of calls, the
topological overlap and the Adamic-Adar index, have been introduced in Section 2.2.2
and, as mentioned above, they play an important role in the link prediction problem in
social networks. As expected, there is a positive (and significant) correlation between
variables that identify the strength of a relationship and the number of common friends,
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in line with previous studies (Granovetter 1973; Kovanen et al. 2011; Onnela et al.
2007).

Another group of features, which instead are time-dependent, includes the time
since the last communication (freshness) (Raeder et al. 2011) and the three variables
introduced in the previous section: the temporal stability, the coefficient of variation
and the average inter-event time. As expected, the latter group of features also corre-
lates with the topological ones. For example, there is a positive correlation between the
number of calls and the stability: the longer the lifetime of a tie, the larger the number
of communication events.

4.4 Temporal patterns and tie persistence/decay

As discussed in the previous section, temporal aspects of human interaction have been
usually neglected in the characterization of a social tie and, as a consequence, also in
the tie persistence/decay problem. Nevertheless, they gather important information on
the nature of a social relationships, which is fundamental to distinguish between ties
with the same topological properties, but very different temporal patters (see Fig. 4.1).
In this section we are interested in analyzing whether, as well as topological features,
temporal properties of tie communication patterns may help in the prediction of its per-
sistence or decay in the future. Specifically, the question we address is the following:
does the way in which two individuals communicate in a given period of time contain
information of how likely they are to interact in a future time window? The approach
we follow is the one described in Section 4.1: we consider two contiguous subintervals
of the total time period under investigation and measure the temporal properties of the
ties in the prediction time period τ1. We then use the observation time interval τ2 to
validate the goodness of out model. There is however an important issue, related to
the analysis conducted in the previous chapter, that we want to stress before presenting
our method. We have seen that the heterogeneity observed in the human communi-
cation patterns can have important consequences in the definition of whether a social
relationship has actually decayed or not, since the non-observation of activity between
two individuals in a given time period can be either associated to a period of inactivity
(burst) as well as to the very decay of the tie. This has crucial implications in the prob-
lem of link prediction, where the predictive power of each tie feature, as well as the
goodness of the model, is actually inferred depending on whether the tie is observed or
not in the prediction time window. For this reason, before going into the details of our
model, we briefly address the latter issue and investigate the implications of the bursty
human communication in the definition of tie persistence or decay.

4.4.1 Active ties and open ties

The analysis performed in the previous chapter has shown that, as a consequence of
the bursty behavior of tie communication, the measured rate of tie decay within an
individual network significantly changes from the real one when the existence of a tie
is assessed only on the basis of its activity (see Fig. 3.8). This led us to distinguish
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Figure 4.5: Schematic illustration of the difference between considering observed ties or open
ties in the definition of tie persistence. Although tie 1 ↔ 4 is not observed at time T = 2, since
it does not show any activity, it is an however an open connection, which is active both before
and after T = 2.

between observed ties and open (or active) ties: an observed tie is a tie that shows
at least one interaction within a given time period T , while an open tie is a tie that,
whether or not it interacts within T , it is observed both before and after.
The difference between the two definitions becomes more clear by looking at the
schematic illustration in Fig. 4.5, where we show four consecutive snapshots of a
schematic network of five nodes. If we focus on the panel T = 2, the tie 1 ↔ 4
between nodes 1 and 4 is an open relationship since, although it does not show any ac-
tivity within T = 2, it is observed in both T = 1 and T = 3. Suppose now that we are
using panel T = 2 as observation period to infer tie persistence or decay. Accordingly
to common approaches where the tie persistence is inferred on the basis of its activity,
tie 1↔ 4 would be considered decayed while, instead, it is still active.

The consequences at global scale of assessing tie persistence/decay by considering
observed ties or open ties are significant and lead to different picture of the cohesion
and durability of the network. In Fig. 4.6 we show the fraction of surviving ties for the
mobile phone network during a period of T = 86 weeks. Specifically, we divide the
whole time period T in panels of 1 week each and consider the set of ties observed in
the first 4 weeks. We then measure, in each panel, the fraction of this initial set of both
the observed (black circles) and open (red squares) ties.
Although both curves can be approximated by a linear function N(t) ∼ bt with
b ' −0.006, we observe a significant difference between them, signaling that two
definitions of tie persistence yield to a significantly different picture of the persistence
tie rate within a network. Specifically, due to the heterogeneous tie activity in both the
number of calls (Miritello et al. 2012a; Onnela et al. 2007) and the inter-event time
distribution (Barabási 2010; Miritello et al. 2011; Karsai et al. 2011), the number of
observed ties across time is much smaller (∼ 30 − 40% less) than the actual number
of persistent relationships. Note that the sharp drop in the number of observed ties in
the first week is a clear manifestation of the bursty tie communication activity, which
leads to the observation of almost half of the ties observed at the beginning.

In line with what observed in the previous chapter, this result is a further evidence
of the fact that the common approach of inferring the existence of a social tie in a
given time period by only looking at its activity leads to a misleading representation
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Figure 4.6: Fraction of observed (black circles) and open (red squares) ties present in the first
week of our observation period as a function of time over a period of 86 weeks. Both curves can
be fitted by the N(t) ∼ bt with b ' −0.006. While persistence drops to 70% after one month
if ties are required to have activity at a given week n, it is still around 70% for one year if we
consider open ties at that week.

of the social network. Instead, a more realistic picture is obtained by considering open
ties, which is possible only after separating tie dynamics from tie activity. However,
as previously discussed, this is possible only when a long period of observation T is
available, in such a way that the time windows before and after T can be used to assess
with better precision the time instants of tie creation and decay (see Section 3.2.2).
Since usually the available data sets are restricted to short time periods, the latter is
not always achievable. Nevertheless, the method we propose in the next section may
offer a solution to this problem. In fact, if on one hand it addresses the problem of how
temporal patterns of human communication may help in the prediction of tie appear-
ance/decay, at the same time it also represents a criterium to infer with good precision
whether a tie observed in a given time window constitutes a new or old connection. As
we will see, it can be thus used to separate tie dynamics from tie activity also when the
observation period is relatively small (order of months).

4.4.2 Tie prediction based on time-dependent features

From the data described in Appendix A, we consider the resulting phone communica-
tion network over a period of T ∗ = 19 months from February 2009 to August 2010.
As mentioned above, we are interested in analyzing the role that the temporal patterns
of communication tie observed within an observation window T in predicting whether
they are more or less likely to have formed before T and, at the same time, to persist
after T . To address this we follow the conventional approach discussed in Section 4.1.
Specifically, once we have defined the prediction τ1 and observation τ2 periods, we de-
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Figure 4.7: (a) After dividing the whole observation time period of 19 months in three subin-
tervals, we use the window T in the middle as predictive interval to measure tie features. The
intervals before (T1) and after (T3) are then used to test our classifier and observe whether a tie
exists from before or persists after T. (b) Tie activity in the predictive interval T. Slanting lines
represent interaction events between i and j, which inter-event time is given by δtij .

velop a threshold criterium, similarly to what done by Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert
(2008), to assign to each of the link in τ1 a persistent or decayed class. However,
contrary to the traditional approaches, our criterium is based on temporal, instead than
topological, features. Finally, to test the performance of our method, we compare the
outcomes of our classifier with the empirical observation of the contact network in τ2.

Thus, firstly, in a way analogous to what done in Chapter 3, we split the 19-months pe-
riod into 3 subintervals [(Feb09-Jul09), (Aug09-Feb10), (Mar10-Aug10)] (see Fig. 4.7
(a)). Again, to avoid the problem of inactivity/subscription/churn, which could alter
the observed activity of a node/link, we only keep those nodes that at least have one
communication event in each subinterval. We thus use the window T2 in the middle
(that for simplicity we denote ) as prediction time period τ1 and the intervals before
and after (respectively T1 and T3) as observation periods τ2 to assess whether the ties
present in τ1 actually exist from before or persist after τ1.
To show the idea of our method, let us consider the communication pattern of tie i↔ j
in Fig. 4.7, where δtij are the inter-event time series which average is given by δtij . We
denote tminij and tmaxij the time stamps at which, respectively, the first and the last i↔ j
communication is observed within the observation window T . We then assume that a
tie exists from before T if the time until the first communication ∆T1 = TI − tminij is
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Figure 4.8: Scaled inter-event time distribution for the tie activity. Different symbols refer to the
pdf for groups of ties with different values of the average inter-event time δtij , where each curve
has been rescaled by the value of δtij of the correspondent bin.

small enough with respect to the average inter-event time δtij . Analogously, if the time
from the last communication ∆T2 = tmaxij − TF is small enough with respect to δtij ,
we assume that the tie will persist after T. In order for the average δtij to be significant,
we only consider ties which have at least five communication events in the observation
window T .
As mentioned in Section 2.4, the activity pattern of communication ties is high het-
erogeneous, indicating the existence of ties with different levels of activity, e.g. differ-
ent number of calls wij in a given period T or, equivalently, different δtij = wij/T .
For this reason, one may think that the average δtij is not the more representative
quantity for a given tie. The result in Fig. 4.8 justifies, however, our choice. Specif-
ically, it shows the scaled probability density function P (δtij/δtij) of the inter-event
times for groups of ties with different average inter-event times δtij . The bursty
character of the tie activity is clearly demonstrated by the long tail of the distribu-
tions. However, regardless to the value of δtij , all distributions collapse into a sin-
gle curve. In line with previous results for mobile phone and e-mail communication
(Candia et al. 2008; Goh and Barabási 2008; Karsai et al. 2011), this behavior indi-
cates that the inter-event distribution is a universal function following the expression
P (δtij) =

(
1/δtij

)
F
(
δtij/δtij

)
, where F(x) is independent of the average activity.

4.4.3 Measuring the performance of the model

The problem of determining whether ties observed within a given window T exist
from before (and/or persist after) T is now reduced to investigate the performance of
our classifier ∆T1/δtij (∆T3/δtij) by comparing the outcomes with observations. For
the latter task, we adopt a threshold-based model: to predict the existence before T
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Figure 4.9: Performance of the classifier ∆T1/δtij (red curves) and ∆T3/δtij (blue curves) in
the prediction of ties, respectively, before and after the observation window T. In both cases the
model performs particularly well for all the values of θ under consideration and, in particular,
for θ ∈ [12, 16] where a maximum value of F1 ' 0.85 (F1 ' 0.83) (a) and a minimum error
MAE ' 0.19 (MAE ' 0.22) (b) are respectively observed. Dashed lines show a comparison
with the best performance obtained by considering a logistic regression model with predictors
also the number of calls and the topological overlap. In the latter case a lower performance is
obtained (F1 ' 0.80 and MAE ' 0.26).

we consider a discrimination threshold θ then assign to each tie the persistent class if
∆T1/δtij < θ and the decayed class otherwise. Analogously, to predict the persistence
of ties after T , we assign the persistence class if ∆T3/δtij < θ, the decayed otherwise.
We then optimize the model by analyzing the performance of our classifier for different
values of θ. After analyzing different values of θ, we found that interesting results are
observed for θ ∈ [0, 100]. This is the reason why in the following we show the results
of our classifier only for this range of θ.

To this end, we validate the class assigned by our classifier with the empirical out-
comes given by the observation of the network in the time windows T1 and T3. The
prediction, that can be positive (the tie persists) or negative (the tie does not persist),
will be considered true if correct and false otherwise. We then measure the rates of true
positive (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negative (FN). Specifi-
cally, in our case, for a given θ, a tie ij will contribute to the positives if ∆T1/δtij < θ
and to the negatives otherwise. After the validation, a positive-predicted tie can be true
if that connection is actually observed and false otherwise. The same applies for the
negatives. In general, a good classification model should be able to correctly capture
not only the observations (TP) but also the non-observations (TN). To analyze the per-
formance of our classifier we measure the precision p (or positive predictive value) and
the recall r (or true positive rate). While p gives the number of correct results divided
by the number of all returned results p = TP/(TP + FP ), the recall r measures
the number of correct results divided by the number of results that should have been
returned r = TP/(TP + FN). Precision and recall measure two competing princi-
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Table 4.1: Performance of the classifier to predict the ties appearance before and after T

prediction after T θ = 12 θ = 13 θ = 14 θ = 15 θ = 16

accuracy 0.806 0.807 0.808 0.807 0.807

precision 0.807 0.803 0.799 0.795 0.788

recall 0.848 0.856 0.864 0.870 0.880

F1 - score 0.827 0.829 0.830 0.831 0.831

MAE 0.224 0.223 0.222 0.222 0.223

prediction before T
accuracy 0.801 0.801 0.799 0.797 0.795

precision 0.812 0.807 0.801 0.796 0.792

recall 0.895 0.904 0.910 0.916 0.921

F1 - score 0.852 0.852 0.852 0.852 0.852

MAE 0.198 0.199 0.200 0.202 0.204

Standard performance metrics for values of the discrimination threshold in the interval of
θ ∈ [12, 16] where the model performs particularly well.

ples, since a classification model could predict all ties as persistent thus achieving a
very high recall which would result, however, in a very low precision. For this reason,
usually, precision and recall scores are not discussed in isolation but combined into the
F1 score, which captures the trade-off between them.
The F1 score is defined as the harmonic average between p and r and reaches its best
value at 1 and worst at 0:

F1 score =
2 p r

p+ r
(4.1)

Our results for the F1 score in the range of θ ∈ [0, 100] are shown in Fig. 4.9. Red
and blue curves refer respectively to the prediction of ties before and after T , which in
principle do not have to give the best performance for the same value of θ. In the same
figure we also show the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), that measures how close the
predictions are to the outcomes. The MAE is defined as the average of the absolute
errors ei:

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ei =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|fi − yi|, (4.2)

where fi is the prediction, yi the true value and n the total number of ties.
It is particularly highlighting the observation of a maximum (minimum) in the

F1 score (MAE), which indicates the existence of a particular value of the thresh-
old that optimize the criterium. At the same time, we also observe a minimum in the
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absolute error. Specifically, for both problems of tie prediction before and after T ,
the model performs reasonably well for values of θ ∈ [12, 16], in which interval we
found a maximum value of F1 ' 0.82 (F1 ' 0.81) and a minimum value of the error
MAE ' 0.19 (MAE ' 0.22). The values obtained for the standard performance
metrics in that range of θ are summarized in Table 4.1. Besides the quantities already
defined, we also report the value of the accuracy of the classifier, which represents
the proportion of outcomes classified correctly by the model and corresponds to the
proportion of true results in the whole population.

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, most of the studies on the link prediction problem
in social networks consider topological tie features, instead than time-dependent vari-
ables (Aiello et al. 2010; Akoglu and Dalvi 2010; Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2007;
Lü and Zhou 2010; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Raeder et al. 2011). For
this reason, in Fig. 4.9 we also compare the performance of our model with the best
performance obtained by applying a logistic regression model that takes as predictive
variables ∆T/δtij, the number of communication events wij and the topological over-
lap Oij (represented by dashed lines in Fig. 4.9). Among other variables, we have
chosen wij and Oij because these two quantities, together with tie reciprocity (that in
our case is implied for any tie), have been found to have a particularly high predictive
power (Akoglu and Dalvi 2010; Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Raeder et al.
2011). Even if a detailed analysis is out of the scope of this study, the results show
that our simple criterium which takes into account the activity pattern of tie commu-
nication, gives better results than more complex models, typically used for evaluating
the effectiveness of tie features in predicting tie appearance and decay (Raeder et al.
2011).

4.5 Discussion

In social networks, the link prediction problem is typically reduced to the problem of
identifying the most important dimensions that characterize a tie in a given time win-
dow. This information is then used to build a predictive model to infer tie persistence or
decay in a near future. The majority of studies in this area concentrate on characterizing
topological properties of ties that lead to a satisfactory classification. It is well know,
for example, that reciprocation, a high volume of communication or many common
neighbors between two individuals decrease the chances for a relation to decay.

However, what has been ignored in most of these studies are the temporal prop-
erties of tie communication such as tie lifetime or the frequency of interaction. As
well as static quantities, also temporal properties of tie communication must reflect
the strength and the stability of the relationship. To shed light on this we first intro-
duced and analyzed some time-dependent tie features that, contrary to static quantities
such as the volume of communication, also capture the frequency and the homogeneity
(heterogeneity) of communication. Specifically, we have studied the temporal stabil-
ity, which measures tie lifetime, the coefficient of variation that gathers information
about the burstiness of tie communication and the average inter-event time of interac-
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tion events. Although these concepts are not new, they have not previously investigated
to characterize the strength of a social tie nor to predict future time appearance/decay.
We measured these time features for all the communication ties of the phone call net-
work described in Appendix A and analyzed their correlations with the standard topo-
logical features. Our results show that the current definition of social ties can be largely
improved by taking into account not only how much two individuals communicate and
how many contacts they share, but also when and how they interact.

Then, we investigated how temporal properties of communication ties can be used
to predict which connections are more likely to be created or destroyed in the future. To
address this, we first showed that time heterogeneity in human activity has important
consequences on the definition of whether a social relationship is actually decayed or
not. Specifically, we show that a measure of tie persistence based only on the obser-
vation of tie activity in a given period of time leads to a substantial underestimation of
the number of persistent ties, since long periods of inactivity (bursts) can be confused
with tie decay. This analysis is in line with what we have stressed in Chapter 3 and it
constitutes a further evidence of the importance to separate tie activation/deactivation
from their activity.

Finally, we proposed and studied a very simple method for tie prediction which
allows to infer with high precision whether a tie is new/old by only looking at its com-
munication activity. The idea of the model is the following: we assume that a tie is more
likely to decay in the future if the time since the last communication observed within
the observation period exceeds its average inter-event time. This idea is supported by
the finding that the distribution of tie inter-event time P (δtij) can be described only
in terms of the average value δtij . We showed that this simple criterium performs bet-
ter than more complex models that only include topological tie features, such as the
volume of communication and the common neighbors.

The contribution of our results is twofold. On one hand, we presented a way to char-
acterize tie strength and stability by means of simple measures that take into account
also the temporal pattern of interaction. These features allow to distinguish between
ties characterized by the same volume of communication, but with very different tem-
poral patterns. This allowed to improve the current definition of a social tie and to
characterize the underlying social relationship behind an observed activity pattern. On
the other hand, we showed that current models of link prediction can be improved by
including tie features that also take into account the temporal properties of tie com-
munication. Actually, for its simplicity and generality, the simple criterium that we
presented to predict tie appearance and decay can be applied to any tie classification
problem involving temporal and dynamic networks. The implications of our results go
beyond the link prediction problem, which constitutes a first step into the understand-
ing of how to model dynamical social networks. It implies, in fact, the analysis of how
(topological and temporal) properties of social relationships can be used to character-
ize, predict and model the evolution of the whole network.



5
Information Spreading on Communication
Networks

If we can understand how behaviors spread...we could potentially promote behaviors
like...condom use or tolerance.

— Sinan Aral

A quantitative analysis of human communication patterns is essential not only for a
better understanding of human behavior, but also to explain the dynamics of many so-
cial, technological and economic phenomena. Examples include epidemics spreading
(Anderson and May 1992; Bailey 1975), spread of news and opinions (Adar et al. 2004;
Leskovec et al. 2009), diffusion of innovations (Dı́az-Guilera et al. 2009; Guardiola
et al. 2002; Rogers 1995), rumors or trends (Lazer et al. 2009; Pastor-Satorras and
Vespignani 2001b). All these processes are shaped by the underlying structure of the
network and by the temporal activity patterns of humans, since they depend on the
way humans interact and share information (Barabási 2005; Iribarren and Moro 2009;
Malmgren et al. 2008). A large understanding of spreading phenomena comes from
implementing epidemiological models on empirical and synthetic social networks, by
assuming that information among individuals propagates like a epidemic disease (An-
derson and May 1992) This hypothesis implies homogeneity in both the network topol-
ogy and in the timing of interaction events: each individual can interact to everybody
else at any time instant. Due to the fact that they can be usually treated analytically,
”epidemiological” approaches provide a simple way to characterize and model spread-
ing phenomena. However, this constitutes the first approximation to real diffusion
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processes, where all nodes and ties are treated equally. In fact, as seen in the pre-
vious chapters, the topology of real social networks is highly heterogeneous: some
individuals are much more connected than others, the flux of information that passes
through each connection is unevenly distributed, social relationships are organized into
community structures, etc. It is therefore logical to expect that the probability that an
individual passes a piece of information to others individuals also depend on the net-
work structure heterogeneities, e.g. to who each individual is connected to and how.
In order to gain insight on the spreading properties of real phenomena, many efforts
have been made in recent years to understand and quantify the impact of the complex
topological patterns of the underlying network on spreading phenomena (Barrat et al.
2008; Barthélemy et al. 2004; Boguña and Pastor-Satorras 2002; Boguña et al. 2003;
Danon et al. 2008; Saramäki and Kaski 2005; Pan et al. 2011). These studies allowed
to take a step forward into the comprehension of the dynamics of many real spreading
processes.

However, paradoxically, most of these studies neglect the temporal patterns of hu-
man communications discussed in Section 2.4: humans act in bursts or cascades of
events (Barabási 2005; Isella et al. 2011; Rybski et al. 2009; Vázquez et al. 2007),
most ties are not persistent (Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert 2008; Kossinets and Watts
2006) and communications happen mostly in the form of group conversations (Eck-
mann et al. 2004; Isella et al. 2011; Zhao and Oliver 2010; Wu et al. 2010). However,
since information transmission and human communication are concurrent, the tempo-
ral structure of communication must influence the properties of information spreading.
Indeed, recent experiments of electronic recommendation forwarding (Iribarren and
Moro 2009) and simulations of epidemic models on email and mobile databases (Kar-
sai et al. 2011; Vázquez et al. 2007) found that the asymptotic speed of information
spreading is controlled by the bursty nature of human communications that leads to
a slowing down of the diffusion. Nevertheless, although the asymptotic speed is an
important property of the propagation of information in social networks, there is still
no general understanding of what temporal properties of human communication do
influence spreading processes and how.

This is, indeed, what we address in this chapter. Without claiming to be exhaustive,
we first give an overview of some of the basic models typically used to describe spread-
ing processes on real networks and discuss the main results present in the literature on
the role played by the network topology. Then, we present our main contribution to
this topic which aims to quantify and model the impact of dynamical patterns of hu-
man communication in the process of information spreading in real social network.
To this end, we simulate the SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model on a large
phone call data set over a long period of time. The large-scale and the fine-grained
temporal resolution of the dataset us great advances in understanding how information
may propagate from person to person, since it incorporates both the topological and
the temporal properties of human interaction. Our results are twofold. First, we inves-
tigate how the bursty nature of human dynamics and the group conversations affect the
speed and the reach of the information spreading. Specifically, we show that the inter-
play of these two effects is crucial for the reach of information: while the burstiness
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of human communication hinders the propagation of information through social ties,
the correlations between communication events in neighbor ties (groups conversations)
favor the formation of local information cascades. These two competing effects shape
the spreading reach and the speed of information yielding to different possible behav-
iors depending on the temporal properties of the transmission process (Miritello et al.
2011).
We also investigate the effect of the real tie creation/removal in spreading phenomena.
Together with the burstiness and group conversations, the latter dynamics constitutes
one of the main inherent temporal inhomogeneities of human behavior, which has been
usually neglected in the modeling of social networks and dynamical processes. Indeed,
as we have seen in Chapter 3, tie formation and decay is far from random and its dy-
namics crucially affect the characterization of fundamental quantities such as the social
connectivity. Here we show that this dynamics also plays an important role in spread-
ing phenomena. Specifically, we observe that the way in which people establish and
destroy social relationships has a slowing-down effect in the way information spread.
Taken together, these results suggest that temporal patterns of communication must be
incorporated in the description and modeling of dynamical human-driven phenomena.

Second, we propose a way to map the dynamics of human interactions onto a static
representation of the social network by means of the transmissibility of a tie, which
represents the probability that a piece of information will be transmitted though that
connection. Since the transmissibility incorporates both topological and temporal pat-
terns of tie communication, we refer to this quantity as dynamical strength of ties, in
contrast to the static strength given by the aggregated volume of communication and
typically used to assess the weight of social ties. As we will see, this approach pro-
vides a quantitative description of information propagation by successfully predicting
the percolation threshold of the spreading process in temporal networks (Miritello et al.
2011). More importantly, it also constitutes a step forward towards the description of
social networks as dynamical objects, instead than static entities.

5.1 Modeling information spreading phenomena

Since the 18th century mathematical models have been applied to real spreading phe-
nomena in order to understand and control their mechanisms and effects. Most of the
standard approaches came from epidemiological models since, for obvious reasons,
a particular focus has been placed on the spread of infectious diseases (Anderson and
May 1992; Bailey 1975; Murray 1993). In this study however we are more interested in
modeling information (or rumor) spreading processes in which human communication
interactions play an essential role, such as the spread of innovations, adoption of opin-
ions and technologies, identification of social influence in marketing and more (Daley
and Kendall 1964; Goffman and Newill 1964). Edges in such networks have different
interpretations. While in disease propagation edges can be interpreted as who infects
whom, in information spreading they represents who gets information from whom or
who influences whom. On the other hand, when modeling information spreading phe-
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nomena that involve human interactions, in many cases it is desirable to spread the
”epidemic” as fast and as efficiently as possible, rather than preventing the propagation
as it happens for epidemic diseases or computer viruses. As in the case of many market-
ing campaigns or protocols for data dissemination, the problem consists of designing
an epidemic algorithm in such a way that the dissemination of data or information
from any node of a network reaches the largest number of remaining nodes as quickly
possible.

In recent years information diffusion and social influence have been modeled for a
wide range of empirical data, such as email (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg 2008), on-
line social networks (Aral and Walker 2012; Bakshy and Rosenn 2012) and mobile
phone interaction (Karsai et al. 2011; Miritello et al. 2011; Onnela et al. 2007). Un-
fortunately, understanding the very mechanisms that drives information diffusion and
influence is still a not fully understood issue. There are at least three fundamental rea-
sons for this lack of understanding. First, observing individual transmission is typically
very difficult due to the lack of data, which prevents to track the cascading processes
taking place in the network. As well as epidemiologists that can observe when a per-
son becomes ill without knowing who infected her or how much time was necessary for
the infection to take hold, observing a diffusion process often reduces to noting only
when nodes reproduces a piece of information, buy a product or subscribe to a service.
Viral marketers, for example, can track when customers buy a product or subscribe
to services, but typically they can not observe who or what influences the customers’
decisions or when they passed the information to whom. In all these scenarios, there-
fore, the mechanism underlying the process is hidden and no information is provided
about the source or the time it took to pass the information. This mechanism is how-
ever of outstanding interest and necessary for stopping infections or maximizing the
propagation of a piece of news, idea or the sale of a product. Another factor that hin-
ders the understanding of how (and why) information propagates between people is the
presence of homophily in social networks, i.e. the tendency of individuals with sim-
ilar characteristics to form relationships with one another (Kossinets and Watts 2009;
McPherson et al. 2001). Due to the fact that humans tend to engage in similar activities
as their contacts, it is often impossible to determine whether a particular interaction be-
tween two individuals, a common behavior or the acquisition of the same product can
be attributed to influence/contagion or not. Indeed, it can just be a reflection of the
similarity between the involved individuals (Aral et al. 2009; Manski 1993; Shalizi
and Thomas 2011) or a consequence of their intense interaction, since individuals that
interact often have a greater probability to influence one another (Bakshy and Rosenn
2012). Although some methods have been recently proposed to separate peer influence
from homophily factors in observational data (Aral et al. 2009; Aral and Walker 2011),
the question of how information diffuses through the network still remains.

The third challenge is related to the fact that diffusion processes are usually as-
sumed to occur over a static and fixed contact network that does not change over time.
This leads to the idea that, once the interaction network is revealed (who interacts with
whom), the spreading process can happen at any time through any edge, with a proba-
bility which is fixed or depending on the (aggregated) strength of the tie (Onnela et al.
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2007). As a consequence, the paths identified as potential channels over which infor-
mation propagates, do not take into account temporal variations of the contact network
nor the fact that interactions are time-ordered. Time, however, plays an essential role
in the diffusion of diseases, information and influence over networks being all these
processes usually driven by a causal ordering of interactions. In addition, sometimes,
the process of information diffusion itself can modify the structure of the network, a
process which is known as coevolution of the social network (Holme and Newman
2006).

5.1.1 Uncorrelated and static networks

The standard theoretical approach to epidemic spreading is based on compartmental
models, where individuals in the population are divided into different groups (Ander-
son and May 1992). Each group contains individuals at different states of the infection
dynamics and individuals can move between some of the compartments as they change
their state. One of the basics assumption of compartmental models is that the popu-
lation is fully-mixed (homogeneous mixing hypothesis), meaning that the individuals
with whom a susceptible individual has contact are chosen at random from the whole
population. Therefore, the probability of contact between two individuals at different
states depends on the densities of individuals in the different compartments.

The simplest formulation of compartmental models is the SI (Susceptible-Infected)
model in which a population ofN individuals is divided into two states: susceptible (S)
and infected (I). Susceptible individuals become infected at a given transmission rate λ
by interacting with an infected individual. According to this process, all the nodes will
be eventually infected with a speed that only depends on the network structure and the
epidemic dies once the whole population has been reached. In many real cases, an indi-
vidual can catch the same disease more than once, i.e. tuberculosis or computer viruses
(Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001b; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001a). These
cases are instead better described by the SIS (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) model:
susceptible individuals can be infected and become again susceptible after a period of
time in which they recover, thus being again exposed to the epidemic. This model is
a model of endemic diseases since the disease can circulate around the population and
persist indefinitely.

A richer (and often more realistic) dynamics is given by the SIR (Susceptible-
Infected-Recovered) model. In this model each individual can be in one of three pos-
sible states, susceptible (denoted by S), infected (I), or recovered (R). Individuals still
obey the SI dynamics, but once they are infected with transmission rate λ, they are now
allowed to recover and acquire immunity (or die) at some recovery rate µ.
Under the fully mixed hypothesis, the SIR model reduces to a system of coupled non-
linear differential equations (Bailey 1975):

ds

dt
= −λis; di

dt
= −µi+ λis

dr

dt
= µi, (5.1)
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where s(t), i(t) and r(t) are the fraction of population in each of the three states at
time t and one of the equations is redundant since s(t) + i(t) + r(t) = 1 necessarily
at all times. Eq. (5.1) can be interpreted as follows: infected individuals decay into
the removed class at a rate µ, while susceptible individual become infected at a rate
proportional to both the densities of infected and susceptible individuals.

One of the most significant predictions of Eq. (5.1) is the existence of a epidemic
threshold λc, which gives information on whether the initial individual (or seed) of in-
fection gives rise or not to an infinite epidemic that involves a macroscopic part of the
population (Murray 1993). If λ > λc the process percolate through the whole popula-
tion. On the other hand, when λ < λc, the number of infected individuals is infinites-
imally small in the limit of very large populations (N → ∞), thus the disease involve
only a local part of the network and the process may die out. The epidemic threshold
λc is related to the basic reproductive number R0, which is another important quantity
in epidemiological modeling. R0 is defined as the expected number of secondary in-
fections produced when one infected individual is introduced into a population where
everyone is susceptible (Anderson and May 1992). If R0 > 1 the infection reaches a
significant fraction of the population (tipping point), while if R0 < 1 the propagation
dies quickly. For heterogeneous networks, the basic reproductive number R0 is equal
to R0 = λµ−1〈k2〉/〈k〉 (Anderson and May 1992). Since in the real world an entire
population is rarely totally susceptible, one usually measures the secondary reproduc-
tive number R1, that is the actual average number of secondary infections per primary
case observed and it is typically smaller than R0. As R0, the quantity R1 gives infor-
mation about the percolation transition in the SIR process (which happens at R1 = 1
(Newman 2002b)), but also about the speed of diffusion (which is proportional to R1

(Barthélemy et al. 2004)) and the size of the cascades (which is a growing function of
R1 (Newman 2002b)).

The SIR model can be solved exactly on a wide variety of networks. Nevertheless, it
constitutes the first approximation to real networks which (i) neglects the possibility of
correlation within the network structure and (ii) assumes homogeneity in the timing of
events, modeled by a homogeneous processes. One in fact assumes that all individuals
have approximately the same number of contacts in the same time and that all contacts
transmit the disease and recover with the same probability. Indeed, since λ and µ are
two fixed constants, no heterogeneity is allowed neither in the transmission rate nor in
the duration of the infection or recovery time T ∼ 1/µ. In real life, however, all these
assumptions fail. For this reason, generalizations of the SIR model in which times and
probabilities are nonuniform and correlated have been proposed (Newman 2002b).

5.1.2 The role of topological properties

The existence and the value of the epidemic threshold λc strictly depends on the topol-
ogy of the network. Specifically, for uncorrelated heterogeneous graphs with a generic
degree distribution P (k) and a finite average connectivity 〈k〉 one gets that λc is in-
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versely proportional to the connectivity fluctuations (Moreno et al. 2002):

λc =
〈k〉
〈k2〉 , (5.2)

below which the epidemic incidence is null, and above which it attains a finite value.
For networks with 〈k2〉 < ∞ the threshold has therefore a finite value. However, for
heterogeneous networks (as for example scale free networks with 2 < γ ≤ 3) Eq. (5.2),
together with the fact that 〈k2〉 → ∞, leads to a vanishing epidemic threshold.

The divergence of 〈k2〉 also yields to a basic reproductive number R0 that always
exceeds unity. As a consequence, epidemics always have a finite probability to survive
indefinitely, whatever the spreading rate λ is (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001a;
Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani 2001b; Moreno et al. 2003). This is a very relevant
result, signaling that the high heterogeneity of scale free networks makes them ex-
tremely weak with respect to infections, a result that has several implications in human
and computer virus epidemiology (Lloyd and May 2001). Network degree fluctua-
tions also play a crucial role in the time scale τ that governs the reach of infection.
Specifically, it has been found that the number of infected individuals i(t) grows in
time as i(t) ' i0 exp t/τ , where i0 is the initial density of infected individuals and
τ behaves like τ ∼ 〈k〉/〈k2〉. This implies that in networks with a scale-free struc-
ture epidemics spreads almost instantaneously. This feature is associated to the fact
that the spreading follows a precise hierarchical dynamics and once the highly con-
nected hubs are reached, the infection propagates until the smaller degree nodes and
pervades the entire network (Barthélemy et al. 2004). The divergence of 〈k2〉 for scale
free networks with 2 < γ ≤ 3 is a sufficient condition for a null epidemic thresh-
old, since the rise of epidemic incidence is instantaneous (Boguña and Pastor-Satorras
2002; Eguiluz and Klemm 2002). However, for a general network in which the de-
grees of vertices are correlated, the above picture is not correct (Boguña et al. 2003).
In the case in which degree correlations are explicitly controlled by the conditional
probability P (k′|k) that a node of degree k is connected to a node with degree k′ (see
2.1.1), the epidemic threshold for both the SIS and the SIR models is inversely pro-
portional to the largest eigenvalue of the connectivity matrices Ckk′ = kP (k′|k) and
Ckk′ = k(k′− 1)P (k′|k), respectively. In all these cases the epidemic threshold is de-
termined by Ckk′ and not by the connectivity distribution P (k) and, depending on the
nature of the correlations, a positive value of λc can be obtained (Boguña and Pastor-
Satorras 2002).
Taken together, these results show that the network structure can strongly affect spread-
ing dynamics. This is especially important in all those processes where biological or
electronic viruses, rumors or piece of information are transmitted through the edges,
whose correlations reflect the non trivial structure of real networks.
For all such processes not only the degree distribution and correlations affect the reach
and the speed of the spreading, but also features as the short path length (Watts and
Strogatz 1998), node distance (Kitsak et al. 2010), community structure or correla-
tions between network topology and tie strengths (Grabowicz et al. 2012; Onnela et al.
2007; Park et al. 2010).
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Since !!R ’ 1:5 days, Eq. (1) implies that most infections
(new informed individuals) should happen during the first
few days. However, we observe a significant fraction of
new infections even at the month time scale as shown in
Fig. 3. Moreover, the functional decay of new infected
individuals cannot be explained by an exponential decay as
(1) predicts. Thus, traditional epidemic models fail to
predict information speed and also the functional form of
its dynamics.

To explain our results, we model them with a branching
process that considers activity heterogeneity. Given the low
email redundancy, we consider only the growth of treelike
cascades. Nevertheless, this approximation captures the
main features of the spreading dynamics on social net-
works [2,22]. Each cascade starts from a seed that initiates
propagation with a random number of recommendations
whose average is !r. Touched individuals become secondary
spreaders with probability " and propagate the message
further. Information forwarding happens after time !, in-
dependent of r and distributed by P!!". This process is the
well known Bellman-Harris branching model [23] where
the average fraction (over all cascades) of active individu-
als at time t is given by

i!t" # 1$G!t" % R0

Z t

0
i!t$ !"P!!"d!; (2)

where G!t" # R
t
0 P!!"d! is the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) of P!!". Equation (2) is non-Markovian,
since the average number of new infections i!t" at time t
depends on the history of infections in the past 0< !< t.
Explicit solutions of (2) do not exist for general P!!" and
R0, but if there is a solution # of the implicit equation

R0

Z 1

0
e$#!P!!"d! # 1; (3)

then the asymptotic behavior of (2) is given by [23]

i!t" & Ce#t; C # R0 $ 1

#R2
0

R1
0 !e$#!P!!"d! : (4)

Thus, although Eq. (2) is non-Markovian, it behaves
asymptotically as the solutions of the simple Markovian
model (1) with # given by the solution of (3). This ap-
proximation for general P!t" is exact in the case of the
exponential distribution of memoryless Poissonian statis-
tics: If P!!" # e$!= !!R= !!R, the solution of (3) is# # #0 and
Eq. (2) can be written in differential form as Eq. (1).
However, for R0 < 1 (i.e., #< 0), Eq. (3) has a solution

for # only if P!t" decays fast enough, specifically, faster
than the exponential distribution in the limit t ! 1. Thus,
growth models like (1) or approximations like (4) are not
valid for a large family of distributions P!t" known as
subexponential distributions, i.e., those decaying slower
than exponential when t ! 1. This family includes im-
portant cases like the log-normal, power-law, or stretched
exponential distributions. In that case, the general asymp-
totic behavior of Eq. (2) is controlled instead by the tail of
the CDF distribution [24]

i!t" & 1

1$ R0
'1$G!t"(; (5)

which highlights the non-Markovian character of the solu-
tions of Eq. (2), since they depend on those individuals
whose response time is the longest. The distributions used
to model the large heterogeneity of human response times
(power-law [7] or log-normal [8]) are members of this class
of distributions, and Eq. (5) shows the profound impact of
large heterogeneity in response times: The very functional
form of the time dependence is changed, and the dynamics
of information does not depend on the mean value of the
response time but on the tail of the distribution, thus
drastically slowing down the propagation of information.
Figure 3 shows the striking agreement of the approxima-
tion (5) with the data obtained in our campaigns assuming
that P!!" is given by the log-normal distribution in Fig. 2.
The slowing down of information diffusion due to the

subexponential nature of human response times can ex-
plain the prevalence of some rumors, viral campaigns,
chain letters, or computer viruses as suggested in
Ref. [16]. For example, if we assume Ns seeds are initially
infected and set the end of diffusion when the fraction of
infected individuals decays to i!tf" & 1=Ns, then the
Poissonian approximation (1) gives tf ’ #$1

0 lnNs, while

in the log-normal case [Eq. (2)] we get tf & e
!!!!!!!!!!
b lnNs

p
, where

b is independent of R0. For large enoughNs, there is a huge
difference between both estimations. For example, if Ns #
104 individuals (a large but moderate value), tf # 17 days
(with R0 # 0:26) for Poissonian models while tf ’ 1 year
if P!!" is log-normal.
Interestingly, the large heterogeneity found in human

response time has the opposite effect above the epidemic
threshold (R0 > 1) where Eq. (3) has a solution # much
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FIG. 3 (color online). Average fraction of new participants as a
function of the cascade start time in our campaigns (circles)
compared with the prediction of the Bellman-Harris model with
P!t" the log-normal distribution (black line) of Fig. 2 and with
P!t" exponential of the same mean (red). The dashed line is the
asymptotic approximation (5) of the Bellman-Harris model with
P!t" log-normal. Inset: Time evolution of the cascade average
size (circles) accurately predicted by the model for G!t" log-
normal. In red is the prediction for G!t" exponential.
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Figure 5.1: Average fraction of participant as a function of time in a e-mail viral marketing
campaign (open circles) compared with the prediction of the Bellman-Harris branching model
withP (t) the log-normal distribution (black line) and withP (t) exponential with the same mean.
Adapted from ”Impact of human activity patterns on the dynamics of information diffusion”
Iribarren and Moro (2009).

5.1.3 The impact of non-poissonian activity patterns

The models described above, either including or not topological aspects of real net-
works, suppose a ”poissonization” of the dynamical network. This assumption im-
plies that: (i) communication can happen at any time, (ii) all interactions between
agents take place uniformly in time, (iii) the interaction process is markovian or mem-
oryless, (iv) there is no causality in the interaction events. In real life, however, none
of these assumption holds. As we have seen in Section 2.4.3, many real networks show
temporal inhomogeneities and correlations that, together with the fact that spreading
processes happen accordingly to the time ordering of events, have important effects on
the dynamics of spreading on real networks. Consequently, the empirical dynamics of
spreading processes significantly differs from poissonian expectations. Specifically, it
has been found that the bursty activity pattern of human communication makes real
viral cascades last much longer than expected by assuming a Poisson-like dynamics
(Iribarren and Moro 2009; Karsai et al. 2011; Vázquez et al. 2007). In fact, as we
have seen, the probability of one node to interact with another within a time interval
τ can be approximated by the waiting time equation in renewal processes (Eq. (2.12)).
Assuming that users may become infected at random times, the average τ is given by
the solution of Eq. (2.12): τ = δt/2 (1 + σ2

δt/δt
2), where δt is the inter-event time

(Breuer and Baum 2005). Therefore, while in a Poissonian process σ2
δt = δt

2
thus

τ ' δt/2, in many real systems σ2
δt > δt

2
due to the burstiness of δt, which makes

the response time much bigger. This explains why in real spreading processes informa-
tion travels slower than expected, leading to the fail of the traditional epidemic models.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic view of communications events around individual i: each vertical segment
indicates an event between i→ j (top) and ∗ → i (bottom). At each tα in the ∗ → i time series,
τij is the time elapsed to the next i → j event, which is different from the inter-event time δtij
in the i→ j time series. The red shaded area represents the recover time window Ti after tα.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, a better model for the observed slow dynamics is given by the
non-markovian Bellman-Harris branching model (Harris 2002) by using a lognormal
(rather than an exponential) distribution of responses times that incorporates the high
variability of human behavior (Iribarren and Moro 2009). This model has been proved
to fit perfectly the experiments of controlled viral marketing campaigns done in differ-
ent countries (Iribarren and Moro 2011b).

5.2 Information spreading in communication networks

As we have seen in Section 2.3, in most studies, real temporal activity is aggregated
over time giving a static snapshot of the social interaction where ties are described by
static strengths which do not include information about the temporal aspects of how
humans interact. Temporal and topological aspects are therefore disentangled in the
analysis. In this Section we merge both aspects in the case of information diffusion by
adopting a functional definition of the social ties using the well-known map between
dynamical epidemic models and static percolation (Newman 2002b). The network is
still described by a static graph, but the interaction strength between individuals now
incorporates the causal and temporal patterns of their communications and not only
the intensity (Onnela et al. 2007). This approach not only captures the temporal in-
homogeneities due to the non-poissonian nature of human interactions, but also the
topological aspects of the networks, their correlations and variations in time. We show
that this procedure not only explains the qualitative behavior of the dynamics of infor-
mation diffusion, but also successfully predicts the percolation threshold for the SIR
model on empirical mobile telephone call records ad allows us to identify the relevant
aspects of human communication in spreading processes (Miritello et al. 2011).

5.2.1 Characterizing human communication patterns

By using the data set described in Appendix A, we firstly investigate the communica-
tion temporal patterns that might affect information diffusion. Spreading from user i to
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the relay time intervals τij (main) and of the inter-event times δtij
(inset) in the i→ j tie rescaled by δtij . The black circles correspond to the real data, while the
red squares is the overall-shuffled result. Blue diamonds correspond to the case in which only
the ∗ → i sequence is randomized. Only ties with wij ≥ 10 are considered. In both graphs the
dashed line correspond to the e−x function.

user j (i→ j) happens at the relay time intervals τij , i.e. the time interval it takes to i to
pass on to j an information he/she got from any another person ∗ → i, where j 6= ∗ (see
Fig. 5.2). Information spreading is thus determined by the interplay between τij and
the intrinsic timescale of the infection process. As we have seen in Section 2.4.3, τij
depends on the correlated and causal way in which group conversations happen, since
it depends on the inter-event intervals δtij in the i→ j communication but also on the
possible temporal correlation with the ∗ → j events (Newman 2002b; Kenan and J.M.
2007). By ignoring this correlation the probability distribution function (or pdf) for τij
can be approximated by the waiting-time density for δtij given by Eq. (2.12) that we
rewrite here for convenience:

P (τij) =
1

δtij

∫ ∞
τij

P (δtij) dδtij , (5.3)

where δtij is the average inter-event time. In this approximation, the dynamics of the
transmission process only depends on the dyadic i → j sequence of communication
events and in particular, the possible heavy-tail properties of P (δtij) are directly in-
herited by P (τij). Fig. 5.3 shows our (rescaled) results for P (δtij) and P (τij). For
comparison, we also show the results obtained when i) the time-stamps of the ∗ → i
events are randomly selected from the complete CDR, thus destroying any possible
temporal correlation with i → j and effectively mimicking Eq. (5.3) and ii) when the
whole CDR time-stamps are shuffled thus destroying both tie temporal patterns and
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correlation between ties. Both shufflings preserve the tie intensity wij , i.e. the num-
ber of calls and their duration and also the circadian rhythms of human communication
(Karsai et al. 2011). The result for P (δtij) shows that small and large inter-event times
are more probable for the real series than for the shuffled ones, where the distribution
is almost exponential as in a Poissonian process, apart from a small deviation at small
times due to the circadian rhythms. This behavior is a reflection of the bursty pattern
of activity in human interactions discussed in Section 2.4. However, here we see that it
also happens at the level of the interaction between two individuals, confirming recent
results in mobile (Karsai et al. 2011) and online communities (Rybski et al. 2009)
dynamics.

As shown in the inset of Fig. 5.3, the distribution of τij is also heavy-tailed but
displays a larger number of short τij compared to the shuffled one. The abundance
of short τij suggests that receiving an information (∗ → i) triggers communication
with other people (i → j), a manifestation of group conversations (Zhao and Oliver
2010; Eckmann et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2010). While the fat-tail of P (τij) is accurately
described by Eq. (5.3), and thus large transmission intervals τij are mostly due to large
inter-event communication times in the i→ j tie, the behavior of P (τij) is not only due
to the bursty patterns of δtij , but also to the temporal correlation between the i → j
and the ∗ → i events. In fact, if the correlation between the i → j and the ∗ → i
series is destroyed, the probability of short-time intervals decreases and approaches the
Poissonian case (see Fig. 5.3).

5.2.2 SIR model on real networks

Our results show that relay times depend on two main properties of human commu-
nication that compete with one another. While the bursty nature of human activity
yields large transmission times hindering any possible infection, group conversations
translate into an unexpected abundance of short relay times, favoring the probability
of propagation. To investigate the effect of these two conflicting properties of human
communication on information spreading, we simulate the epidemic SIR model (see
Section 5.1.1) in our social network considering the real time sequence of communi-
cation events and compare them to the shuffled data (Cebrián et al. 2009; Zhao and
Oliver 2010; Karsai et al. 2011). We start the model by infecting a node at a random
instant and considering all other nodes as susceptible. In each call an infected node
can infect a susceptible node with probability λ. Due to the synchronous nature of the
phone communication, this happens regardless of who initiates the call, so an infected
node i can infect a susceptible node j either if he calls or is called from j. However,
we obtain the same results by considering directionality in the calls, i.e. i can infect j
only if he initiates the call. For computational reasons, we therefore consider this latter
case. Nodes remain infected during a time Ti until they decay into the recovered state.
For the sake of simplicity we simulate the simplest model in which the recovering time
Ti is deterministic and homogeneous Ti = T and set T = 2 days, although different
and/or stochastic Ti can be studied within the same model. The spreading dynamics
generates a viral cascade that grows until there are no more nodes in the infected state.
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Figure 5.4: Average size dynamics for a large (a) and a small (b) value of λ (left) and maximum
size (right) of the infection outbreaks (over 104 realizations) for the real data (black lines) and
shuffled data (red lines) for T = 2 days. The dashed line shows the critical point estimation of
the percolation transition given by R1[λ, T ] = 1 with R1 calculated using Eq. (5.18).

We repeat the spreading process for 3 × 104 randomly chosen seeds. Note that our
model includes the SI model simulations in (Karsai et al. 2011) where λ = 1 and
T = T0, with T0 being the total duration of the dataset.
We first ensure the existence of a percolation transition (Newman 2003b) by looking at
the size of the largest cascade smax (over all realizations) at each value of λ. As shown
in Fig. 5.4 the transition is confirmed by the observed change in the behavior of smax
from small to large cascades at a given value of λ (tipping point).

The same behavior is observed for the shuffled-time data where the transition seems to
happen almost at the same value of λ (around 0.1) although an accurate analysis of the
percolation point was beyond the scope of our study. In contrast, there is a significant
difference in the behavior of the asymptotic average size s∞ between the real and the
shuffled-time data for different regimes of λ: when λ is small, s∞ is larger for the real
data than for the shuffled one, while the opposite behavior is observed for large λ. This
difference, which can be very large for moderate values of λ, shows the impact of the
real time dynamics of communication in the reach of information in society. Specifi-
cally, if information propagates easily (large λ), the average extent in temporal social
networks is narrower than the one expected when a Poissonian dynamics is considered.
In this sense, temporal patterns make social networks bigger than expected at large
scales. However, in most real situations λ is very small (Iribarren and Moro 2009) and
in this case the observed behavior is the opposite: despite the low propagation, infor-
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mation cascades are larger in real data than in the Poisson case, which suggests that
information spreading is more efficient at small (local) scales.

5.2.3 The dynamical strength of social ties

To understand the observed behavior, we follow the approach of (Newman 2002b) by
mapping the dynamical SIR model to a static edge percolation model where each tie is
described by the transmissibility Tij , that represents the probability that the information
is transmitted from i to j and is a function of λ and T . If user i becomes infected at
time tα and the number of communication events i → j in the interval [tα, tα + T ] is
nij(tα), then the transmissibility in that interval is (see Fig.5.2)

Tij = 1− (1− λ)nij(tα). (5.4)

User i may become infected at any ∗ → i communication event. Assuming these
events independent and equally probable, we can average Tij over all the tα events to
get

Tij [λ, T ] = 〈1− (1− λ)nij(tα)〉α. (5.5)

If the number of ∗ → i events is large enough we can use a probabilistic description of
Eq.(5.5) in terms of the probability P (nij = n;T ) that the number of communication
events between i and j in a given time interval T is n. Thus

Tij [λ, T ] =

∞∑
n=0

P (nij = n;T )[1− (1− λ)n], (5.6)

which in principle can be non symmetric (Tij 6= Tji). This quantity represents the real
probability of infection from i to j and defines what we called the dynamical strength
of the tie. Note that Tij depends on the series of communication events between i and j,
but also on the time series of calls received by i. In (Newman 2002b) Newman studied
the case in which both time series are given by independent Poisson processes in the
whole observation interval [0, T0]. Thus, P (nij = n;T ) is the Poisson distribution
with rate ρij = nijT/T0, where nij is total number of calls from i to j in [0, T0], and
so

T̃ij [λ, T ] = 1− e−λρ = 1− e−λwijT/T0 , (5.7)

which shows the one-to-one relationship between the intensity nij and the transmis-
sibility Tij in the Poissonian case: the more intense the communication is, the larger
the probability of infection. However, as we have seen in Fig. 5.3, the real i → j and
∗ → i series are far from being independent and Poissonian. To proceed analytically,
we approximate Eq. (5.5). For small values of λ we have 1 − (1 − λ)n ' λn, while
when λ ' 1 we get that 1− (1− λ)n ' 1 for n > 0. Thus, the transmissibility for the
two regimes is given by:

Tij [λ, T ] =

{
λ 〈nij〉tα for λ� 1
1− P 0

ij for λ ' 1
(5.8)
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where P 0
ij = P (nij = 0;T ) is the probability of no event in the time interval T . This

approximation allows us to to estimate Tij in a much simpler way, since it depends
now only on variables that can be measured from the temporal activity. Specifically,
P 0
ij can be estimated directly from Eq. (5.3) for each link P 0

ij =
∫∞
T
P (τij) dτij ,

since it measures the probability to find a relay time bigger than T . Fig. 5.5 shows
the comparison of nij and P 0

ij (averaged over all ties) for different values of T for the
real and shuffled-time data (denoted by tilde). On the one hand, due to the correlation
between the ∗ → i and i → j time series, the number of events in a tie following an
incoming call is always larger for the real data than for the shuffled one. This is the
reason why, for small λ, the average transmissibility (and thus the size of the epidemic
cascades) is always higher in real communication patterns (Zhao and Oliver 2010). On
the other hand, the bursty nature of the i → j communication makes the tail for the
real P (τij) heavier than the exponential distribution found in the shuffled data. Thus,
if T is large enough, P 0

ij is larger in the real-time than in the shuffled-time data and this
is why we observe smaller cascades in that region. Note, however, that this does not
apply for very small values of T (T . 1 days), where the causality between ∗ → i and
the i→ j time series can make P0 even smaller in the real case.

In Chapter 4 we have introduced the coefficient of variation cvij of the inter-event
time distribution of a tie, as a measure of the burstiness of tie communication. Here we
want to note that, for λ ' 1, the larger cvij , the larger the probability P 0

ij , thus the lower
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the transmissibility of the tie. The same applies for the stability ∆Tij , which measures
the lifetime of the tie (see Chapter 4): if the tie communication is concentrated in a
short time period, then P 0

ij is large and, according to Eq. (5.8), the transmissibility is
low. As a consequence, the shorter the lifetime of the tie, the smaller its transmissi-
bility. These observations have a remarkable conclusion, since they indicate that the
traditional description of a social network which neglect the temporal features of tie
communication (see Section 2.3) typically overestimates the transmissibility power of
social relationships. As expected, the temporal properties of tie communication also
affect the total transmissibility of an individual, suggesting that the current vision of
social hub as social spreader needs to be revised, something that we will discuss in
Section 5.3.

To give a more quantitative analysis of the results in Fig. 5.4, we investigate the
percolation process in a social network in which links have transmissibility Tij . Specif-
ically, by following the approach by Newman (Newman 2002b), we measure the sec-
ondary reproductive number R1, i.e. the average number of secondary infections gen-
erated by each infectious individual. As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, R1 gives informa-
tion about the percolation transition in SIR processes: if R1 < 1 the propagation dies
quickly while if R1 > 1 the infection reaches a significant fraction of the population
(tipping point). The general idea is that, by definition, R1 can be estimated if we know
the the following quantities:

1. the probability to randomly chose a link within the network;

2. the probability that the node i reached by the chosen link has degree ki;

3. the excess-degree (or remaining degree) of the reached node i, i.e. the number
of ’remaining’ links (different from the ingoing one) that can be reached from i.

Let us first consider the simplest case in which tie transmissibility is neglected, which
corresponds to consider a fixed transmissibility equal for all ties (Tij = T ). In this
case, the probability to randomly chose a link within the whole network is the same for
all links. Once a link has been chosen, the probability Q(ki) to have an ending-node i
with degree ki is given by:

Q(ki) = ki/〈k〉P (ki), (5.9)

where P (ki) is the network degree distribution and (ki − 1) the excess-degree of the
chosen node. R1 is thus straightforwardly obtained by:

R1 =

∫
ki

dki(ki − 1)Q(ki) (5.10)

=

∫
ki

dki(ki − 1)
ki
〈ki〉

P (ki) (5.11)

=
〈k2i 〉
〈ki〉
〈ki〉. (5.12)

In our case, however, each tie is characterized by a given transmissibility Tij , where in
general Tij 6= Tik for j 6= k. As a consequence, for each node we have a sequence
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of transmissibility {Tij}j=1,..,ki , thus a distribution P ({Tij}). The procedure is the
same than the previous case with the difference that now, instead of the degree ki, each
node is characterized by a collection of Tij . Therefore, after choosing a link within the
whole network, we are now interested in the probability that the reached node i has
a sequence of transmissibility equal to {Tij}. This probability is proportional to the
number of links that can be reached from the chosen node and, in particular, it is given
by:

Q({Tij}) =

∑
j Tij

〈∑j Tij〉
P ({Tij}), (5.13)

which is analogous to Eq. (5.9). Once reached a node with {Tij}, the excess-degree
is instead given by

∑
j 6=l Tij , where l is the ingoing node of the chosen tie. There is

however an important difference with the previous case. The probability of randomly
chose a tie, in fact, is not the same for each tie as in the previous case and it depends,
instead, on the transmissibility of the tie: the larger Tli, the higher the probability of li
to be chosen. Specifically, this probability is given by Til/

∑
j Tij . The excess-degree

is therefore obtained by averaging this quantity over all ties l:

∑
l

Tij∑
j Tij

∑
j 6=l
Tij =

1∑
j Tij

∑
l

Til
[∑

j

Tij − Til
]

(5.14)

=
1∑
j Tij

[(∑
j

Tij
)2
−
∑
j

T 2
ij

]
. (5.15)

By combining Eq. (5.13) with Eq. (5.15) and integrating over all the possible values of
{Tij}, we have:

R1 =

∫
{Tij}

dTij
∑
j Tij

〈∑j Tij〉
P ({Tij})

1∑
j Tij

[(∑
j

Tij
)2
−
∑
j

T 2
ij

]
(5.16)

=
1

〈∑j Tij〉

∫
{Tij}

dTijP ({Tij})
[(∑

j

Tij
)2
−
∑
j

T 2
ij

]
, (5.17)

which results in the approximation for R1:

R1[λ, T ] =
〈(∑j Tij)2〉i − 〈

∑
j T 2

ij〉i
〈∑j Tij〉i

. (5.18)

Note that in the homogeneous case, in which Tij = T , we recover the common result
for random networks R1 = T (〈k2i 〉/〈ki〉 − 1) (Newman 2002b). Figs. 5.4 and 5.5
show the accuracy of the approximations used to get Eq. (5.18) to predict the tipping
point in the SIR process and the change in the average size of the cascades in the two
regimes. This suggests that the dynamical strength of the ties Tij , defined in Eq. (5.5),
can be effectively used to model real strength of human interactions in social networks.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Comparison between the total transmissibility of individuals in the real Ti and
shuffled T̃i call records for a random set of 105 users in our database. Dashed line is the Ti = T̃i
line. (b) Conditional average of relative difference between the real and shuffled total transmis-
sibility as a function of the social connectivity ki. Adapted from ”Time allocation in social
networks: correlation between social structure and human communication dynamics” Miritello
et al. (2013).

5.3 Static hubs and dynamical hubs

In previous chapters, we have seen that there are important correlations between the
social connectivity of a given node and the properties of its social ties. We have shown,
for example, that for large values of ki, the time people dedicate on average to their so-
cial connections decreases with ki (Section 3.1). In addition, also temporal properties
such as tie lifetime and burstiness are distributed differently among neighbors for indi-
viduals with low and large social connectivity, as seen in Chapter 4. On the other hand,
as mentioned in the previous section, these properties of tie communication make the
transmissibility of a tie smaller than the one expected when only the number of inter-
action events is considered (Poissonian model). On the basis of these results, here we
want to investigate whether the total transmissibility of an individual, which is related
to the transmissibility of his connection by the Ti =

∑
j Tij , correlates with the indi-

vidual’s social connectivity ki. Note that, in contrast, in the Poissonian case and for
small values of λ, we get that T̃ij ' λwijT/T0 and thus T̃i ' λ si T/T0, where si is
the node’s strength introduced in Section 3.1. This means that the transmission power
of a node is proportional to the strength of the node in this approximation.

In contrast, in the real case the transmissibility Ti =
∑
j Tij [λ, T ] of a node de-

pends both on the tie weights and dynamical patterns of communication. The relation
between the Poissonian and the real transmissibility is shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). What we
observe is that the total real transmissibility of an individual is smaller than the one
obtained in the Possonian case, were the real time-stamps of tie communication have
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been shuffled. This result suggests that the effect of the burstiness of real tie commu-
nication is to make individuals less powerful to transmit information. Nevertheless, as
shown in Fig. 5.6 (b), this effect is not equal for any node since the relative differ-
ence between Ti in the real and shuffled cases is larger for hubs or more connected
people than for poorly connected people. This is a manifestation of the fact that hubs
have shorter ties which, as discussed above, translate in a smaller transmissibility. In
addition, we want to stress that this relative difference increases with ki, meaning that
Ti does not grow linearly with ki (or si) as, in contrast, T̃i does. Our findings show
that neither ki or si are good predictors of the local spreading power or influence of a
node, specially for largely connected people or hubs. In this sense, although in general
static hubs (people with large ki or si) have also large dynamical transmissibility, the
large variability shown in Fig. 5.6 (a) implies that this correspondence is not always
true (Miritello et al. 2013).

5.4 The role of ties dynamics in information spreading

In Chapter 3 we have seen that the dynamics of tie creation and removal is highly artic-
ulated and happens at a time scale similar to the one that regulates the communication
events. Here we analyze whether and how this dynamics affects the speed and the reach
of information spreading. To address this, we employ a new reference model that al-
lows us to separate the effect due to the burstiness from the one due to the ties creation
and removal. In this new reference model we maintain the initial and the final time of
each tie, such that the tie lifetime ∆tij is preserved, but we shuffle the real time-stamps
within ∆tij , thus destroying the burstiness of human communication and conversa-
tions between people, i.e. possible correlations between events in different ties. Since
the patterns of communication are now destroyed only within each tie, we refer to the
latter reference model as intra-tie shuffled data, to distinguish it from the Poisson-like
case where each time stamp is chosen from the whole CDR (overall shuffled data).
Note that the intra-tie shuffling lies between the real-time case, where all the tempo-
ral features of human dynamics are preserved, and the Poisson-like data, where not
only the burstiness of tie communication is destroyed, but also the tie creation/removal
dynamics since all ties have the same probability to appear/disappear at any time. To
investigate the effect of tie dynamics, we then simulate the SIR model on the three time
series by considering, once again, the simplest model in which the probability of in-
fection λ is constant and the recovery time T deterministic and homogeneous. Fig. 5.7
displays the average cascade size dynamics for λ = 0.2 and T = 7 days. This result
allows us to gain insight into the effect of each temporal feature of human communica-
tion. In fact, the difference between the real and the intra-tie shuffled data is due to the
bursty activity of ties, while the one between the Poisson-like and intra-tie shuffle is re-
lated to the tie formation/removal. As in the case of Fig. 5.4, for this value of λ (above
the percolation point), information cascades are larger and the spreading faster for the
Poissonian series than in the real one, due to the bursty activity patterns. However,
when comparing the Poissonian case with the intra-tie shuffled one, we observe slower
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and smaller cascades in this latter case, indicating that the way in which individuals
create and destroy relations has a slowing-down effect in the spreading dynamics.

5.5 Towards a dynamical model of human interactions

Our results indicate the necessity to incorporate temporal patterns of human activity in
the description and modeling of human interactions. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
static description of weighted networks implies a poissonization of human dynamics
where the weight wij of a tie (aggregated volume of communication) can be seen as
the rate of communication such that P (i → j) dt = ρij dt and ρij = wij . This
approach neglects all those temporal patterns as the time correlations between events,
the burstiness of interactions or the tie creation/removal that, as showed above, have an
important impact in the information speed and reach.
One simple way to account for the temporal properties of human communication and
still give a static representation of the social network, is by using the transmissibility
Tij as a measure of tie strength, instead of the volume of communication (number of
calls or total duration) wij . While the number of communication events between a tie
i → j represents the static strength, the transmissibility Tij represents the dynamical
strength of a tie, i.e. the probability that tie i ↔ j transmits the information given
the actual pattern of communication between i and j. The use of one or the other of
these quantities as a proxy for the intensity or strength of a tie may lead to significantly
different pictures of the topological structure of the network.
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Figure 5.8: Structure of the mobile phone network around a randomly chosen individual where
the tie strength is taken as (a) the effective weight w∗

ij(λ, T ) ∼ ln(1 − Tij(λ, T )) for λ =
0.5 and T=15 days and (b) the total number of phone communication between i and j over
the whole observation window (aggregated weight).Adapted from ”Time allocation in social
networks: correlation between social structure and human communication dynamics” Miritello
et al. (2013).

This becomes clear in Fig. 5.8, where we compare the structure of our network around
a randomly chosen node when the weight of each tie ij is given by the wij , i.e. total
number of i ↔ j communications in the observation time period T , with the one ob-
tained by considering the effective weight w∗ij . This latter quantity is a function of the
dynamics of the diffusion process and can be easily recovered from Eq. (5.7), which
leads to w∗ij(λ, T ) = −T0/T ln(1 − Tij(λ, T )). Therefore, contrary to the static and
aggregated wij , the effective weight w∗ij also accounts for the temporal aspects of tie
interaction, since it is obtained from the real transmissibility Tij of the tie which incor-
porates not only the volume of communication wij , but also all the temporal inhomo-
geneities of human interaction (see Eq. (5.5)).

5.6 Discussion

In the last years there has been an increasing interest in understanding how the com-
plex topological structure of the underlying contact network affects the diffusion of
information, innovation or opinions. However, most of these studies neglect the tem-
poral dimension of human communication as the fact that humans acts in bursts or
cascades of events, most of ties form and decay within the observation time period and
there are correlations between communication events. In this chapter we have analyzed
the impact that these temporal inhomogeneities of communication have in information
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spreading phenomena. Accordingly to previous studies, we observed that the scaled
distribution of relay time P (τ), that is the time it takes for one user to pass an informa-
tion to one of his contacts, is heavy-tailed as a reflection of the bursty human activity
(Barabási 2005; Karsai et al. 2011; Vázquez et al. 2006). However, P (τ) also displays
a large number of short relay times than the one expected for a homogeneous Poisson
process, which can be interpreted as an indication of group conversations, where calls
trigger other calls which are, therefore, correlated to one another.

We then analyzed the role that both the bursty nature and the correlated contact
sequences have in spreading processes. To this end we simulated the SIR (Susceptible-
Infected-Recovered) model on a large data set of mobile telephone call records on a
long time period. This allowed us to simulate a spreading process by taking into ac-
count both topological and temporal aspects of human interaction. We found that the
bursty behavior and event correlations are the two main dynamical ingredients in the
understanding of the information diffusion in social networks which have two opposite
effects in information reach: while bursts hinder propagation at large scales, conversa-
tions favor local rapid cascades. To explain the observed behavior also from a quantita-
tive point of view, we mapped the SIR model into a static percolation process in which
social ties are described by the transmissibility, a quantity that measures the probability
that an information is transmitted through a given tie. By means of tie transmissibil-
ity, we also proposed an effective way to to describe dynamical networks through a
static representation of the social network by means of the dynamical strength of ties,
a quantity that encompasses both the topological and temporal patterns of human com-
munication.
Finally, by considering a reference null model in which the burstiness of communica-
tion is destroyed while the tie creation/removal is maintained, we have shown that also
the tie dynamics studied in details in Chapter 3, plays its role in diffusion processes, by
slowing down the spreading dynamics.

Our results indicate that, as well as topological properties, also temporal patterns
of human interaction play a crucial role in the description and modeling of real so-
cial networks and dynamical phenomena such as information spreading. At the same
time, our findings also suggest a simple way to model social networks as dynamical
entities instead than static objects, by providing a more realistic picture of the systems
they represent. Indeed, we have shown that the network structure significantly change
when, instead than the aggregated strength, the dynamical strength of tie is considered.
Not only the network structure, but also the role and/or functionality of its members
is affected when taking into account temporal properties. We have seen, for example,
how static hubs (users with a large number of connections) are not necessarily dy-
namical hubs, i.e. the most effective nodes in transmission processes as it is, instead,
traditionally assumed.





6
Conclusion, contributions and vision for the future

6.1 Overview and Conclusion

The work done in this thesis aimed to take a first step toward the emerging topic of
how to dynamically model real social networks. We addressed this with the belief that
a comprehensive description of social systems and a deep understanding of real phe-
nomena is possible only by taking into account both the topological and the temporal
properties of human interactions. In view of this, our objective has been twofold. On
one hand, we aimed to characterize the topological and temporal properties of humans
micro-scale behavior and interactions to improve the current description of a social
network and its elements. At the same time, we were interested in understanding and
modeling the global consequences that these micro-scale interactions have at a larger
scale, focusing in particular on the dynamics of spreading phenomena. To this end we
have analyzed the human communication patterns from sensors that have become an
integral part of our daily lives: mobile phones. Usually, the analysis of social networks
is restricted to the analysis of egocentric, smaller social networks and/or shorter periods
of time which makes it difficult to asses the universality of the observations and their
generalization to other situations. However, the longitudinal and cross-sectional nature
of the empirical data sets that we examined (almost 10 billion communication events
between 20 million individual over a period of 19 months) allowed us to analyze the
global features of human behavior, characterize phenomena that are typically invisible
at small scales and, at the same time, guarantee the universality of our findings. The
current availability of large electronic data sets on human social interactions collected
from mobile phone as well as from e-mail or online social networks records, offers big
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opportunities to study human behavior and social phenomena at unprecedented lev-
els of scale and time resolution. The analysis of these electronic traces, describing
minute-by-minute interactions of entire populations of individuals, recently led to the
discovering and measurement of many interesting temporal features of human behavior
which have been neglected so far: human relationships are not continuously active, the
way in which people perform tasks as well as the interaction between any two individ-
ual is bursty since long periods of inactivity are separated by intense bursts of activity,
there are causal correlations between interaction events, etc.

We showed that these observations are usually not compatible with the traditional
vision and modeling of social networks, which instead ignores the fact that human in-
teraction is a highly complex dynamical process. In particular, the analysis of evolving
networks generally assumes a time-scale separation between the evolution of the net-
work and the dynamical process unfolding on its structure. In this picture one assumes
that the network evolves on a time scale that is much longer that the micro-level dynam-
ics of its elements. As a consequence, once the contact network of who is connected
to whom has been determined, such connections are assumed to be always active over
time and that the strength (importance) of a social tie is merely given by the total num-
ber of interaction events between them in the given period of observation. An implicit
assumption of these models is that interaction events can happen at any time, human ac-
tivity is randomly distributed and markovian and there is no causality between events,
thus well approximated by Poisson processes, which have been largely used to model
many real systems driven by humans.

The evident disagreement between empirical observations and model prediction
suggests that traditional models of social networks, in which the underlying contact
network is separated from the dynamical system, need to be revisited. All the results
presented in this work make a contribution into this direction. We showed that the
nature of a social relationship can be better characterized when also the way in which
two individuals communicate over time and not only aggregated quantities such as the
volume of communication between them, is considered. This more complete descrip-
tion not only gives a more complete understanding and characterization of the observed
contact ties, but also helps in the prediction of the network structure in the future.

We proved that topological quantities, as the social connectivity, are actually dy-
namical quantities, affected by the ongoing formation and delation of social connec-
tions which continuously change the properties of the individual contact network. Con-
trary to the perception of ever-growing social connectivity, we observed that individuals
exhibit a limited social capacity which limits the number of contacts they can maintain
in a given time period. This affects the way in which humans allocate time and at-
tention across their social circle with important consequences in global processes as
influence phenomena and information spreading. We showed that the dynamics of all
those phenomena where the interaction timing and causal relations are crucial (e.g.
opinion formation, information spreading, etc.) can be understood and modeled only
by taking into account temporal features of human dynamics, which decisively affect
the observed outcomes.
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The general picture that emerges from our work can be summarized as follows.
The observed inhomogeneities of human temporal patterns of interaction significantly
change the current vision of a social network from a very stable to a highly complex
entity. Not only they are essential for a better understanding of the inherent properties
of human behavior, but they also play a crucial role in both the description of the
underlying social network and the modeling of all those phenomena which are triggered
by the way in which people communicate and behave. Since structure and dynamics
are tightly coupled, they can not be disentangled in the analysis and modeling of human
behavior as, instead, traditional models do.

Next, we give a detailed summary of contributions and our g future research.

6.2 Summary of contributions and their implications

Our aim to merge both topological and temporal patterns of human communication to
have a complete description of the network, led us to first identify and characterize
the main aspects of human dynamics. In particular, according to previous studies, we
observed that:

• Nodes and ties are not continuously active and exhibit a non trivial dynamics.
In many real social networks individual can join and/or leave the network and
the variation in node arrival and leave rates is large. Analogously, over time
connections between them form and destroy at a very high pace leading to an
ongoing appearance and disappearance of interaction events that continuously
changes the structure of the underlying contact network.

• Within the same network, not all the connections have the same importance/role.
This is a reflection of real life where people maintain a large number of rela-
tionships with a different strength (family, friends, colleagues, acquaintances).
This affects the way in which people distribute their communication across their
social circle, which dynamics can change in time.

• Temporal pattern of human communication are bursty: long periods of inactivity
are separated by intense bursts of activity. This happens not only in the way a
single individual schedules tasks, but also at the level of the interaction between
two individuals.

• The interaction between two individuals triggers communication of these indi-
viduals with other people. As a consequence , communication events between
adjacent ties are time-correlated, a phenomenon that leads to the observation of
group conversations and temporal motifs.

We investigated the role that these inhomogeneities play in the characterization of the
topological properties of the social network and its elements and in the analysis and
modeling of dynamical processes. Although the results and the implications usually
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go beyond a specific area, for the sake of simplicity the contribution has been orga-
nized into three main topics: time allocation, link prediction problem and information
diffusion in social networks.

1. Time allocation in social networks (Chapter 3) In real life, people do not pay
the same attention to all their relationships. Moreover, social interaction al-
ways takes time and the limited amount of time available acts as a constraint on
the way in which humans allocate it across their social circle. We investigated
whether different strategies of communication exist between individuals and how
such strategies may depend on the local properties of the individual network,
such as the number of contacts or the activity (e.g. time spent on the phone, fre-
quency of communication, etc.). Specifically, by analyzing the network obtained
from the mobile phone communication records of 20 million users, we addressed
the problem of time allocation from two different perspectives: first we studied
the aggregated or static network during an observation period of 11 months and
then we analyzed the network as an evolving entity, e.g. instantaneous network,
for a longer time period of 19 months.

• By analyzing the aggregated network, we found that all individuals dis-
tribute their time very unevenly across their social relationships, with a
large proportion of calls going to a small number of ties. People with a
large social connectivity, on average, also spend more time on the phone
in a given time window. However, when compared with those with smaller
networks, they do not devote proportionally more time to communicate and
thus on average they have weaker ties. This result, which can be related to
the Dunbar’s theory, is a clear manifestation that there is a cognitive limit
in the number of people one knows and keeps social contact with. Interest-
ingly, we showed that in contrast to what found for face-to-face and Twitter
communication, where the threshold value at which the average time ded-
ication starts to decreases is in correspondence of 100 − 150 connections
(Dunbar’s number), we found that in mobile networks this limit is smaller
(around 40 connections). The observed difference could be attributed to the
fact that in phone communication, beside the cognitive and temporal limits,
also monetary constrains play their role or to the fact that some contacts are
seen face-to-face rather than called on mobile phone.
To analyze how people with different social connectivities distribute the
time across their social circle, for each user we calculated the disparity,
which measures how diverse is the flux or weight that passes through a
node (in our case the communication time per tie). The disparity has been
widely used to measure the local heterogeneity of different types of ego-
centric networks, but to the best of our knowledge it has not been examined
in large communication networks. Nevertheless, despite its wide use and
applications, we demonstrated its ineffectiveness to assess the individuals’
time allocation strategies. Specifically we showed that the disparity is sig-
nificantly affected and biased by the long tailed nature of the distribution of
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tie weights. As a consequence, a high value of the connectivity translates
into an higher probability to have more weak ties belonging to the tail of
distribution, which results in a large disparity thus in a more heterogeneous
social network.

• We toke a big step toward the understanding of individuals’ strategies of
time allocation by analyzing the instantaneous communication network,
where the number of social relationships each user keeps contact with, is
now calculated at each time instant and not as the total number of interac-
tions in a given time window. This approach allowed us to have a more
realistic picture of the network of connections of each individual at any
time instant since the ongoing appearance and disappearance of ties over
time is now taken into account. Our contributions here has been twofold.
First, we developed a procedure to disentangle the real formation/removal
of a new/old tie from the tie bursty dynamics. By doing this, we overcome
one of the biggest obstacles for the observation and the definition of what
constitutes a functional tie: the discrimination of broken ties from large
periods of inactivity between active ties. We then determined with high
precision the number of removed, created and maintained connections of
each individual at any time instant, study the different dynamics of com-
munication, their relations with the network topology and their effects at a
global scale.

When the dynamics of tie formation/decay is taken into account, a differ-
ent picture emerges. We showed that, contrary to the perception of ever-
growing social connectivity, individuals exhibit a social capacity, which
limits the number of active connections they can maintain during a certain
time period. In our data set we found that this number, which average is
around 13-15 connections, is significantly smaller than the standard social
connectivity, suggesting that this latter usually overestimates the human so-
cial capacity. In addition to the social capacity, we also defined the social
activity, measured as the rate of change of the ego network. By looking at
the unbalance between these two quantities for each user, we showed that
dynamical strategies of time allocation do actually exist. Although many
individuals have a normal or balanced social strategy between their capac-
ity and activity, other two interesting classes of strategies emerge: the so-
cial keeping and the social wandering strategies. While individuals of the
former class tend to keep a very stable social circle and rarely establish or
remove connections, people of the latter class open a very large number of
new relationships and close existing ones at a high pace. We also found that
such different communication strategies, which do not depend on the num-
ber of connections, are instead strictly related to both topological properties
(e.g. structural diversity) and individual factors (e.g. age). More interest-
ingly, we demonstrated that such strategies are highly assortative, meaning
that social wanderers tend to gather and thus the large volatility around a
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social wanderer also extend to large proportion of the the social network
around them. In this picture, the network consists of almost static zones
of social keepers surrounded by high volatile clusters of social wanderers.
This latter finding has profound consequences for methods of communi-
ties identification or influence, since the network around social wanderers
changes a lot (60%) in a brief period of time. We showed that communi-
cation strategies also affect information spreading since the choice of one
or the other strategy has a significant impact in an individual’s capacity to
access information which is propagating in the network.

Because of the wide set of novel results and their important implications in terms
of both local structure and global phenomena, this latter analysis actually goes
beyond the study of how people distribute their time across its social network.
For example, our finding that a static picture of social networks leads to a over-
estimation of the social connectivity might be crucial in all those situations in
which the detection of highly connected people (social hubs) is crucial, from the
identification of the best spreaders for diffusion and adoption to the optimization
of immunization strategies.

2. Link prediction problem (Chapter 4) The traditional approach to characterize
a given communication tie by its strength (total volume of communication in a
given time window) ignores the fact that human communication is a highly com-
plex dynamical process assuming, instead, that it is a homogeneous Poissonian
process. By studying the properties of 700 million communication ties over a
period of 19 months, we showed that actually many different temporal patterns
between two individuals can be obtained for the same strength of communica-
tion. This result demonstrates the ineffectiveness of Poisson-like processes to
model real social networks. We showed that identifying the temporal properties
of tie communication not only leads to a better characterization of a social rela-
tionship, but also allows to build successful models for the prediction of the tie
formation and decay.

• To capture the properties of temporal aspects of tie communication, we
proposed and computed few simple measures which are typically not used
to characterize the strength of a tie. Among other quantities, we consid-
ered the (i) average inter-event time to have a measure of the frequency of
communication between two individuals, the (ii) temporal stability which
tells us about the lifetime of the tie, and the (iii) coefficient of variation of
the tie inter-event time (time between two consequtive events) distribution,
which captures the level of burstiness of communication.

• For each tie in our data set, we calculated the quantites descrived above
and studied their correlations with the basic topological quantities that tra-
ditionally define the stength of a social link, such as the level of reciprocity,
number of communication events or topological overlap. We showed that
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real communication patterns significantly differ from the equivalent Pois-
son process with the same number of call events, in fact many different tie
temporal patterns can be obtained for the same intensity of communication.
To mimic the Poisson-like case, we analyzed the same tie properties for a
reference model in which all real time-stamps have been shuffled across
the whole data set, thus destroying any temporal information about real tie
communication.

• We showed that the fact that a tie is not observed in a given time period can
be either associated to a period of inactivity (burst) as well as its decay. For
this reason it is fundamental to distinguish between observed ties, i.e. ties
that show at least one communication event within the observation period
from open ties, i.e. ties observed before and after the observation window
although do not interact within it. We showed that these two definitions
yield to a significantly different picture of the global network persistence
and quantified the difference in terms of tie decay rate.

• We investigated the role of temporal patterns of human communication in
the link prediction problem by analyzing the prediction power of many
topological and temporal tie metrics. After considering different topologi-
cal and temporal metrics, we proposed a very simple and efficient criterium
to predict with roughly the 80% of accuracy and 19 % of error whether a
tie is likely to be newly-formed or to decay in a short future window. Al-
though a deep analysis is out of the scope of this thesis, we showed that our
simple methods gives better performance than more complex models often
used to predict tie appearence and decay.

The impact that the bursty pattern of ties communication has on the definition
of whether a tie is decayed or not, combined with the mechanism of tie forma-
tion/decay, demonstrates that a significantly different picture of the network and
its future structure emerges depending on whether the human dynamics is incor-
porated or not in the analysis of social network. Our results show that a much
realistic and complete description of social relationships and network structure
can be easily obtained with the help of very simple quantities that capture the
main temporal features of tie communication.

3. Information diffusion (Chapter 5) We investigated the temporal patterns of hu-
man communication and their influence on the spreading of information in social
networks by analyzing the the mobile phone network of 20 million users over a
period of 11 months. First, we analyzed the temporal patterns of human commu-
nication and characterized their main properties such as the burstiness and the
existence of group correlations. Then, we investigated their role in the dynam-
ical spreading of information by simulating the simple susceptible-infectious-
recovered (SIR) model on the top of the real-time sequence of phone records. By
means of the tie transmissibility we were able to give a quantitative explanation
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of the outcomes of the simulations and demonstrate the way in which real pat-
terns of human communication affect the diffusion process. Finally, we provided
a simple way to incorporate the causal and temporal patterns of interaction into
a static representation of the network. This approach represents a novel and
efficient procedure to describe and model dynamical social networks.

• We analyzed the temporal properties of human communication that might
affect information diffusion. For comparison, we also analyzed the results
obtained for the Poissonian reference model in which the time stamps of
the whole data records have been shuffled, thus destroying any temporal
feature and correlation. Accordingly to previous studies, what emerges is
that (i) tie communication is bursty and (ii) exist groups of conversation
among individuals.

• We investigated the role that these two properties of human interaction play
on information spreading. To this end we simulated the SIR model on the
real-time sequence of communication events for a wide range of values for
the transmission probability λ and compare the results with the ones ob-
tained for the Poissonian reference model. Specifically, first we ensured
the existence of a percolation transition by studying the size of the largest
information cascade and observed that no significant difference in the tip-
ping point is observed for real-time and Poisson-like data. We then an-
alyzed the temporal dynamics of the average cascade size, which results
show the existence of two different regimes depending on the value of the
transmission probability. When information propagates easily (large λ) the
average extent obtained for the real-time sequence is narrower than the one
expected when a Poissonian dynamics is considered. However for small λ,
which correspond to a more realistic case, we observed the opposite that is
information cascades are larger in real data than in the Poisson case. The
differences observed between the real case and the Poissonian expectations
reflect the impact of the real-time dynamics of communication on spreading
processes. Since human dynamics is typically modeled as a Poisson-like
process, our findings not only help in the understanding of real human dy-
namics and phenomena, but also and most of all, raise the more general
question of how to how to model real social networks.

• To give a quantitative explanation of the observed outcomes and take a step
toward a dynamical modeling of real communication networks, we mapped
the dynamical SIR model to a static edge percolation process where ties are
described by the transmissibility, e.g. the probability that the information is
transmitted from one individual to the other. Our main motivation for this
approach was the expectation that, since the transmissibility is strictly re-
lated to the transmission process, a quantitative understanding of this latter
quantity could have led to a full description and modeling of the observed
behavior. Our contribution adheres to the following three steps. First, we
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were able to approximate the transmissibility for the two regimes of small
and large λ and reduce its complex analytical derivation to the simpler com-
putation of two quantities that capture the properties of temporal patterns
of human communication. Specifically, we showed that for small λ the
transmissibility is proportional to the number of interaction events between
two individuals within the recovering time window (time window after one
of the individuals received the information and is still infected), while for
large λ it is given by the complement of the probability of finding zero
communication events between them within the recovering time window.

The fact that these two quantities capture, respectively, the existence of
group of conversations and the bursty behavior observed for the real-time
communication sequences and discussed above, is the key to understand
the second step of our contribution: a quantitative explanation of the ob-
served behavior. We showed that, due to the group correlations, the number
of communication events within the recovery time window and thus the av-
erage transmissibility, is always larger for the real-time case than for the
Poissonian one. This is the reason why for small λ we always observed
larger cascades for real communication patterns. In contrast, the bursty
nature of human interaction makes the probability of finding zero commu-
nication events within the recovery time window larger for the real-time
sequences and this is why we found smaller cascades in that region. These
results show that both the bursty patterns of human communication and
the existence of group conversations are the two main dynamical ingredi-
ents in the understanding of the spread of information in social networks.
These two effects compete in the spread of information: while correlations
between events promote the reach of information, the large periods of in-
activity typical of the bursty human behavior hinder it.
Third, by means of the transmissibility, we measured the secondary repro-
ductive number (e.g. the average number of secondary infections produced
by a single individual) for both the real-time and the Poissonian case and
for the whole range of λ under consideration. This allowed us to accurately
predict the tipping point of the process and the change in the size of the
cascades given by the simulations.

• We investigated the impact of the tie creation/removal dynamics on infor-
mation diffusion processes. To this end we considered a new reference
model in which the real time instants at which each communication tie was
formed/destroyed is preserved but any other temporal pattern such as the
burstiness or events correlation is destroyed. We then compared the re-
sults obtained by running the SIR simulations for this latter case with the
ones obtained for the real-time and the Poissonian case discussed above.
We showed that the effect of tie dynamics is to slow down the information
spreading. This result suggests that, as well as the group conversations and
the bursty behavior, also tie dynamics plays a fundamental role in diffusion
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processes and it has to be taken into account when modeling real phenom-
ena driven by human interaction.

• We suggested a simple way to account for the temporal properties of human
communication and still have a static representation of the social network.
Specifically, we proposed to use the transmissibility as a measure of the
tie strength instead of the intensity, e.g. the total number of interaction
events (intensity) between two individuals in the observation time window.
Since the transmissibility incorporates not only the volume but also all the
temporal inhomogeneities of human interaction, it represents the dynamical
strength of a tie in contrast to the static strength given by the intensity. By
calculating the transmissibility for each communication tie in our data set
(for several values of infection probability and recovery time) we showed
that the static and the dynamical tie may lead to quite different pictures of
the topological structure of the network.

These results indicate the necessity to incorporate temporal patterns of human dynam-
ics in the description of real social networks. Specifically, we believe that the novel
vision that we proposed to map the dynamics of human interactions onto a static repre-
sentation of the social network might help in the understanding and modeling of many
areas of network research that are based on information spreading, such as the deter-
mination of influence (or centrality) and popularity, community finding and targeting
in viral marketing.

6.3 Vision for the future

We believe that the analysis conducted so far constitutes a step forward into the under-
standing of how to model dynamical social networks. However, there is a lot yet to be
explored and understood and we hope that our results will encourage further investiga-
tion on this and other related topics.

Based on the presented results, one of our short-term research goal is to investigate
whether the properties of network structure may change once the strength of a tie is
assigned according not only to the volume of communication between the involved in-
dividuals (intensity), but also to the way in which such communication is distributed in
time. In fact, as we have seen, ties with the same intensity can be characterized by very
different temporal properties, thus when the coefficient of variation of the inter-event
time distribution or the tie transmissibility are used to assess tie strengths, a different
picture of the network structure could emerge. The use of a temporal (or dynamical)
strength might also lead to a deep understanding of more general phenomena such the
spreading of information, social influence and the formation of communities and offers
new opportunities to reevaluate many results obtained in the literature. For example,
consistent with the weak ties hypothesis, the majority of strong ties are found within
communities while weak ties act as bridges between these clusters (Granovetter 1973).
Weak and strong ties also have a different function within the network: while strong
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ones are essential to maintain the network’s integrity, weak ties favor information diffu-
sion, since they have access to different communities thus different part of the network
(Onnela et al. 2007). However, as suggested by the visually apparent network structure
in Fig. 5.8, ties which are ”statically weak” can be ”dynamically strong”; this can af-
fect the current picture of social networks and ties functionality. It would be therefore
interesting analyzing whether a definition of tie (and tie strength) that account for tem-
poral aspects of human communication affect the global structure of the network and
the role of its elements.

Within this framework, another thing that has not been thoroughly investigated in
this study, but we would like to analyze, aims to understand the position that individuals
with different communication strategies occupy in the global network and the function
and/or role they have in global processes as the diffusion of information. On one hand
we showed that dynamical social strategies are assortative thus social wanderers tend
to cluster with other social wanderers and the same applies for social keepers. On the
other hand we observed that social wanderers tend to access information propagating
in the network later than social keepers. Some of the questions that arise in this con-
text are: how dynamical communication strategies influence propagation? Are social
keepers best propagators than social wanderers at a global scale? Which individuals
should be chosen as potential initiators to optimize the diffusion of a piece of infor-
mation, rumor or opinion through the society? In fact, although the results suggest
that social keepers would react faster, the asymptotic reach of information spreading
could be larger (even if slower) when information propagates through social wander-
ers, due to the smaller cluster observed in their neighborhood and their capability to
reach different zones of the network. This analysis would be in line with a recent study
based on Facebook communication (Ugander et al. 2012) which shows that the spread
of ideas, fads, innovations, depends on the variety of connections (number of distinct
social groups) that hold them, more than the total number of friends. Under this per-
spective, despite the longer time in which social wanderers receive an information,
they could have access to a more diverse range of ideas, news and opinions. Analyzing
the relationships between the communities structure and the spread of information and
opinions by using mobile phone data would extend previous research mostly focused
on online settings. Moreover, it would give more insight on how to target people in
viral marketing campaigns, understanding churn or model word-of-mouth mechanisms
in peer-to-peer networks.

Furthermore, the mechanism itself of community formation and evolution can be
significantly affected by considering the temporal patterns of human communication.
Many of the most widely used algorithms to identify communities and groups in com-
plex networks are based in fact on a static picture of the underlying network (Girvan
and Newman 2002; Palla et al. 2005). However, communities are dynamical objects,
they rapidly change in time, form, destroy or continue to exist even after all members
have been replaced by new members (Palla et al. 2007). To incorporate the role of time
dimension into community formation and study community dynamics, one approach
has been to consider aggregated time windows of the temporal networks: first commu-
nities are detected in different aggregated time slices, and then compared to determine
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correspondences (Mucha et al. 2010; Palla et al. 2007; Rosvall and Bergstrom 2010).
Other approaches have combined both community structure and their temporal evolu-
tion by considering the historic evolution patterns of the community to determine its
state at a given time instant (Lin et al. 2008). Within this frame, it would be interesting
to explore new clustering algorithms based on time-ordered patterns of real sequences
of human interactions, in order to take into account the instantaneous interaction be-
tween its members and incorporate all the inhomogeneities of human communication
patterns, from the burstiness to the causal correlations between interaction events.

Finally, the rich data sets we used for our analysis allowed us to investigate the
structure of large social networks and the way in which the temporal dimension af-
fects and reshape its properties and evolution. An important factor of human behavior
has however not been investigated in our analysis, that is the role played by mobil-
ity patterns of human dynamics. Although many research has been done in the last
years to explore how social networks are embed into the underlying geography (Lam-
biotte et al. 2008; Leskovec and Horvitz 2008; Scellato et al. 2011), model individual
movements (Brookmann et al. 2006; González et al. 2008; Simini et al. 2012; Song
et al. 2012) and how they affect the spread of diseases (Balcan et al. 2009; Eubank
et al. 2004) and to understand the relation between geographic distance and social in-
teractions (Crandall et al. 2010; Cranshaw et al. 2010; Eagle et al. 2009), a general
understanding of how to merge together topological, temporal and spatial patterns of
human interactions to obtain a complete picture of real social systems is still lacking.
Nevertheless, recent results (Cho et al. 2011) suggest that a combination of these three
aspects of social networks would provide important insights on the nature of human
relationships and dynamical phenomena. In this context, we expect that as well as tem-
poral inhomogeneities, also the spatial properties of human interaction, could affect,
among others, all the aspects of social networks analyzed in this thesis. Questions like
how likely are individuals who share (or visited) the same geographic location to know
each other (Crandall et al. 2010) or how physical location of individuals correlates with
the social-network friendship (Eagle et al. 2009) have already been investigated in pre-
vious research. Most of these studies however, these questions have been addressed
accordingly to a static perspective of the underlying network, where all the tempo-
ral inhomogeneities of human interactions have been neglected. Furthermore, it has
been observed, for example, that highly connected social groups tend to span shorter
distances than connections bridging together (Volkovich et al. 2012) thus spatial con-
straints are strictly connected to structural network properties. On the other hand we
found that the network topology is strictly correlated with dynamical strategies of hu-
man communication and in particular that the neighborhood of social keepers is char-
acterized by stable tight clusters. It would be therefore interesting to analyze the way
in which the dynamical communication strategies that emerge from our study depend
on the geographical position of the individuals involved. Do people establish stable
connections with people who share the same location with and volatile relationships
with others? Are social circles of social keepers and social wanderers concentrated
into the same physical place? Due to the implications that such strategies have in the
level of volatility of the network or in spreading phenomena, the answers to these ques-
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tions could help in the very understanding of not only when and how information and
opinion spread across society, but also from where it comes and the spatial range it
covers. In this context, we would also like to address these questions for online social
networks, where the spatial location could play a different role with respect to the one
it plays in offline settings.

A more long-term goal is to analyze the social network builded from different
sources of data, e.g. mobile-phones, online communication and face-to-face interac-
tions. Although this is still a pipe dream due to the lack of multiple data sources of the
same population, this type of analysis would generate powerful insights to understand,
model and predict human social systems. It is not clear for example whether the same
individual use different channels of communication for different purposes or not. On
the basis of our analysis on communication strategies, individuals who are keeper in
their offline network can appear to be wanderers in the online one, or vice versa. Due
to the correlations that we observed between the strategies and individuals factors (age,
gender), this type of analysis would allow to better understand how people at different
stages of their life spend their time in social interactions and what are their habits of
communication.





A
Data and Materials

A.1 Mobile phone data set

The majority of results obtained in this thesis have been obtained by using a large data
set of mobile phone communication from a European telecommunication operator in
a single country, which name and national market share can not be revealed for data
privacy policy. The data consists of the Call Detail Records (CDRs) where at least
one of the sender or receiver phone number belongs to the operator under consider-
ation. The records contain the details of any single voice call, short message (SMS)
or multimedia message (MMS) services that passed through any device belonging to
the operator during the time period under consideration. In order to retain customer
anonymity, each number is identified by a key number such that it is not possible to re-
cover the names of the users or their phone numbers. No other information is provided
to identify customers thus their privacy and anonymity is totally guaranteed.

Our primary mobile phone calls data included phone calls made or received by
roughly 2×107 phone numbers over a period of 11 month, from February to December
2009. At a later stage in the study, the set of data has been extended with the CDRs until
August 2010 thus the final data set consists of the communication events of almost the
same number of users and 1.7 × 109 communication ties over a period of 19 months,
from February 2009 to August 2010. Specifically, the former data set has been used to
obtain the results in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3, while the latter for the rest of the analysis
performed in Chapter 5.
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Table A.1: Example of CDR (Call Detail Record) data.

caller callee timestamp duration

2 3 9:10, 11-Aug-08 000753 secs

4 5 9:42, 11-Aug-08 000006 secs

3 2 22:36, 13-Aug-08 000141 secs

4 7 11:10, 15-Aug-08 000029 secs

A.1.1 Filtering and Sampling

In all the work presented in this thesis, we focused exclusively on voice call records,
filtering out all other services as SMS and MMS. Although SMS and MMS also repre-
sent communication events between two individuals, they could give rise to a contact
networks different from the one obtained from voice call records. One of the main
difference is due to the nature of the communication channel: while a phone call is
undirected, in the sense that it allows communication between the caller and the callee
regardless to who initiates the phone call, SMS and MMS records represent directed
communication where the information is transmitted only in one direction, from the
sender to the receiver. Each data record contains the hashed numbers of the caller and
the receiver, the date and time at which the call was initiated and the duration of the
call. A schematic representation of four entries of our database is shown in Table A.1.

To translate the phone log data into a network representation that captures the char-
acteristics of the underlying communication network, it is usually necessary to pre-
process the data by filtering out any spurious event which may not represent a social
relationships. To this end we first filtered out all the incoming or outgoing calls that
involve other operators, keeping only those events in which both the caller and the re-
ceiver numbers belongs to the operator under consideration. This filtering is justified by
the fact that we have partial access to the the activity of other providers. It is therefore
needed to avoid the bias between the operator under consideration and other mobile
service providers as we would have a full access to the customers of our operator, but
only partial access to the activity of other providers. Moreover, to avoid business-like
subscriptions, which usually appear as users with a huge number of connections and
calls never returned, we only retain ties which are reciprocated, if there had been at
least one reciprocated pair of phone calls between them. This restriction, which also
eliminates calls to wrong numbers, telemarketing-type calls, customer service lines,
etc., should ensure that we are dealing with a more realistic network of social interac-
tions. All these filtering lead to the removal of about the 50% of the total links in our
database.
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Figure A.1: Distribution of tie weight wij For all ties in our database we show the distribution
of tie weight measured as (a) the total number nij of phone calls and (b) the total duration dij
(in minutes) of phone calls between users i and j.

A.1.2 Definition of the network

Due to the bidirectional nature of phone communication and to the fact that there is no
reason to assume a priori that the user who initiated the call has different properties or
role within the network, we neglect the directionality of links and consider a call from i
to j equivalent to a call from j to i. Therefore, in our network, a link between two users
i and j corresponds to an undirected link with at least one reciprocated pair of phone
calls between them during the whole period under consideration. We have defined
the tie weight wij as (i) the total number nij or (ii) the total duration dij of phone
communications between i and j during the time period under investigation depending
on what we were interested in to investigate. The distribution of both nij and dij is
shown in Fig. A.1.

Before motivating the choice we have made for each of the cases under considera-
tion, it is important to show that as expected, and in line with other studies on mobile
phone networks (Onnela et al. 2007), nij and dij are statistically dependent, giving
rise for our database to a Person’s linear correlation coefficient of 0.689. The relation
between these two variable is depicted in Fig. A.2. Because of the proportionality be-
tween the total number and the total duration of phone calls, the use of either one or the
other of these quantities to define the tie weight, leads to an equivalent representation
of the network. The main difference is that while nij is a discrete quantity, dij can be
considered a continuous variable, since in our database it is measured in seconds.
As a consequence, depending on whether the duration of the interaction was important
or not for the purpose of the analysis, we have chosen wij = nij or wij = dij to
describe the tie weight. In any case wij represents a symmetric weight, i.e. wij = wji,
as a consequence of the fact that we are considering undirected links.
For this reason, in Chapter 3 we have defined wij as the total duration of phone com-
munications between two users, since we were interested in studying the way in which
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Figure A.2: Proportionality between the total number and the total duration of phone calls. Total
duration dij (in minutes) as a function of the total number nij of phone calls between two users
i and j during a period of 11 months. The red line refers to the linear fit y = xγ with γ = 1.2,
while the black dashed lines correspond to the median of dij (horizontal) and nij (vertical),
which value are, respectively, 6.07 (minutes) and 5 (calls).

an individual distributes across his social connections the total time he spends on the
phone. In this case, in fact, the total time of phone calls reveals much more information
than the number of communication events, since it actually captures the temporal (and
possibly also the monetary) commitment to the social relationship.
In contrast, in Chapter 5 and in particular in Section 5.2.3, we have considered the total
number of phone calls between i and j to compute the tie transmissibility associated to
the dynamical SIR model. The motivation behind this choice is due to the fact that we
simulated the dynamical SIR process on the real-time series of communication events
by assuming that the value of the transmission probability λ is fixed and equal for any
phone call, regardless to its duration. In this case the duration of phone calls can be
therefore neglected, since for the purpose of the analysis, it does not carry any addi-
tional information.
Note that in principle, one can also simulate a dynamical process by assuming that the
more the duration of a phone call, the higher the chance that a piece of information is
transmitted, in which case at each phone call it would be λ(d) ∼ d, being d the duration
the phone call. The latter, however, was out of the analysis performed.

As stressed in the whole thesis, although both the nij and dij are a good represen-
tation of the emotional intensity of a given social relationship (Hill and Dunbar 2003;
Wellman and Wortley 1990; Saramäki et al. 2012), one of the goals of the work done
has been to show that the aggregated volume of communication does not completely
define the underlying relationship between two individuals. In fact, it does not contain
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any information about the temporal pattern of the tie communication, that is the way in
which a given volume of interaction events has been distributed in time.
Specifically, this issue has been discussed in Chapter 4, where we have introduced
alternative measures for the definition of the weight of a link. In particular we have
defined the stability of the link and the coefficient of variation of its inter-event time
distribution, to capture the lifetime of the link and the burstiness of its communication.
In Chapter 5 we have defined the weight of a link a posteriori, accordingly to to a
dynamical process and in particular to the epidemic SIR model. This led us to the
introduction of the tie transmissibility as measure of the dynamical weight of a link.
Contrary to the static weight obtained when the mere number or duration of phone
calls between two users is considered, the transmissibility also capture information on
both the properties of the temporal series of communication events between i and j and
correlations between these series and communication events with third parties.

A.1.3 Reference Models

In social network analysis, a common way to assess the importance and truthfulness of
the obtained results is to compare them against some reference (or null) model where
some of the features (i.e. contact network, tie weight, temporal correlation) of the
original network have been randomized. For this reason one usually refers to the re-
sulting network as the randomized network. In any randomized network, some of the
correlations observed in the real network are destroyed in order to understand their con-
tribution to the observed outcomes. Thus, depending on the case under consideration,
it can be more convenient to adopt one reference model or another. In particular, in the
work done in this thesis three different reference models have been adopted, which are
described in the following.

1. Tie-weight shuffle The weight of each tie (measured as either nij or dij) is re-
placed by a randomly selected tie weight from the whole network. This shuffle
preserves the overall social connectivity of each user (and thus the network topol-
ogy), while the amount of time each user dedicates to all his connections does
not now correspond to the actual value.

This reference model has been used in Chapter 3 in the analysis of static social strategies
of communication.

2. Time-stamps shuffle The original series of time-stamps is randomized or ran-
domly reshuffled across the complete CDR, thus destroying any temporal struc-
ture and correlations of the original sequence. For this reason, we also refer to
this null model also as Poissonian shuffling, since it transforms the series of the
real time stamps into a Poisson-like process where communication events are
homogeneously distributed and there is no causality in the interaction events.
Any structural feature of the network, such as the nodes’ degree or tie weight is
preserved.
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Figure A.3: Activity in the Facebook database. Total number of communication events through
the wall as a function of time for the Facebook database by Vismanath et al. (Viswanath et al.
2009). The vertical dashed lines show the limits of the observation time window Ω used in the
analysis of Section 3.4.1.

This reference model has been used in Chapter 4 to analyze the temporal features of
communication ties and in Chapter 5 to investigate the role of temporal patterns of human
communication in information spreading processes.

3. Intra-tie time-stamps shuffle The original time sequence of events is reshuffled
only within each tie communication. For a given tie the times of the first and the
last communication (thus the tie lifetime) are preserved, while the real times at
which any other phone call between them has been made do not now correspond
to the real ones. The burstiness of communication and the causal correlation
between events are destroyed.

This reference model has been used in Chapter 5 to investigate the role of tie creations
and removals in information spreading processes.

A.2 Facebook dataset

To investigate whether the dynamical social strategies of communication that we find
in mobile communication also emerge in online settings, in Chapter 3 we have also
analyzed the network obtained from Facebook interaction. In particular, we have stud-
ied the public data set of 90.269 users of the New Orleans Network crawled during
December 29th, 2008 and January 3rd, 2009 by Vismanath et al. (Viswanath et al.
2009) 1 The data consists of communication events between users through Facebook

1Data available at http://socialnetworks.mpi-sws.org.

 http://socialnetworks.mpi-sws.org.
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wall, where each entrance contains two anonymized user identifiers, meaning the sec-
ond user posted on the first user’s wall and the time-stamp at which the messages was
posted. Additional information about the data collection, topological properties and
temporal evolution of the resulting network can be found in Viswanath et al. (2009).

Contrary to the mobile phone data, the Facebook data is not steady in time, since the
database extends over the early days of Facebook growth and thus it shows a growth
in the activity over years, which translates in more wall posts and also more users
as a function of time (see Fig. A.3). To minimize this effect, in the study of time
allocation strategies in Chapter 3 we have chosen only communication events between
users that did show any activity in a observation window Ω = 212 days (the time
interval between 1000 and 1212 days in the database) and also which were present 20
days before and after Ω. We do not consider the links to be reciprocated in order to have
more data accessible for our analysis. With this filter our database contains 125× 103

communication events of ∼ 104 users and 69× 103 ties.
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